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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to understand the contextual nature of launching industrial new
products. Therefore, the launch drivers, challenges, and launch processes are examined here in two
remarkably different industrial contexts. The importance of the launch for new product success has
been acknowledged and the formulation of a successful launch strategy is broadly addressed in the
previous launch research. However, the launch activities and the variety of industrial launch
contexts have been less frequently studied.
The theoretical foundation of this study builds on new product marketing, new product
management, new product development, and industrial marketing research. The empirical part of
the study is conducted in the form of a qualitative two-case study. The first case represents a less
innovative singular design industrial product launch by a product-based firm to a competitive
market, and the second case is an innovative customised industrial solution launch through a
customer project by a project-based firm to a less competitive market. Thirty personal interviews
form the primary data.
The study primarily contributes to the new product launch research. First, the study presents
how the contextual nature of launching industrial new products comes into effect, as product, firm,
and market characteristics influence the perceived launch drivers, challenges, and launch process
characteristics in a context. Second, the study identifies six aspects of launching and ten launch
activity groups that capture the launch drivers, challenges, and activities in a context. The aspects
or activity groups are not all relevant in all contexts, but their occurrence can be understood
through the context characteristics. Third, the findings detail differing launch drivers and
challenges and characteristics for the launch process in two industrial contexts. The only common
launch process phase across the contexts is the external introduction. The findings from the
project-based firm context broaden the contextual scope of the new product launch research.
Fourth, the study elaborates on the scattered implications concerning the launching of innovative
solutions through customer projects presented in industrial solution and reference marketing
research. Fifth, the study brings forward communication as a central aspect of the process of
launching.

Keywords: contextual nature, launch, launch process, new industrial product, product
business, project business
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Tiivistelmä
Tämän tutkimuksen tarkoituksena on ymmärtää uusien teollisuustuotteiden lanseeraamisen kontekstisidonnaisuutta, minkä vuoksi lanseerauksen onnistumisen ajureita ja haasteita sekä lanseerausprosessia tutkitaan kahdessa hyvin erilaisessa teollisessa kontekstissa. Aiempi tutkimus on
tunnistanut lanseerauksen tärkeänä uuden tuotteen menestystekijänä, ja erityisesti lanseerausstrategian merkitystä on tutkittu laajasti. Lanseerausaktiviteetit sekä teollisten lanseerauskontekstien kirjo ovat kuitenkin vähemmän tutkittuja.
Tutkimus rakentuu teoreettisesti uusien tuotteiden markkinoinnin ja johtamisen, tuotekehityksen ja teollisen markkinoinnin kirjallisuuteen. Tutkimuksen empiirinen osio on toteutettu laadullisena tapaustutkimuksena. Ensimmäinen tapaus edustaa tuoteperustaisen yrityksen tekemää
vähemmän innovatiivisen vakioidun itsenäisen teollisuustuotteen lanseerausta kilpaillulle markkinalle. Toinen tapaus edustaa projektiyrityksen tekemää innovatiivisen kustomoidun teollisen
ratkaisun lanseerausta asiakasprojektin kautta vähemmän kilpaillulle markkinalle. Pääaineisto
koostuu 30 haastattelusta.
Tutkimuksessa esitetään, miten tuotteen, yrityksen ja markkinan piirteet vaikuttavat lanseerauksen onnistumisen ajureihin ja haasteisiin sekä lanseerausprosessin piirteisiin ja näin selittävät
lanseerauksen kontekstisidonnaisuuden mekanismia. Tutkimuksessa tunnistetaan kuusi näkökulmaa lanseeraukseen ja kymmenen lanseerausaktiviteettiryhmää, joiden avulla voidaan kuvata ja
analysoida lanseerauksen ajureita, haasteita sekä aktiviteetteja kontekstissa. Kaikki näkökulmat
tai aktiviteettiryhmät eivät ole relevantteja kaikissa konteksteissa, mutta näkökulmien ja aktiviteettiryhmien painottumista voidaan ymmärtää tarkastelemalla kyseessä olevan kontekstin piirteitä. Lisäksi, tulokset erittelevät lanseerauksen ajureita ja haasteita sekä lanseerausprosessin
piirteitä tutkituissa konteksteissa. Ainoa yhteinen lanseerausprosessin vaihe näissä konteksteissa
on tuotteen esittely markkinoille. Tutkimus kokoaa ja kehittää nykyistä hajanaista ymmärrystä
innovatiivisten teollisten ratkaisujen lanseeraamisesta asiakasprojektien kautta, ja tulokset tästä
projektiyrityskontekstista laajentavat lanseeraustutkimuksen kontekstien kirjoa. Tutkimus esittää kommunikaation keskeisenä lanseerausprosessin elementtinä ja erittelee siihen liittyvät
avainlöydökset tutkituista konteksteista.

Asiasanat: kontekstisidonnaisuus, lanseeraus, lanseerausprosessi, projektiliiketoiminta,
tuoteliiketoiminta, uusi teollisuustuote
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1

Introduction

1.1

Importance of the topic

This study examines the contextual nature of launching industrial new products.
Specifically, the drivers and challenges of launch success and the launch process
are examined from an activity perspective in two different industrial launch
contexts. The launch is the process of introducing a new product into the market
for initial sale (Tzokas et al. 2004, Cooper 2011), and its aim is to maximise the
chances of achieving acceptance in the target market (Guiltinan 1999). The
launch process covers the time span from launch planning to the launch
evaluation (Nagle 2005).
The launch has a significant and multifaceted effect on a new product’s
overall success (Guiltinan 1999, Henard & Szymanski 2001, Crawford & Di
Benedetto 2003), but it typically involves high risks and costs (Di Benedetto 1999,
Langerak et al. 2004). The launch is a moment of truth because it reveals whether
customers see the product as intended (Langerak et al. 2004), and the
accumulated costs from the entire new product development (hereafter NPD)
process are at stake. Hence, it is a critical step for any new product’s success.
In the 1990’s and in the beginning of the 21st century, there has been both a
theoretical and a managerial interest in better understanding how to make
successful launch decisions (Page & Schirr 2008, Talke & Hultink 2010a)
because managers are commonly found making launch decisions that do not lead
to new product success (Hultink et al. 2000). Developing decision rules for an
optimal launch is referred to as a “classic marketing problem” in uncertain
demand conditions (Hitsch 2006). However, launch decisions alone do not
determine launch success; they need to be transferred into activities, and this
transformation is modified, for example, by the organisational mind-set (Talke &
Hultink 2010a). This process of transformation notes two important aspects of
launching that have received less attention than they most likely deserve:
understanding the influence of the context characteristics on the launch, and
understanding the launch through its activities. These two broader research gaps
are the basis for this study, and the following discussion leads to the aspects that
are particularly examined in this study to address those gaps.
Hence, the potential influence of the diverse context characteristics on
launching is an under-researched issue, even though the context-dependency of
13

the launch has been implied by several authors. The set of launch decisions
supporting launch success are found to differ in regard to the characteristics of the
firm, the external environment and the product to be launched (Hultink et al. 1998,
Guiltinan 1999, Hultink & Robben 1999). The launch processes are tailored to fit
the context (Nagle 2005), and researchers have made launch context distinctions
between consumer and industrial products or markets (e.g. Hultink et al. 1997,
Hultink et al. 2000, Debruyne et al. 2002) or based on the product’s
innovativeness (Lee & O’Connor 2003a, Hsieh & Tsai 2007) and found
differences concerning the launch according to these distinctions.
It is suggested here that the contextual understanding of launching is not fully
developed and, specifically, that there is a more defined research gap in the
research on the variety of industrial launch contexts. The industrial product
business possesses diverse characteristics varying from simple market
transactions to complex relationship management (Freytag & Clarke 2001). In
that light, the mere distinction between customer and industrial launch contexts
leaves that variety largely unexplored by the new product research. For example,
as a contrast to simpler products that are mass-produced by functionally based
organisations, Hobday (1998) presents complex products and systems (CoPS) that
are high cost, complex, customised and produced in small batches or for
individual users in projects and project-based firms (Hobday 1998). These types
of industrial products are more commonly discussed as solutions (Brady et al.
2005, Evanschitzky et al. 2011). It has been suggested that the firms operating in
the project-oriented technology industry are undergoing a change and are also
increasingly learning to be product marketers in addition to their traditional
project business orientation (Jalkala et al. 2010). Nonetheless, the research on
solutions and CoPS does not focus on product oriented thinking or aspects of
launching newly developed solutions, even though it is implied that these might
be relevant aspects when aiming at economies of repetition in the solution
business (Davies & Brady 2000). Innovative solutions developed during unique
customer projects are often later offered to other customers (Storbacka 2011). The
launch is then associated with the first customer project where the solution is
implemented because subsequently the solution is usually widely communicated
and released for sale (cf. Tzokas et al. 2004). However, so far this aspect of the
launch has not been clearly addressed in the research streams on solutions or
project marketing. In addition, even though the launch also appears to be a
relevant concept for other than purely product-based industrial firms, the new
14

product research does not appear to have a major interest in taking a closer look at
the contextual aspects.
Hence, addressing the aforementioned research gap concerning the launch
variety in diverse industrial contexts, this study examines the contextual nature of
launching, particularly in the industrial market. More specifically, to understand
the implications of the contextual nature of launching for managing the launch
process, it is suggested that the contextual nature can be examined through the
launch drivers and the challenges experienced in a particular context. If the
drivers are not known, the path to the targeted outcome remains hidden. In the
broad area of NPD research, the examination of success drivers is a typical way to
understand the elements that separate the best performing firms from other firms
(e.g. Cooper & Kleinschmidt 1995), and as mentioned above, the research on
launch success elements has been vivid. However, if the challenges are not also
known, there is no way to prepare for them. Therefore, challenges to launch
success are also examined here; it is assumed that including the challenges will
help to develop a more thorough understanding of the phenomenon compared to
focusing only on the drivers. The examination of a phenomenon through its
drivers and challenges/barriers is similar to the approach of Lin and Lin (2006),
who intended to find the drivers that support customer value creation and the
challenges that hinder it in an organisation.
Related to the other underlying research gap addressed in this study, the
research on the new product launch has quite neglected the activity approach to
launching, starting with conceptualising launch activities (Talke & Hultink
2010b), although understanding the activities could be considered to be a central
aspect of any process. Easingwood et al. (2006) mention launch execution as the
stage in which the launch strategy is conducted, but they do not focus on the
activities. In a new product launch research summary by Calantone and Di
Benedetto (2007), which covers studies from 1994 to 2005, a study by Di
Benedetto (1999) was the only empirical study that considered the launch
activities as a major topic of an article. Another two articles either mentioned the
launch process (Calantone & Montoya-Weiss 1994) or the launch process phases
(Nagle 2005) but were review articles. Hence, empirical original research
focusing on new product launch activities appears to be scarce.
Launch activities have been occasionally studied in connection with tactical
launch decisions (e.g. Guiltinan 1999). A broad selection of launch activities has
been identified as being important to launch proficiency (Hsieh et al. 2008), such
as market research (Bastic 2004); prelaunch market testing (Atuahene-Gima 1995,
15

Bastic 2004, Langerak et al. 2004); formal sales training, committing front-line
personnel for the launch and post-launch evaluation (Atuahene-Gima 1995); and
launch budgeting, distribution channel selection, pricing, marketing
communication design and product mix design (Langerak et al. 2004). However,
these lists of activities tell little about what type of process the launch is as a
whole. The activity approach to the launch has also been touched on in NPD
research, which views the launch as the culmination of the NPD process and
presents lists of launch activities as a part of the NPD process descriptions
(Crawford & Di Benedetto 2008, Cooper 2011). However, the launch activities
are not the main focus of these studies.
An examination of launch activities is needed, however, both to progress the
field of research and to study the identified difficulties in managing the launch. In
a study by Cooper and Kleinschmidt (1986), the launch was not formally
recognised as a distinct and identifiable stage or activity in 30 per cent of the
examined industrial NPD projects. Research findings from the subsequent
decades show that it is still not a common practice to take a systematic and welldefined approach to launch process management (e.g. Greenley & Bayus 1994,
Calantone & Di Benedetto 2007). This neglect might be one reason for the
identified difficulties in launch management (e.g. Hultink et al. 2000). A
systematic approach to the NPD process that also builds in the NPD success
factors has provided more successful new product performance (Cooper &
Kleinschmidt 1995, Cooper 1996, Cooper 1998). It is suggested here that,
similarly, research bringing more attention to the launch process would bring
benefits to launch management.
An activity approach to launching is also needed because the launch has been
identified as a complex process, and an activity approach could help resolve those
complexities. The launch process includes a broad variety of activities (e.g. Di
Benedetto 1999, Nagle 2005), but in addition, the launch process requires crossfunctional integration (Griffin 1997, Song & Swink 2009) and information
exchange (Zahay et al. 2004). The current research has only recently started to
closely explore the internal and external stakeholders and their role in the launch
(Talke & Hultink 2010b, Kuester et al. 2012). In a global company, the launch
process is a combination of global level planning and local customisation (Bruce
et al. 2007), which makes its coordination challenging and sets even higher
requirements for communication. New product success may be more likely when
a firm employs function-specific and stage-specific patterns of cross-functional
integration (Song et al. 1998), but this type of understanding of the launch
16

process is still lacking. This study argues that the optimal launch decisions are not
the only key to launch success. Doing things right, not just doing the right things,
matters in new product launch as well as in NPD in general (Montoya-Weiss &
Calantone 1994). That type of thinking leads us to examine the processes and
activities (Cooper 1999). In other words, proficiency in how the launch is
conducted through the different activities appears to be the other side of launch
success (e.g. Langerak et al. 2004, Hsieh et al. 2008). Hence, this study adopts
the activity approach to launching due to the assumed importance of
understanding the activities and due to the prevailing research gap.
To conclude, the launch appears to be a complex, context-dependent, crossfunctional process, but there are still research gaps concerning launch activities
in diverse industrial contexts, regardless of their evidenced importance for new
product performance and the context-dependency of launching. It is believed that
this approach would not only add to the current new product launch research but
would also carry managerial relevance. The perspective here is that of the
launching firm. As Talke and Hultink (2010b) note, the customers and the
activities aimed at them are typically the focus of launch examinations, referring
to the underlying theoretical basis of adoption theory. However, this study aims at
a holistic understanding of launch activities in their context and examines not
only the activities directed at customers or other external stakeholders but also the
activities involved in planning and preparing the externally and internally directed
launch activities (see Kuester et al. 2012). The complexities of launching are
typically managed by the marketing function or, in smaller firms, by the person
responsible for new products and their marketing. Marketing is a focal point and
communication hub during launch (Gupta et al. 1985, Song et al. 1998), and
because the launch is the responsibility of the marketing function (Langerak et al.
2004), the launch success depends on how well the marketing managers handle
this process (Beard & Easingwood 1996). Therefore, in addition to the contextual
and activity-based approach for the launch, this study takes the perspective of the
marketing function of the launching firm. Additionally, this study chooses
launching (and not the launch) as the primary concept to emphasise the chosen
activity approach. It is suggested here that to understand the contextual nature of
launching, it is important to understand not only the activities constituting the
process but also the launch drivers and the challenges in a context, which leads to
the research questions of this study.

17

1.2

Purpose of the study and research questions

Considering the presented research gaps in the new product launch research, the
purpose of this study is to understand the contextual nature of launching
industrial new products. This study adopts the contextual and activity approaches
to investigate launching. It is assumed that by examining the similarities and
differences of the launch drivers and challenges and the launch process across
different industrial contexts, the contextual nature of launching industrial new
products can be partially exposed. The theoretical aim is to contribute to the new
product launch research and the industrial marketing research streams touching on
the issue of launching new products. The managerial aim is to help manage the
key issues of launching industrial new products in diverse industrial contexts.
Hence, the research phenomenon of interest is the launching of industrial new
products. The primary research question is what is the contextual nature of
launching industrial new products. That question is answered through two
research questions (RQs).
RQ1: What types of drivers and challenges can be identified for launching
industrial new products?
RQ2: What type of process is the launching of industrial new products?
The launch challenges and drivers are examined under a single research question
because they both represent one perspective on launching that is linked to
achieving the launch targets. The examination of the process provides another
essential perspective on launching, focused on its activities.
The theoretical understanding is first built to form the conceptual framework
for the study, which is the basis for planning and implementing the empirical
inquiry. The empirical inquiry is conducted as a qualitative case study. Based on
the theoretical understanding of the phenomenon, two remarkably different
industrial launch contexts, the product-based firm and project-based firm contexts,
are chosen for the empirical examination. As an outcome, a framework for the
contextual nature of an industrial new product launch is presented that includes
the categorisation of the launch drivers and challenges along with the possible
launch activity groups as the building blocks of the launch process. With the help
of the framework, the common core as well as the context specific findings
regarding the launch drivers and challenges and the launch process can be
presented.
18

The research questions are processed through four individual research papers
that cover the two differing launch contexts. Table 1 presents the author’s
contribution to the papers and how they relate to the research questions.
Table 1. Author’s contribution to the individual papers.
Papers

Contribution of the author

Answers

I

Lehtimäki T, Salo J & Karjaluoto

The author had the primary responsibility for planning

RQ1,

H (2008) Launch lessons from a

and writing the paper. The author planned and

partly

growing global supplier of

conducted the data collection with Simula, conducted

RQ 2

industrial equipment.

the analysis for the data and wrote the majority of the

International Journal of Business paper, which Salo and Karjaluoto reviewed.
Excellence 1(4): 375–390.
II

Lehtimäki T (2013) Launching

The author planned and conducted the data collection

RQ1,

innovative industrial solutions

with Simula and Selmgren. Otherwise the author was

RQ2

through customer projects.

solely responsible for the production of the paper.

Manuscript.
III

Lehtimäki T (2012) Managing the The author planned and conducted the data collection
new product launch process:

with Simula and Mustonen. Otherwise the author was

cross-functional information

solely responsible for the production of the paper.

RQ2,
partly 1

exchange perspective.
International Journal of Advances
in Management and Economics
1(4): 31–41.
IV

Lehtimäki, T, Simula H & Salo J

The author had the primary responsibility for planning,

Partly

(2009) Applying knowledge

and writing the paper and coordinating the writing. The

RQ1

management to project

author planned and conducted the data collection with

and

marketing in a demanding

Simula, conducted the primary analysis for the data and RQ2

technology transfer project:

wrote the majority of the paper. The empirical section of

convincing the customer over the the paper and the analysis were partially written with
knowledge gap. Industrial

Simula. Salo rewrote some parts, e.g., in the

Marketing Management 38(2):

methodology section. Otherwise, Simula and Salo

228–236.

primarily reviewed the paper.

RQ1 is answered primarily through papers I and II, which examine the launch
drivers and challenges in two differing contexts, and papers III and IV support
that answer. RQ2 is answered primarily through papers II and III, which examine
the process of launching in the two differing contexts, and papers I and IV support
the answer. As a result, the papers present the launch drivers and challenges and
the launch process in two industrial contexts. These findings are brought together
and compared in this dissertation to form the answer to the primary research
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question. All of the research questions are thus finally answered in a synthesis of
the theoretical and empirical understanding. Data collection was conducted as a
part of the broader research projects and colleagues also took part in the data
collection and in writing the papers.
1.3

Research approach

The research philosophy and research strategy for this study are next presented.
Briefly, the research philosophy of this study relies on critical realism and the
research strategy relies on a qualitative case study and abductive reasoning to
answer the research question.
1.3.1 Research philosophy
The research philosophy guides the study design and methodological choices
based on the ontological and epistemological position of the research. The
ontological principles define the form and nature of reality, the epistemological
principles define the relationship between reality and the researcher, and the
methodology is the technique used to investigate that reality (Morgan 1983, Guba
& Lincoln 1994: 108).
The philosophical position in social science used in this study relies on
critical realism, which assumes that one, true reality independent of human
consciousness exists (Sayer 2000) but that there are limits to how accurately we
can know it (Easton 2010, Järvensivu & Törnroos 2010). There are differences
between the real, the actual and the empirical (Easton 2010). The mechanisms in
the real domain cannot be directly examined, but the mechanisms lead to effects
or events in the actual domain, leading to empirical events that can be observed
(Easton 2010). However, those observations might only partly cover the actual
events or the events may be understood differently, and in the end, the results are
always interpretations. Nonetheless, in critical realist research, interpretation is
accepted and acknowledged (Easton 2010). Although the one true reality can be
only partially known, there are multiple local contingent truth claims, viewpoints
of the truth, that are considered to apply, and it is possible to move closer to these
through empirical observation (Järvensivu & Törnroos 2010).
The empirical examination happens through linguistic and extra-linguistic
elements (see e.g. Fleetwood 2005) by focusing more on the contents of the
empirical data and less on how these contents are produced through language
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practices. However, the content only reflects the reality, and an essential part of
the analysis is interpretation (Easton 2010). The researcher is then a part of the
knowledge production process, as the understanding of the phenomenon under
study is built through her perceptions and thought processes. The axiological view
of the researcher and the underlying motivation for conducting the study is to
understand the research phenomenon per se but to understand it in a way that is
useful to both researchers and participants (e.g. Mingers 2003). Additionally, the
observations are always bounded by subjectivity due to the necessary
interpretation. Therefore, community-based criticality is essential to eventually
revealing some features of the real world, which means that the knowledge about
the world is socially constructed (Sayer 2000). The world, then, is socially
construed rather than constructed (Easton 2010). Hence, the partial understanding
of reality is perceived, and there is no access to the real world beyond our own
observations and interpretations (Easton 2010). Furthermore, these perceptions
are subjective and born through human consciousness. The more accessible local
truth is understood as subjective, social reality. The local truth can be examined
through individual perceptions, which provide an indirect perspective on an
underlying and imperfectly apprehensible reality (Sobh & Perry 2006). The
assumption in this study, then, is that the individual actors’ perceptions and
experience of launching industrial new products form the social reality, which is
partly accessible to the researcher and can be examined empirically. Unlike for
constructivism research, the perceptions per se or the local truth itself are not the
primary focus but the imperfectly apprehensible reality beyond it (Healy & Perry
2000). In other words, moving closer to the local truths of launching is assumed
to help understand the contextual nature of launching, that is, the mechanisms
through which the local truths emerge.
The critical realist examines objects or entities, which directs the attention to
the fundamental nature and capabilities of the examined entities rather than their
measurable properties (Easton 2010). Because critical realism makes distinctions
between external (contingent) and internal relationships among the objects, it also
supports the adoption of a contextual approach, and, more specifically, the
examination of the contextual variables or their impact on performance, the nature
of the phenomenon and the mechanisms by which the contextual variables affect
the phenomenon under study (Easton 2002). Instead of examining only the links
between context characteristics, launch activities and launch success, this study
examines the launch from an activity perspective and aims for a holistic and
contextual understanding of launching (e.g. Easton 2010). Hence, this study is
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directed at understanding the contextual nature of launching industrial new
products. The purpose is to understand this phenomenon in its context, which
suggests describing what has happened (activities), in which type of context,
examining why the observed activities occurred, and finally what contributed to
and what harmed the achievement of the expected outcome of the events.
The approach used to examine the launch in this study is largely neglected in
the current new product launch research. The most commonly applied methods
for examining a launch are challenged here to bridge the identified research gaps.
Launching has typically been studied from a more positivist stance, utilising
quantitative methods to reveal the performance variables. That approach easily
leads to contingency theories focusing on the outcome and content and not on the
process (e.g. Zeithaml et al. 1988). It is argued here that understanding the
process is a fundamental part of understanding the contextual nature of launching
industrial new products because the launch process consists of activities
performed by social actors in a context, and the outcome also depends on these
activities. The contingency approach assumes that there is no one method to reach
the desired goal, such as effectiveness, and the methods used depend on upon the
conditions of a specific situation (Zeithaml et al. 1988). Similarly, it is assumed
here that launching can appear to be quite different across contexts. By linking the
context-based findings of this study to the existing theoretical knowledge and by
thick context description, the findings concerning the local truths can add to the
general knowledge of the phenomenon through analytical generalisation. The
explanations then are local and theoretically generalisable (e.g. Ryan et al. 2012).
This study has some views close to moderate constructionism. The
underlying interest in this study is in the identification of the structures of the
world, which is an interest shared by moderate constructionism (Järvensivu &
Törnroos 2010), and in the attempt to understand and reconstruct the
constructions that people hold (Guba & Lincoln 1994: 113). This interest applies
particularly to RQ2, which focuses on the launch process. Here, the launch
process is seen as a structure consisting of internally related practices (e.g. Sayer
1992: 92). The local truth concerning the launch process is understood to be a
construction created by the social actors involved in it. However, the local truth
might not be exactly the same as that held by any single actor but is rather the
common understanding of the phenomenon. The common understanding of the
launch process might exist regardless of the observer, even though it has not been
explicitly expressed. It is the understanding of the launch process that makes it
possible for several actors to work together and conduct the launch activities. The
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process is understood to consist of phases, which can be understood as activity
groups that the social actors perceive as belonging together. As such, it is not
known whether there is one true reality concerning the launch process, but at least
the local truth claims apply. In addition, this viewpoint is close to moderate
constructionism (see Järvensivu & Törnroos 2010). The launch activities
performed for a particular new product launch can be empirically examined
together with the actors’ perceptions. The difference between moderate
constructionism and the views applied in this study is that in moderate
constructionism, the interest is more on the community-bounded understanding,
per se, whereas here that is only one of the windows used to triangulate toward
the underlying truth about the contextual nature of launching. Hence, even though
answering RQ2 raises views close to moderate constructionism, on the level of
the primary research problem, the approach is critical realism.
In RQ1, the idea is to examine launch drivers and challenges as perceived by
the social actors involved in launching. This examination also leans towards an
interest in the constructions that people hold. As the general aim of launching is to
introduce new products and support their sales, it is more strongly assumed that
there may be one true reality concerning launch drivers and challenges (than
concerning the launch process), even though the local truths about them vary. It is
not assumed that this study will eventually be able to explain how launch success
can be achieved in general. However, the examination of launch drivers and
challenges in a particular context can help to understand the contextual nature of
launching. The local truths of the launch process and the launch drivers and
challenges can help us to move closer to understanding the underlying
mechanisms. Thus, when considering the contextual nature of launching
industrial new products, it is believed that there are mechanisms through which
the contextual nature comes into effect that can be considered true reality. The
findings of this study represent multiple perspectives on that truth and can
partially help to understand that reality.
Overall, the critical realist view is the primary philosophical stance applied in
this study, but in some sections, there are views close to moderate constructionism.
This shift is not a problem, however, as it is acknowledged that these two are
rather close or even overlapping if the view on reality and knowledge is neither
strongly objective or subjective but something in between (see Järvensivu &
Törnroos 2010: 102), as in this study.
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1.3.2 Research strategy
The research strategy describes how the research question is to be answered, and
the research strategy choices are made here to suit the research philosophy and
the problems of this study. The research strategy here is based on a qualitative,
abductive multiple case study. The research questions follow the suggestions by
Easton (2010) for a critical realist approach to case research, being interested in
events and activities and the key entities involved, and this study adopts a
contextual approach. The research questions are in the form of “what type of,”
with the aim of examining the contextual nature of the phenomenon. Easton
(2010) suggests asking why particular events happened or are happening. Why
questions are not explicitly included in the research questions, but it is assumed
that understanding the contextual nature helps to understand why the particular
launches were performed as they were.
The role of theory in this study is to provide a preliminary theoretical
understanding of the research phenomenon, which is then developed through an
empirical inquiry. The role of the empirical data is to help understand the
particular aspects of the research phenomenon of interest here (contextual nature
with an activity approach) that have not been tackled in the previous research, and
thereby contribute to theory. This study follows hermeneutic knowledge interest
rather than technical or critical (Habermas 1971) because the knowledge interest
in this study is foremost to understand, not to predict, the research phenomenon.
This understanding is gained through understanding the launching process that
consists of human action and interaction.
The critical realist research process includes continuous cycles of research
and reflection (e.g. Easton 2010), and here it leads to the utilisation of abductive
logic to answer the research question (Järvensivu & Törnroos 2010). An
examination of the underlying mechanisms necessitates looking backwards—
what could have led to the observed events—and going back and forth between
interpretation, data collection and constructing a theoretical understanding
(Easton 2010). The abductive reasoning process assumes that the theoretical
insights gained during the research can modify the data gathering and theoretical
framework and that the issues found in the data can lead to new questions that
necessitate new theoretical views (Peirce 1955, Dubois & Gadde 2002). This
process describes the reasoning process of this study well.
The philosophical principles of this study lead to the examination of the
social reality (local truth) behind launching industrial new products. This
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examination is conducted through a qualitative study that focuses on the activities
and key entities involved, primarily examined through interview and documentary
data (e.g. Fleetwood 2005). A process research approach is used, in particular, to
examine the activities constituting the process of launching (see Chapter 1.4.1).
Qualitative research methods are used here because the phenomenon is examined
in its natural setting to make sense of it through the meanings that people bring to
it; the examination of the phenomenon in terms of quantity, intensity, or
frequency alone is not meaningful with respect to the research question (e.g.
Denzin & Lincoln 2000: 8). Therefore, the research strategy is based on
qualitative empirical evidence collected through interaction with the launch actors,
providing close and versatile insights into the complex research phenomenon.
This study uses multiple data sources and selects a case study strategy to
capture the complex social phenomenon in a specific context and to understand
that phenomenon in depth and comprehensively, aiming for a holistic description
(Easton 2010, Järvensivu & Törnroos 2010). That type of understanding and
description of the phenomenon is still lacking in the new product research, as
noted in the introduction, and therefore, it is the goal here to better understand
launching. The empirical data are derived from two cases, which provide the
specific answers to the research questions in two industrial contexts, purposely
chosen to represent two contexts that are as different as possible for an industrial
product launch. These cases represent a less innovative singular design industrial
product launch by a product-based firm to a competitive market and an innovative
customised industrial solution launch by a project-based firm to a less
competitive market. By comparing the findings from the two contexts and
identifying the similarities and differences between them, the primary research
question concerning the contextual nature of launching industrial products is
answered. The case study design detailing the methodological choices and the
research process realising the research strategy are described in Chapter 3.1.
1.4

Theoretical positioning

The theoretical positioning of this study is described next, first by discussing the
underlying research approaches. In this study, the phenomenon of interest is
examined utilising contextual and activity approaches and some ideas from the
marketing management and functionalist paradigms. Then, the literature base
utilised to build the theoretical foundation for this study is presented.
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1.4.1 Underlying research approaches
Following Schoonhoven (1981) and Zeithaml et al. (1988), contingency theory is
used here as an orientating strategy and an approach to the phenomenon and not
as a theory per se or to examine change. The basic assumptions of Galbraith
(1973) are adopted in this study: there is no single best way to organise for a
launch and different ways to organise for a launch are not equally effective under
all conditions. In other words, launching is seen as a context dependent activity,
where the context refers to the constraints and contingencies internal and external
to the firm (e.g. Thompson 1967). Specifically, the internal context of interest
here is the internal structures and practices of a firm rather than the employee
level behaviour. The external context refers to the close external environment or
the particular market circumstances, where the firm operates and launches
products, instead of the macro components of the context in a broader sense (e.g.
Mealiea & Lee 1979). However, the applied approach in this study is closer to a
contextual than a contingency approach, as described by Easton (2010); the
possible causal relationships between focal entities and the context are analysed,
but the emphasis is more on identifying the relevant contextual characteristics and
the underlying mechanisms as a whole than on articulating the individual causal
relationships with an interest in efficiency. Therefore, even though the basic
assumptions of contingency theory are adopted in this study, from this point
forward, the contextual is chosen over the contingency approach because it more
precisely describes the chosen research approach.
The process perspective on launching in this study is based on Pettigrew
(1997: 338), where process is seen “as a sequence of individual and collective
events, actions and activities unfolding over time in context”. In addition, the
perspective on the process here reflects viewpoints from the life cycle and
teleology theories of development and change (see Van de Ven 1992). Life cycle
theory supports the assumptions that activities have an order and the process has a
starting and an ending point, but the process itself might be repeated, creating a
continuum of activities. In addition, the process is understood here to consist of
sequences of repeatable and observable, purposeful activities aiming at a
particular outcome, including a sequence of planning, implementation and
adaptation activities, referring to teleology theory. Hence, the process can be seen
as consisting of some type of phases. The process does not describe development
or change per se, even though collective learning can occur, which may then
change the process when it is repeated in the organisation over the course of time.
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Instead, the process here refers to a category of concepts that refers to the actions
of individuals or organisations (Van de Ven 1992).
From the critical realist perspective, the process captures the structure of the
entities of interest, representing the researcher’s understanding of the
phenomenon on a conceptual level. Just as assumed by the teleology theory on
processes (Van de Ven 1992), as well as Pettigrew’s (1997) view on process and
the contextual approach discussed above, alternative means can be adapted to
reach the desired end state, where the context plays an important role as a basis
for adaptation. A common perception of a particular process represents a
combined understanding of different types of activities typically performed to
reach a particular outcome. The perception is the basis for any individual and
unique replay of the process. In other words, the launch process captures and
conceptualises the common understanding of which activities constitute launching
in an organisation. For example, here the launch process description identifies the
activities of planning and establishing distribution channels for launch but does
not instruct as to which type of distribution will be used for a particular launch.
Hence, the interest is not in choosing the launch activities or how to implement
them for a specific launch in a context, but in identifying which activities
constitute the common understanding of what the launch is in a context. In this
study, a process is considered to be an idealisation of reality and a compromised
view of subjective experiences. Describing a process is one way to build an
understanding of reality (Pettigrew 1997), which might not be directly observable
(e.g. Easton 2010). Based on these assumptions, the launch process in this study
describes repeatable and observable activities performed by individuals and
collectives, unfolding over time in context and aiming for a new product
introduction supporting the initiation of sales in the targeted market.
A common understanding of an organisational process is important for
managing the process. Even if a firm has not explicitly defined a process, some
type of common understanding among the actors is needed for them to work
together. In a firm, the marketing function has a central role in managing and
performing the launch (Gupta et al. 1985, Beard & Easingwood 1996, Song et al.
1998, Crawford & Di Benedetto 2008: 373). The launch process, its drivers and
challenges are examined here from the marketing function’s perspective, but the
interest is in the activities of the launch and less in the marketing function. The
institutions of marketing and their functions are in the focus of the functionalist
paradigm, whereas a firm view of the marketing processes is examined in the
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marketing management paradigm (Achrol & Kotler 2012). Hence, this study is
closer to the marketing management than the functionalist paradigm.
The marketing management paradigm is also linked to new product launch
research because the four Ps have been repeatedly used in new product launch
research as the basic elements of tactical launch decisions (e.g. Biggadike 1979,
Hultink et al. 1997, Chiesa & Frattini 2011). McCarthy’s (1960) classification of
the four Ps (product, placement, promotion and price) was perhaps one of the
most influential terms from marketing management in the 1960s (van
Waterschoot 2000). The influence of the four Ps reached well beyond the 1960s,
as the managerial school emphasising profit maximisation became a dominant
school for three decades (Baker 2000). The same emphasis is present in the new
product launch research that examines the best possible combination of launch
decisions for a profitable outcome.
Here, the profit maximisation emphasis or the identification of success
patterns is replaced by a relatively more descriptive approach than that seen in the
main body of work from marketing management or research on strategic and
tactical launch decisions. Choosing the contextual approach on launch activities
and discussing the launch process as a common understanding of the included
activities leads to another type of focus. In addition, the launch drivers and
challenges are examined as perceived by the actors (what contributed to and what
hindered achieving the launch target) instead of as statistical relationships
between launch decisions or activities and launch performance. Based on the
critical realist research approach of this study (e.g. Easton 2010), the focus is on
understanding the contextual nature of launching. Accordingly, the imperfectly
apprehensible reality can be examined through the subjective experiences and
perceptions of individuals and, therefore, launching is studied using the viewpoint
of the participants and how they perceive the activities that they are involved in.
The marketing management approach is also said to be production orientated
and primarily concerned with the sales of fast-moving consumer goods, where
marketers are actors and consumers are objects (Baker 2000). Similarly, the
adoption studies that underlie the launch strategy and tactics research focus on the
activities aimed at customers (Talke & Hultink 2010b), reflecting the one-way
character and reactive attitude of the 4P concept (van Waterschoot 2000). This
study shares the interest on marketing management issues, but instead of limiting
the examination to activities directly aimed at customers or enhancing adoption,
the whole set of activities that a firm performs to execute the launch is of interest.
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1.4.2 The literature base
The underlying research approaches focused the study on the launch activities in a
specific context. Specifically, the launch activities with the related drivers and
challenges are examined. Launching has been studied from various standpoints
and in diverse disciplines. Broadly speaking, the literature base of this study
combines new product research and industrial marketing to capture the relevant
aspects of launching needed to answer the research questions. More specifically,
the literature base largely relies on new product marketing, new product
management and NPD management research. However, as stated above, these
research areas do not address the variety of industrial new products. Therefore,
the literature base is complemented by research streams from industrial marketing,
such as solution sales, project marketing and reference marketing. As the study
progressed, communication was identified in the empirical data as an important
aspect of launch, and therefore the research streams of cross-functional
integration during NPD and the knowledge management process were added to
the literature base and utilised in the papers. The literature base for this study, the
research streams and the perspectives utilised here in the theoretical foundation
are presented in Figure 1. The primary contribution of the study relates to the
contextual perspective on launching, and it contributes firstly to the new product
launch research originating from new product management and new product
marketing research and, secondly, to industrial marketing research on solutions
and reference marketing.
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Fig. 1. The research streams utilised in the theoretical foundation of this study.

Two major perspectives on understanding the contextual nature of launching
industrial new products were used to identify the relevant research streams for the
theoretical foundation. The perspectives addressed launch activities and the
contextual understanding of launching. The communication perspective was
added in a later phase of the study to better understand the obtained empirical
insights. Therefore, that perspective is elaborated on in the individual papers and
in the findings of this study rather than in the theoretical section. The perspectives
were used to limit the theoretical scope, leading to the exclusion of new product
diffusion research (see Mahajan et al. 1990 and Peres et al. 2010 for a review)
and majority of the research on new product adoption (e.g. Lenk & Rao 1990), for
instance. These research areas are interested in modelling and forecasting the
market response after launch and not in the marketing function’s perspective on
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conducting launch activities. However, new product adoption research concerning
overcoming adoption barriers (e.g. More 1983, Aggarwal et al. 1998) is included.
In addition, aside from the launch timing aspects, research on market entry (e.g.
Wells 1986, Mascarenhas 1992, Boulding & Christen 2003) was excluded.
NPD management research is used to build an understanding of the launch
activities and provides implications on the related launch drivers and challenges.
These aspects are particularly raised in Chapter 2.2 when discussing launch
activities. Launch activities are discussed in NPD management research as a part
of the NPD process activities (e.g. Crawford & Di Benedetto 2008, Cooper 2011).
The research stream on cross-functional integration during NPD was added to
better understand the empirical findings and to examine the cross-functional
communication issues of the launch process. Those issues have been studied
using the resource dependency and social politics theories (Atuahene-Gima &
Evangelista 2000) or by seeing the firm as a communications system (Gupta et al.
1986, Monaert & Souder 1990a, Monaert & Souder 1990b, Parry & Song 1993,
Song & Dyer 1995). Of these theories, the latter is the more important perspective
for this study because communication is one type of activity in the launch process.
New product management and new product marketing research provides
insight firstly into the launch drivers and challenges, secondly into the launch
process through the activity perspective on launching, and thirdly into the
context-specific findings on launching. New product research, in general, focuses
on product-based firms. That type of firm creates its revenue from making and
selling products competitively (see e.g. Jolly 1997: xvi). These aspects are
particularly present in Chapter 2.1, which discusses launch drivers and
challenges, and in Chapter 2.3, which outlines two industrial launch contexts for
further study. The launch is discussed in these studies as a set of strategic and
tactical launch decisions and sometimes as activities. A great portion of the recent
research follows the logic presented in Hultink et al. (1997), which includes the
often-cited conceptualisation of strategic and tactical launch decisions built on the
previous scattered empirical research on launch strategy and new product
performance. Strategic launch decisions are typically made at the early phases of
NPD (Crawford & Di Benedetto 2008, Cooper 2011), and the tactical decisions
are made later (Hultink et al. 1997). The strategic launch decisions made early in
the NPD process consider product, market, competitive and firm strategies, and
the tactical launch decisions made later describe product, distribution, pricing and
promotion tactics (Hultink et al. 2000), following the four Ps of marketing
(McCarthy 1960). The making of strategic launch decisions is excluded here
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because the launch process is considered to start only with planning the launch
activities to conduct the strategy (e.g. Guiltinan 1999, Langerak et al. 2004, Nagle
2005, Crawford & Di Benedetto 2008).
Finalising the tactical launch decisions, in turn, is considered to be part of
launch planning (Crawford & Di Benedetto 2008: 407) and so also to be part of
the launch process, as defined here. The launch tactics are selected to support the
launch strategy (Guiltinan 1999). Launch tactics have also previously been
discussed parallel to conducting the launch and described to follow the more
strategic stages of a launch programme (Easingwood et al. 2006). Hence, launch
tactics lead to a rather operational approach to the launch, that is, launching.
Some authors also discuss tactical launch activities in addition to tactical launch
decisions (e.g. Guiltinan 1999), and those studies are also relevant here. The
studies discussing launch tactics from an activity perspective utilise categorisation
similar to the four Ps for the activities but make some additions or exclusions. For
example, Di Benedetto (1999) adds finalising the marketing, manufacturing and
launch plans to the activities, and Guiltinan (1999) also includes making timing
decisions. The launch activities are similarly grouped in the launch proficiency
studies (Atuahene-Gima 1995, Hsieh et al. 2008) and the studies on new product
marketing in different contexts (e.g. Beard & Easingwood 1996).
Based on a literature review, this study chooses to examine the launch of new
innovative industrial solutions by project-based firms in addition to the launch by
industrial product-based firms. A project-based firm bases its revenues on selling
tailored deliveries integrating maintenance, spare parts and services,
management contracts and even partial ownership of diverse technical elements
(Wikström et al. 2010). The project refers to the system through which the
delivery is made (Keegan & Turner 2002, Wikström et al. 2010) and is a major
endeavour as well as the mechanism for creating, responding to, and executing
new business opportunities (Hobday 2000). Innovation and NPD, or new product
research, have also been a research trend in industrial marketing (e.g. Reid &
Plank 2000, LaPlaca & Katrichis 2009), but the issues related to the launch in that
type of industrial context are only indirectly addressed in the industrial marketing
research or in the new product launch research. To gather the relevant and rather
scattered research findings related to launch activities in this particular context,
the research streams of solution sales, project marketing and reference marketing
were added to the literature base. These research streams are further discussed in
Chapter 2.4. Finally, knowledge management research was added to the literature
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base to examine the specific communication challenges of the launch in the
knowledge-intensive project business context.
1.4.3 Key concepts of the study
In this study, launching refers to the activities that execute the strategic launch
decisions made in the early stages of a NPD process (Hultink et al. 1997,
Crawford & Di Benedetto 2008, Cooper 2011). Accordingly, launching covers the
activities and the time span from launch planning (including the tactical but not
the strategic launch decisions), to the execution of those plans, to their evaluation
(Nagle 2005). The purpose of launching is to introduce a new product into the
market for initial sale (Tzokas et al. 2004, Cooper 2011) and to support its
chances of achieving market acceptance and profitability (Guiltinan 1999).
Launching is a context-dependent activity (e.g. Nagle 2005). Launching is linked
to the NPD process because launch planning can typically start when the physical
development of the product nears completion (Hultink et al. 1998: 272). Hence,
launching includes the tactical launch decisions, determining how the launch
strategy will be implemented (Hultink et al. 1997) and executing those tactical
launch decisions. The marketing function is the focal point and communication
hub during launching (Gupta et al. 1985, Song et al. 1998), and marketing holds
the responsibility for launching (Langerak et al. 2004). Launching is chosen over
the concept launch to emphasise the activity approach adopted in this study.
The launch process describes the sequence of phases including the repeatable
and observable launch activities, performed by individuals and collectives,
unfolding over time in a context (and inseparable from the context) and with a
specific aim (see Van de Ven 1992 and Pettigrew 1997). Hence, the launch
process consists of launch activities, and executing the launch process is the same
as launching, as described above. Compared to the concept of launch execution
(e.g. Easingwood et al. 2006) or implementation, the launch process (and
launching) also includes the planning and review (adaptation) phases (see Van de
Ven 1992).
The context refers to the constraints and contingencies internal and external to
the firm (e.g. Thompson 1967). The internal context of interest here is the internal
structures and practices of a firm rather than employee level behaviour, and the
external context refers to the close external environment or the particular market
circumstances within which the firm operates and launches products (see e.g.
Mealiea & Lee 1979). The varied context characteristics are categorised here into
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product, firm and market-related characteristics, following the discussion of
context elements in Kalish et al. (1995), Su & Rao (2010) and Jung (2011).
The contextual nature refers in this study to how a phenomenon is different in
different contexts. Hence, the nature of the phenomenon is contextual. It is
assumed that there are mechanisms through which the context characteristics
influence the nature of the phenomenon (see e.g. Easton 2010).
Industrial products are used here as a category for a variety of equipment that
is used in the manufacturing processes of other firms or as a part of other
equipment manufactured and/or sold by other firms. Industrial products are
marketed and sold to other firms, following the linked use of industrial and
business-to-business marketing and industrial product concepts as distinct from
the marketing of consumer products (e.g. Hultink et al. 2000, Reid & Plank 2000,
LaPlaca & Katrichis 2009). The industrial product business forms the industrial
markets, which possess diverse characteristics varying from simple market
transactions to complex relationship management (Freytag & Clarke 2001). A
product is considered to be the embodiment of a capability, either customisable or
a singular design, and a mediator for realising value from the technology (Jolly
1997). Hence, industrial solutions are discussed in this study as one type of
industrial product, and the interest is focused on the tangible equipment, even
though it is acknowledged that typically solutions can also include services (e.g.
Brady et al. 2005, Evanschitzky et al. 2011).
An industrial new product refers to a product such as described above that
has not been previously introduced to the market by the firm. Hence, the product
does not need to be new to the market (see, e.g. PDMA 2004); a similar product
could have been launched earlier by another firm. Instead, from the launching
firm’s perspective, the product is new if the firm has never owned it before (e.g.
Souder 1998), and in this study, the launching firm also develops the new product.
The launch driver here is a launch element (e.g. an activity or a context
characteristic) that contributes to a successful launch and is within the sphere of
influence of the managers of the launching firm (cf. response variables in
Zeithaml et al. (1988)) when considering a single new product launch. Hence, the
driver concept is comparable to the success drivers in Cooper and Kleinschmidt
(1995) and the success factors in Di Benedetto (1999). However, this study uses
the less-used concept, driver, to disentangle itself from the quantitative research
on NPD and launch success, within which the use of a concept success factor
would be a more typical choice. More specifically, the driver does not refer here
to a motivational driver that drives firms to launch, but rather it refers to activities
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and context characteristics that drive firms toward launch success. Typically, the
launch’s success is measured through the financial, market, and customer level
success of the new product (Di Benedetto 1999, Langerak et al. 2004), and
achieving performance against those measures is the typical targeted outcome of
launching. However, these benchmarks are not measured here per se or
considered to be the totally encompassing interpretation of launch success.
Following the research philosophy applied in this study, launch success refers
here to the launch actors’ perception of how well the targeted launch outcome was
achieved. Similarly, a driver is understood as it is perceived by the actors of
launching. Some drivers may indirectly contribute to the launch outcome by
driving the launch activities, for instance. Nonetheless, a distinction between the
indirect or direct drivers is acknowledged but not of major interest in this study.
The launch challenge is defined similarly to the launch driver with the exception
that it refers to a launch element (e.g. an activity or a context characteristic) that
hinders a successful launch (cf. challenges in Calantone and Griffith (2007) or
barriers in Lin and Lin (2006)). In other words, a launch challenge indicates a
difficulty experienced by the launch actors in achieving the targeted outcome of
launching. To be precise, a challenge does not refer here to a launch element that
is especially perceived to contribute to launch failure.
1.5

Outline

Figure 2 describes the outline of this dissertation and explains the contents of its
five main chapters. The first part of the dissertation consists of five chapters that
step-wise build the answer to the main research question. The first chapter
introduces the topic and presents the addressed research gap, creating justification
for the study and formulating the research aim and questions.
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Outcome

Part I
1 Introduction

2 Theoretical
foundation

•
•

Justification and aim of the study
Guidance to the rest of the study

•
•
•

A review of the new product launch research
Outlines of two industrial launch contexts for further examination
A presentation of the research streams from industrial marketing to
complement the theoretical understanding of the other selected context

 Preliminary framework for the contextual nature of launching industrial
new products
3 Methodology

•

A justification and description of how the research is conducted

4 Overview of
the papers

•

A presentation of the main contents of the individual research papers
linked to the research questions of the study

•

Answers to the research questions

5 Discussion

 Empirically grounded framework for the contextual nature of launching
industrial new products
•
•

Contributions of the study
Evaluation of the study and further research suggestions

•

A presentation of the four original research papers

Part II
Research
papers

Fig. 2. Outline of the study.

The second chapter builds the theoretical foundation for understanding the
contextual nature of launching industrial new products. First, new product
research is reviewed, providing the extant understanding of the launch drivers and
challenges and the launch activities. Second, the contextual approach to launching
new products is addressed and the context characteristics that are found to
influence the new product launch are elaborated with the aim of outlining two
remarkably different industrial launch contexts for further examination. It is noted
that the other chosen industrial launch context is not covered by the current new
product launch research, and therefore, industrial marketing research streams
covering the other chosen industrial launch context are reviewed to complement
the theoretical foundation. Hence, instead of following the logic of the research
questions in organising the theoretical foundation, the chosen organisation notes
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the limits of the current new product launch research, which is one important
justification for this study. Finally, a preliminary framework for the contextual
nature of launching industrial new products is presented based on the discussed
theoretical foundation. The third chapter presents the methodology of the study
and describes the selected cases. The fourth chapter provides an overview of the
individual research papers and their linkages to the main research questions and
the theoretical foundation of the study. Finally, the fifth chapter brings together
the results from the research papers and synthesises them to answer the main
research question of the study. An evaluation of the study and its limitations are
presented together with further research topics. The second part of this
dissertation presents the four original individual research papers.
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2

Theoretical foundation

2.1

New product launch drivers and challenges

The new product marketing and management literature has often researched
launch drivers through the relationship between strategic and tactical launch
decisions and new product success (e.g. Hultink et al. 1997, Di Benedetto 1999,
Guiltinan 1999, Hultink & Robben 1999, Hultink et al. 2000). From the activity
perspective, that type of research approach can lead to trivial findings on how to
execute a launch. For example, Di Benedetto (1999) finds that the expertise of the
sales force and in distribution, promotion, R&D, and engineering is related to
successful launches along with a high quality sales effort, advertising, technical
support, and launch and support programme management. In other words, broad
expertise and proficiency in launching supports new product performance, but
that finding provides little insight for the manager responsible for the new product
launch. The problem is not in the research stream per se, but it could fit better the
activity perspective on launching adopted in this study, which is not
commonplace in the current new product research on the launch. A broad research
stream on launching that could be used instead could not be found, and therefore
the new product launch success studies provide an invaluable source of
knowledge, but careful interpretation is needed when adapting the findings for the
purposes of this study. The degree to which the findings from consumer product
launches apply to industrial product launches is also unclear. For example, launch
decisions have been found to differ for industrial and consumer products, but the
launch decisions that lead to success are less different (Hultink et al. 2000). The
findings from consumer market launch studies are included in the review if it is
not directly indicated that the results might not apply to industrial markets.
The basic structure of launch decisions appears to be similar regardless of the
launch context (Hultink et al. 1998), and therefore this structure is used as the
basis for organising the following review on launch drivers and challenges. The
strategic launch decisions are not within the definition for launching used in this
study but are taken as givens that affect launching (Crawford & Di Benedetto
2008) and that become part of the launch context. Instead, the tactical launch
decisions, which define how the launch strategy is executed (Hultink et al. 1997,
Crawford & Di Benedetto 2008: 407) in reference to the launch activities that are
of interest here, can be used as categories for organising the launch drivers and
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challenges. The tactical launch decisions often refer to product, distribution,
pricing, and promotion tactics (Hultink et al. 2000). However, the product
features are also taken as givens for the launch as understood here (e.g. Nagle
2005), as those are often decided when the launch planning begins. Therefore,
issues such as the product innovativeness also here become part of the launch
context. The issues often discussed under product tactics, such as branding or
product assortment (Hultink et al. 1998), are considered to be under promotion
tactics here, as they affect how the product is presented to the market.
Nonetheless, an examination of the distribution, pricing, and promotion
issues does not necessarily capture all of the relevant aspects of launching. The
categorisation for launch drivers and challenges used here has been developed
through abductive reasoning, and three categories have been added because of the
theoretical and empirical understanding gained through the research process.
Not only external but also internal promotion activities that aim to motivate
and train the sales force and other personnel taking part in the launch have been
presented as an important launch subject (e.g. Nagle 2005, Kuester et al. 2012).
The term promotion can be interpreted to be an inducement that amplifies and
accelerates the decision to buy, and it could have a one-way character. Because of
this one-way nature, the term might be questioned, for example, by the
relationship marketing view (van Waterschoot 2000), which emphasises
interactive communication (e.g. Duncan & Moriarty 1998). This study
acknowledges the interactive nature of the internal and external communications
included in launching, but the term promotion is used here for two reasons. It
reflects the 4Ps and the marketing mix emphasis that underlies the reviewed new
product launch research on launch decisions (e.g. Biggadike 1979, Hultink et al.
1997, Chiesa & Frattini 2011), and this study adopts the perspective of the
launching firm instead of a relational approach. Furthermore, the perspective here
is limited to the communications linked to launch activities instead of including
all types of communication. Several authors also consider launch timing to be an
important tactical launch issue (e.g. Di Benedetto 1999, Guiltinan 1999), instead
of considering it to be only a strategic launch decision (e.g. Lilien & Yoon 1990,
Hultink et al. 1997). Finally, launch process management represents a central
additional perspective on launching, and its inclusion is supported by its
challenging nature and its effect on launch success (Greenley & Bayus 1994,
Beard & Easingwood 1996, Calantone & Di Benedetto 2007).
As a result, the following review of launch drivers and challenges starts with
the traditional tactical launch issues such as distribution, pricing, and external
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promotion and continues with internal promotion, timing, and launch process
management, which are considered here to be relevant aspects of launching based
on the extant new product launch research.
Distribution
In new product launch research, the distribution decisions are commonly
discussed as a part of the tactical launch choices, but the detailed findings
concerning distribution activities as a launch driver or a challenge are surprisingly
scant, as also noted by Calantone and Di Benedetto (2007). Perhaps one
explanation for the limited findings is that often the actual distribution is
controlled outside of the organisation, such as at major retailers, and therefore, the
manager only addresses the strategic and tactical decisions concerning
distribution, such as channel selection (Langerak et al. 2004). For example,
whether to use new or existing distribution channels and decisions regarding
distribution intensity and expenditures compared to competitors are distribution
issues commonly presented in the launch studies (e.g. Hultink et al. 1997, Hultink
et al. 2000).
Distribution skills in general have been noted to drive the launch (Di
Benedetto 1999), and distribution choices are an important element of an
industrial product launch success (Hultink et al. 2000). However, often the
distribution tactics applied in industrial firms are not the ones leading to new
product success. Industrial firms tend to introduce their innovative products
through new channels and often spend less on distribution than their competitors,
while the opposite choices are often applied in successful launches (Hultink et al.
2000). In addition, exclusive distribution combined with a niche strategy appears
to be linked to successful industrial product launches (Hultink et al. 1997). The
selected channel owners need to be effectively addressed when preparing for a
global launch to meet demand across markets (Bruce et al. 2007). In particular,
innovative industrial products might require time-consuming explanations and be
difficult to sell, while agents and brokers might prefer different, easier-to-sell
products (Hultink et al. 2000). Accordingly, self-owned distribution channels are
suggested for innovative products (Hsieh & Tsai 2007). Hence, innovative
industrial products may be distributed by existing, self-owned channels.
Recently, “lean launch execution” has started to gather research interest (e.g.
Cui et al. 2011, Calantone & Di Benedetto 2012). In lean launch, logistics and
supply chain collaboration are managed by response-based logistics, which
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decrease the financial risks of the launch and increase the market relevancy, and
continuous and real-time market feedback together with quick-response stock
replenishment are used to decrease inventory levels and costs in uncertain market
situations (Bowersox et al. 1999, Cui et al. 2011). Calantone and Di Benedetto
(2012) also find evidence that lean launch can improve new product performance,
and the effect is strengthened by appropriate launch timing because launch delays
can harm channel cooperation and coordination. The lean launch approach
requires cross-functional cooperation and careful planning. Even when lean
launching is not the aim, the integration of logistics with other functions can
contribute to accelerated time to market and cost efficiencies (Calantone & Di
Benedetto 2012). In particular, integrating logistics early with launch planning
has been noted to be a launch driver (e.g. Di Benedetto 1999).
These launch drivers and challenges related to distribution are summarised in
Table 2 from an activity perspective: what can be done, how that either drives or
challenges the launch, and what needs to be considered when conducting launch
activities addressing distribution. For example, a mere suggestion for a certain
type of decision is not included with the drivers, such as self-owned distribution
channels for innovative products (Hsieh & Tsai 2007); instead, considering
product innovativeness when planning distribution is included. This approach is
used to review the following launch driver and challenge discussions, as well.
Table 2. Distribution as a launch driver and a challenge.
Drivers

Challenges

−

−

−
−

Integrating logistics with other functions (Calantone & Di

distribution planning often

Effectively addressing the channel owners to secure product

does not provide a path to

availability across markets (Bruce et al. 2007)

launch success (Hultink et

For uncertain market situations: lean launch execution (Bowersox

al. 2000)

et al. 1999, Cui et al. 2011) supported by appropriate launch
timing (Calantone & Di Benedetto 2012)
−

For industrial products:

Benedetto 2012), already in launch planning (Di Benedetto 1999)

−

Distribution often is not
fully controlled by the firm

Distribution planning considering product innovativeness (Hsieh &

(Langerak et al. 2004),

Tsai 2007) and the suggestions for the industrial market (Hultink

making it difficult to put the

et al. 1997, Hultink et al. 2000)

drivers to work

Pricing
Pricing decisions, which are finalised during launch planning (Nagle 2005), need
to match the other launch decisions (Calantone & Di Benedetto 2007), the launch
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context (Hultink et al. 2000), and especially the characteristics of the market
(Langerak et al. 2004). In this sense, pricing decisions are just as complex as all
of the other launch decisions. However, pricing decisions commonly affect new
industrial product success less than they affect consumer products (Hultink et al.
2000). Pricing decisions are even less significant for highly innovative industrial
products because having financial information in their launch messages is not
decisive for their market performance (Talke & O’Connor 2011).
However, pricing can be used to lower adoption barriers (e.g. Calantone & Di
Benedetto 2007), which makes it a possible launch driver. Accordingly,
penetration pricing is generally suggested for launch (Hultink & Robben 1999),
and it commonly provides the assumed quick market share (Calantone & Di
Benedetto 2007). However, price-skimming policies are suggested for innovative
product launches (Hultink et al. 1997, Hultink et al. 2000, Hsieh & Tsai 2007). To
achieve success using price skimming, the launch timing and logistics need to be
proficiently planned and implemented and the customer needs must be met, so
that the customer obtains value for the higher price (Calantone & Di Benedetto
2007). The launch drivers and challenges related to pricing are summarised in
Table 3.
Table 3. Pricing as a launch driver and a challenge.
Drivers
−
−

Challenges

Pricing can be used to lower adoption barriers (Calantone −

Pricing decisions need to consider

& Di Benedetto 2007)

the other launch decisions

For innovative industrial products: price skimming (Hultink

(Calantone & Di Benedetto 2007),

et al. 1997, Hultink et al. 2000, Hsieh & Tsai 2007), can be

and the context characteristics

used if it can be supported by launch timing and

(Hultink et al. 2000), especially the

distribution aspects securing the value perceived by

market characteristics (Langerak

customers (Calantone & Di Benedetto 2007)

et al. 2004)

External promotion
External promotion is perhaps the most visible aspect of launching outside of the
launching firm. Promotional skills and the high quality of advertising, in general,
have been found to relate to successful launches (Di Benedetto 1999). These
skills and qualities are important because the marketing communication
message’s clarity positively affects new product performance, and message
uniformity positively affects sales (Chen et al. 2007). The effects are
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understandable, as unclear segmentation and positioning can ultimately lead to
new product failure (Sarin & Kapur 1990).
In general, successful industrial product launches do not rely on creating a
mass effect with high intensity activities or high financial inputs, and the external
promotion budgets in successful industrial product launches are aimed at direct
marketing and print advertising (Hultink et al. 2000). However, industrial firms
often choose to utilise personal selling (Hultink et al. 2000). Accordingly,
superior sales force skills and a high quality sales effort are strong launch drivers
(Di Benedetto 1999), and through the use of personal selling as a promotion tactic,
these skills are best used for launching. Branding issues are not strongly related to
the success of industrial new product launches, and they often use the company
name (Hultink et al. 2000). By using the company name, they typically use the
existing (company) brand reputation, which is related to successful product
launches; however, industrial products would benefit more from new brand names
than product launches in general (Hultink & Robben 1999).
The external promotion targets a broader audience than mere customers (cf.
externally directed launch activities in Kuester et al. (2012)). In uncertain
environments, the management of other external stakeholders’ adoption barriers,
in addition to the customers’, is particularly important, but overall, a broad
approach for addressing external stakeholders is needed and a coopetition
approach even with competitors is suggested (Talke & Hultink 2010b). Perhaps a
traditional approach is to cooperate with channel partners (Kuester et al. 2012)
and to try to motivate them to promote and sell the new product, preferably
relative to others (Bruce et al. 2007). For the launch success of complex products,
the communication efforts aimed at dealers play an important role because dealers
can help lower the customers’ adoption barriers (Talke & Hultink 2010b).
Preannouncements can be used to support the launch (e.g. Homburg et al.
2009) by creating positive anticipation among the supply chain partners (Schatzel
& Calantone 2006, Lee et al. 2011), educating the customer (Lee & O’Connor
2003a), reducing the customers’ risk (Homburg et al. 2009), and influencing
investors and suppliers (Schatzel & Calantone 2006) as well as competitors (Su &
Rao 2010). Preannouncements are one way to encourage customers to delay their
purchases until the product is available (Lilly & Walters 1997).
Preannouncements can be specifically used to target the front-line customers,
innovators, because how they adopt the product affects the product adoption
among the majority later (Mahajan & Muller 1998). In particular,
preannouncements have been suggested to benefit network effect products
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because they can be used to build up the much needed user base (Lee &
O’Connor 2003b).
However, the actual product performance, such as product quality, affects the
firm’s and product’s position in the market more than the mere preannouncement
(Schatzel & Calantone 2006), so the preannouncement’s effects are limited as a
launch driver. Preannouncements that directly target competitors for market share
may harm customer satisfaction if they fail to create the needed credibility and
instead upset customers (Lee et al. 2011). Preannouncements may also be harmful
when they create customer expectations that are not met (Jung 2011). Such
disappointments may be due to launch delays (Herm 2013) or quality problems
(Jung 2011). The suitable way to use (or not to use) preannouncements depends
on the other launch choices, such as the entry strategy (Homburg et al. 2009), and
on the other firm, customer, industry and product characteristics (Su & Rao 2010).
The adoption process is different in every company and even for different
products in the same company (More 1983). Therefore, understanding the
customer’s perspective is important for planning the content of external
promotion. Chen et al. (2007) find that high-tech customers’ interest and sales can
be increased by informational (not sentimental) messages. Informational
messages can include usability and financial information, which both reduce the
risk perceptions of buyers and are effective in impacting the product’s market
performance (Talke & O’Connor 2011). An emphasis on technical information
without usability aspects is not beneficial for a new industrial product launch
because the expert customers might suffer from information overload and do not
value information about new technical features (Talke & O’Connor 2011).
Nonetheless, balancing the different information types in the launch messages
is challenging (Chen et al. 2007); for example, the degree and type of product
newness affect what type of launch message is appropriate (Lee & O’Connor
2003a). For a customer, innovative products are more difficult to compare with
other products, and the benefits might be difficult to understand, which requires
learning effort and means higher perceived risk (Aggarwal et al. 1998). The new
knowledge created during the NPD project can be communicated in promotion to
increase the customers’ knowledge of the innovative new application and thus
lower their adoption barriers (e.g. More 1983). Usability information is important
to bring forward, especially when launching highly innovative industrial products,
and financial information becomes less important (Talke & O’Connor 2011).
Nonetheless, for innovative products, the marketing communication tends to
emphasise the technological components too much over how the customer’s
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problem can be solved (Beard & Easingwood 1996, Rackham 1998). These
drivers and challenges related to external promotion are presented in Table 4.
Table 4. External promotion as a launch driver and a challenge.
Drivers

Challenges

−

−

−
−

A high quality sales effort and advertising (Di

meet customer expectations (Lee et al.

A clear and integrated launch message customised to

2011) and to consider other launch

different audiences (e.g. Chen et al. 2007)

choices (Homburg et al. 2009) and

Cooperation with channel partners, motivating and

product, firm, customer and industry

educating them to promote the product (Bruce et al.

characteristics (Su & Rao 2010, Jung
2011)

2007, Kuester et al. 2012)
−

−

For industrial products: targeting adoption barriers of

−

Planning launch message considering
the product (Lee & O’Connor 2003a,

(Kuester et al. 2012), and especially dealers for

Chen et al. 2007), customer and

complex products (Talke & Hultink 2010b)

market characteristics (Talke &
O’Connor 2011)

A coopetition approach for competitors, especially
−

Unclear product segmentation and

−

For industrial products: common

positioning (Sarin & Kapur 1990)

For low product diffusion situations: targeting the
innovators first (Mahajan & Muller 1998)

−

−

customers, suppliers, and other external stakeholders

under uncertain conditions (Talke & Hultink 2010b)
−

Planning preannouncement content to

Benedetto 1999)

For network effect products (Lee & O’Connor 2003b),

promotion tactics are not related to

but also in general: preannouncements to create

launch success (Hultink et al. 2000)

anticipation and interest (Schatzel & Calantone 2006, −

For innovative products: increased

Homburg et al. 2009, Su & Rao 2010, Lee et al. 2011)

adoption barriers of customers and

For innovative products: launch message including

other stakeholders require extra effort

usability information (Talke & O’Connor 2011)

on external promotion (More 1983,
Aggarwal et al. 1998)

Internal promotion
As Kuester et al. (2012) note, even though the managers often state that internally
oriented launch activities are crucial and, in the literature, the important role of
the sales force in a successful launch has been identified, only a few studies have
addressed these activities or examined their actual impact on new product
performance. Internal launch activities directed toward management, employees
and the sales force actually outperform the externally directed activities in terms
of their effect on launch timeliness and financial success (Kuester et al. 2012).
The corporate mind-set indirectly affects new product performance, and in
particular, the analytical mind-set helps set launch objectives and make market
segmentation and product positioning decisions more successful; however, risk46

taking and aggressive postures are needed (Talke & Hultink 2010a). These
aspects can be influenced through internal promotion.
The sales force has an important role in executing the launch (Rochford &
Wotruba 1993, Micheal et al. 2003) because they introduce the product to
customers in person. Accordingly, superior sales force skills are important for
launch success (Di Benedetto 1999), and the adoption of a new product among
the sales force increases new product selling performance (Hultink & AtuaheneGima 2000). However, when a new industrial product is not highly complex or
the market and technological situation is quite static, motivational and
informational efforts beyond the regular internal communications aimed at the
front-line personnel do not significantly contribute to market success (Talke &
Hultink 2010b).
Instead, internal promotion becomes an important launch driver when the
product is new to the market and to the firm or when the firm is relatively large
because the internal stakeholders need to be addressed effectively so that they can
facilitate the innovative product’s launch, and in a large firm, stronger
coordination and support are needed for launching (Kuester et al. 2012).
Companies often underestimate the salespeople’s reluctance to sell innovative
products (Atuahene-Gima 1997, Wieseke et al. 2008), and the required extra
effort towards internal promotion is overlooked. The particular way in which the
products are introduced to the sales force is important not only because it
influences the emergence of new product adoption among the sales force (Hultink
& Atuahene-Gima 2000) but also because it influences the manner in which the
products are sold (Rackham 1998). For example, innovative products are often
presented to the sales force with a focus on the new features rather than how it
solves customers’ problems, which might lead to a similarly ineffective
presentation of the product to the customer (Rackham 1998).
Therefore, marketing managers need to treat the sales force as a front end to
the customer base and focus their effort on presenting the new product to them
(Atuahene-Gima 1997). The positive effect of sales force commitment and effort
on new product selling performance is stronger when the background of the new
product is communicated to the sales force through internal marketing and when
outcome-based control is used, but training and field attention have the opposite
effect because they may be perceived to be paternalistic (Hultink & AtuaheneGima 2000). Overall, incentives for both managers and employees are needed
(Kuester et al. 2012). Instead of normative pressure, sales managers can support
new product launch success by focusing on increasing salesperson self-efficacy
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and positive attitudes toward selling the new product (Fu et al. 2010). The launch
drivers and challenges related to internal promotion are presented in Table 5.
Table 5. Internal promotion as a launch driver and a challenge.
Drivers

Challenges

−

−

−

−
−

−

Creating an analytical, risk-taking and aggressive mind-set (Talke &

Underestimation of

Hultink 2010a)

the sales force’s

Putting effort into presenting the new product to the sales force

resistance to

(Atuahene-Gima 1997); presenting the product in a way that supports

selling innovative

their adoption of it (Hultink & Atuahene-Gima 2000), increases

products

salesperson self-efficacy and positive attitudes toward selling it (Fu et al.

(Atuahene-Gima

2010), uses a customer-oriented message (Rackham 1998), and informs

1997, Wieseke et

about the product’s background (Hultink & Atuahene-Gima 2000)

al. 2008)

The use of outcome-based control (Hultink & Atuahene-Gima 2000) and

−

A product-centric

incentives for managers and employees (Kuester et al. 2012)

presentation of an

For less complex products and static market and technological situations:

innovative product

regular internal promotion informing and motivating the sales force to sell

to the sales force,

the new product (Talke & Hultink 2010b, Kuester et al. 2012)

which is passed on

For innovative products and large firms: extra effort on internal promotion

to customers, who

(Kuester et al. 2012)

lose their interest
(Rackham 1998)

Timing
Launch timing relative to customers and competitors has particularly been found
to be as important for launch success as the launch activities performed (Di
Benedetto 1999). Launch timing can refer to the timing of the major external
product introduction in relation to divergent issues, such as product readiness
(Kalish & Lilien 1986), schedules set by management (Lee & Wong 2012), an
announced launch date (Hendricks & Singhal 1997), the firm’s other launches
(Moorthy & Png 1992), the competitors’ launches (Lambert & Slater 1999),
coordinating launch activities across markets (Chryssochoidis & Wong 2000,
Calantone & Griffith 2007), or coordinating distribution channels (Calantone &
Di Benedetto 2012). Thus, these timing issues refer to launch planning and how
well the plans are maintained; this latter issue is discussed later under launch
process management.
Launch delays can decrease a firm’s market value (Hendricks & Singhal 1997)
and have a negative effect on sales (Kalish & Lilien 1986, Chryssochoidis &
Wong 2000); in particular, delays from schedules established by management are
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harmful (Chryssochoidis & Wong 1998). Such delays create risks because the
schedules established by management consider the optimal timing from a broad
perspective and in relation to customers and competitors. Delays from announced
launch dates can also be made on purpose to avoid cannibalisation (Wu et al.
2004), for example. Hence, delays are not essentially harmful, but the possible
missed market opportunities are. Several issues that are largely outside of launch
management's control cause delays. A mismatch with the local channel owners’
schedules might delay the launch (Bruce et al. 2007). Technical, engineering and
development problems are often reasons for launch delays (Hendricks & Singhal
1997, Chryssochoidis & Wong 2000). In particular, innovative products can
include technical uncertainties that are difficult to foresee and cause delays from
announced launch dates (Wu et al. 2004). When operating in a business where
product technology is customised to different markets, delays are also common
(Chryssochoidis & Wong 2000).
The effect of launch timing on new product performance is indirect and
depends on the context (Calantone & Di Benedetto 2012) as well as the
mechanisms to achieve a timely launch. Competitive intensity and technological
change affect how cross-functional integration, marketing proficiency, and head
office-subsidiary coordination influence launch timeliness (Lee & Wong 2012).
Delay announcements decrease the firm’s market value by over 5 per cent, but the
effects are less severe if the firm is diversified, operates in a less-competitive
industry, and informs the market about the new launch date (Hendricks & Singhal
1997). Timing or being early appears to be less crucial for the launch success of
innovative products. The firms that are sensitive to delays face imposed market
windows, where the market window may be snatched away by a competitor if the
firm is late for the estimated date; however, if the firm can differentiate and
manage its market windows better, it will be less sensitive to the negative
financial effects of delays (Lambert & Slater 1999). Competitors often fail to
respond to radical innovations and to new products that employ a niche launch
strategy (Debruyne et al. 2002). Timing issues are also relevant and contextdependent for preannouncements. Early preannouncements are suggested for
innovative products or products that have high but avoidable switching costs, and
late preannouncements are suggested for new products that might cannibalise
existing products or that have features that are not fixed (Lilly & Walters 1997).
Cannibalisation is a relevant problem for launch timing on the product family
level (Moorthy & Png 1992, Srinivasan et al. 2006).
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For an international launch, the timing of sequential or simultaneous launches
across markets needs to account for several contextual characteristics, such as the
nature of the product, the market, cost conditions and the competition (Kalish et
al. 1995). Sequential launches across markets are often considered to be less risky
by managers because corrective measures can be taken after something goes
wrong in one market, but they are delayed more often than simultaneous launches
and thereby harm sales and profitability (Chryssochoidis & Wong 2000). A
multinational firm may choose to use a sequential launch if the product’s life
cycle is long, the foreign market is characterised by a slow growth rate, small size,
and low innovativeness, the firm has a strong position in the foreign market and
competitors are weak, but these conditions seldom apply to current marketplaces
(Kalish et al. 1995). Instead, a simultaneous launch is considered to lower the
risks in competitive markets (Kalish et al. 1995, Oakley 1996) because it limits
the competitor’s opportunities to attack a market first. Global buyer segments,
organisational fear of technological obsolescence, and a desire to be an industry
leader in product innovation also support the choice of a simultaneous global
launch (Li et al. 2003). Table 6 summarises the discussion on launch timing.
Table 6. Timing as a launch driver and a challenge.
Drivers

Challenges

−

−

−

Active use of timing options (Wu et al. 2004),

and firm’s market value (Hendricks &

competitors (Di Benedetto 1999)

Singhal 1997); especially delays from

Communicating changed launch dates (Hendricks

schedules set by management
(Chryssochoidis & Wong 1998)

& Singhal 1997)
−

For products that might cannibalise existing

−

Risk of cannibalisation (Moorthy & Png

−

Delays are often due to issues outside of

products or with features that are not fixed: late
preannouncements (Lilly & Walters 1997)
−

Delays harm sales (Kalish & Lilien 1986)

particularly considering customers and

1992, Srinivasan et al. 2006)

Simultaneous global launch less likely to be

launch management’s control: 1) technical

delayed (Chryssochoidis & Wong 2000);

problems in NPD (Hendricks & Singhal

especially suited for competitive markets (e.g.

1997, Chryssochoidis & Wong 2000),

Kalish et al. 1995, Oakley 1996), global buyer

especially for innovative products (Wu et

segments, firms afraid of technological

al. 2004); 2) customising the product for

obsolescence and firms aiming to be industry

diverse markets (Chryssochoidis & Wong

leaders in product innovation (Li et al. 2003)

2000); 3) mismatch with local channel
owners’ schedules (Bruce et al. 2007)
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Drivers

Challenges

−

−

Sequential launches allow corrective measures

delayed (Chryssochoidis & Wong 2000)

2000); especially suited for products with long life −

Firms with imposed market windows

cycles; markets with slow growth, small size, low
innovativeness, weak competitors; and firms with

−

Sequential launches common but often

between launches (Chryssochoidis & Wong

sensitive to delays (Lambert & Slater 1999)
−

Competitive intensity and technological

a strong foreign market position (Kalish et al.

change in the market affect methods for

1995)

achieving timeliness (Lee & Wong 2012)

For innovative products: timing less critical
(Debruyne et al. 2002); early preannouncements
if products also have high but avoidable switching
costs (Lilly & Walters 1997)

Launch process management
New products teams are in a hurry during launch, when everything is critical and
the marketing planners are managing the details required for launching (Crawford
& Di Benedetto 2008: 32). Good launch and support programme management
contributes to launch success (Di Benedetto 1999). Despite the identified
challenges in managing the launch, a systematic and well-defined approach for
launch process management is not a common practice (e.g. Calantone & Di
Benedetto 2007), and the unstructured launch process itself is a notable launch
challenge (e.g. Greenley & Bayus 1994, Calantone & Di Benedetto 2007).
From a launch process management perspective, the internally and externally
directed activities involved in launching are equally necessary to a successful
launch (Kuester et al. 2012). Preparing to launch in a timely manner is a crucial
internally oriented launch activity (Kuester et al. 2012). Launch process
management can help control, but can also complicate, some of the launch
timeliness issues. An aggressive launch deadline helps to complete the path to
market faster (Lynn & Akgün 2003) but, as stated, being fast is not as important
as finding the best possible timing and achieving it. Completing international
introductions on time despite the challenges set by the environment is possible but
requires realistic allocation, coordination and the efficient utilisation of technical
and marketing resources (Chryssochoidis & Wong 1998). Furthermore, realistic
schedules and effective communication between the head office, business units
and customers in different markets can help to achieve a timely launch that meets
the agreed-upon schedules (Chryssochoidis & Wong 1998), but the best way to
coordinate launch activities between the head office and subsidiaries depends on
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the context. When competition is intense, it is best letting the subsidiaries
implement launch strategies as they see fit because the marketing proficiency of
the subsidiaries then contributes to the international launch timeliness by
supporting timely competitive moves and creating pressure to stay on schedule
(Lee & Wong 2012). When technological change is high, a timely launch is
supported by strong coordination between head office and subsidiaries, which can
help fine tune product features to a variety of markets (Lee & Wong 2012).
Some organisational arrangements are found to drive the launch.
Geographically dispersed virtual multicultural launch teams are suggested as a
proactive and flexible way to manage the complex coordination of products,
services, technical support, and prices in highly competitive global markets
(Harvey & Griffith 2007). Cross-functional launch teams (especially for making
marketing and manufacturing decisions) and including logistics early in launch
planning are identified as launch drivers, but there is room for improvement (Di
Benedetto 1999). The two necessary functions for cross-functional teams are
marketing and R&D; even though including fewer functions is better than
including more, the final best choices depend on the context in question (Troy et
al. 2008). Cross-functional integration improves the quality of the marketing
effort and in that way also the new product’s performance (Calantone & Di
Benedetto 2012).
Information sharing is an especially important component of successful
cross-functional integration (Troy et al. 2008). It is suggested that crossfunctional communication between particular functions for specific tasks, but not
between all functions for all tasks, is beneficial (e.g. Griffin & Hauser 1996,
Olson et al. 2001, Troy et al. 2008). This communication helps improve the speed
and efficiency of product ramp-up and rollout, which is important to the success
of less innovative products (Song & Swink 2009). Accordingly, more bureaucratic
structures suit less innovative projects (Olson et al. 1995), but when the product
being developed is more innovative, participative and less bureaucratic crossfunctional structures lead to efficiency (Olson et al. 1995, Griffin 1997).
In addition, the effects of different skills (e.g. Di Benedetto 1999) and of the
corporate mind set (Talke & Hultink 2010a) on launch success have been
examined. For example, market-oriented firms emphasise gathering, interpreting
and using market information, which in turn supports proficiency in launch tactics,
contributing to new product success (Di Benedetto 1999, Langerak et al. 2004).
These elements are largely outside of a manager’s influence when considering a
single launch, but acknowledging their possible influence might help to manage
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the launch in its context. These findings related to launch process management
are presented in Table 7.
Table 7. Launch process management as a launch driver and a challenge.
Drivers

Challenges

−

Good launch and support-programme management (Di Benedetto 1999)

−

−

Realistic schedules in general (Chryssochoidis & Wong 1998), and an

Di Benedetto 2008)

aggressive launch deadline supporting a fast launch (Lynn & Akgün 2003) −

Unstructured

Realistic allocation, coordination and efficient utilisation of technical and

launch process

marketing resources (Chryssochoidis & Wong 1998)

(Greenley & Bayus

Preparing for launch in time and managing internally and externally

1994, Calantone &

−
−

Rush (Crawford &

Di Benedetto 2007)

directed launch activities together (Kuester et al. 2012)
−

Paying attention to the organisational characteristics that affect launch
(e.g. Di Benedetto 1999, Talke & Hultink 2010a)

and well-defined

−

Putting effort into information-gathering activities (Di Benedetto 1999,

approach to launch

Langerak et al. 2004)

management

Effective communication between head office, business units and

(Calantone & Di

−
−

Benedetto 2007)

Cross-functional communication, especially between marketing and R&D −

Logistics poorly

(Troy et al. 2008), and between specific functions for specific tasks

incorporated in

(Griffin & Hauser 1996, Olson et al. 2001)

launch planning (Di

Cross-functional launch teams (Di Benedetto 1999)

−

For less innovative products: fast and efficient product ramp up and roll

−

Lack of systematic

customers across markets (Chryssochoidis & Wong 1998)

−

−

−

Benedetto 1999)
−

Complex

out (Song & Swink 2009); bureaucratic structures for cross-functional

coordination

communication (Olson et al. 1995)

needed between

For innovative products: flexible structures for cross-functional

head office and

communication (Olson et al. 1995, Griffin 1997)

local organisations

For intense competition: subsidiaries implementing launch strategies as

(Harvey & Griffith

they see fit (Lee & Wong 2012); geographically dispersed virtual

2007)

multicultural launch teams (Harvey & Griffith 2007)
−

For high technological change: strong coordination between the head
office and subsidiaries (Lee & Wong 2012)

Summary of new product launch drivers and challenges
The launch drivers and challenges are categorised into distribution, pricing,
external promotion, internal promotion, timing and launch process management.
This review of the new product launch literature cannot be said to provide a full
explanation of the launch drivers and challenges, but it offers a preliminary
understanding and a frame for examining them in the empirical part of the study.
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The rather simplified listings of drivers and challenges are expected to gain more
meaning after they are examined in a specific context. Additionally, the review
indicates that making a distinction between a driver and a challenge might not be
straightforward, especially when considering what firms do. For example, if the
poor integration of logistics into launch planning is a launch challenge, is efficient
integration then a driver? In this study, drivers and challenges are defined based
on the actors’ perceptions and a challenge is perceived to hinder launch success
(and not to contribute to launch failure). Hence, both perceptions are formed by
keeping launch success in mind, which already creates a link between the drivers
and challenges. The empirical part of this study is expected to provide a more
versatile insight into this issue.
Overall, a varied set of drivers and challenges was identified under each
category. In addition, the review supports the assumption that launching is a
particularly context-dependent activity because several types of context
characteristics were found to affect launch drivers and challenges. These points
together imply that achieving a set launch target is a complex task. In particular,
the product’s innovativeness and the competitive situation in the market were
noted in several circumstances as affecting launch drivers and challenges.
Additionally, resources, mind-sets, skills, the size of the firm, technological
change, the nature of customer segments, the size of the market, the product’s
complexity and its position in the product portfolio were noted to influence
launch drivers and challenges.
The launch drivers and challenges were summarised from studies that focus
on revealing the launch decisions that have either a negative or a positive, and
either an indirect or a direct, effect on the launch outcome. Hence, these studies
provide a view on the launch drivers and challenges, but they do not reveal much
about the process whereby the drivers and challenges occur—the launch process.
For example, the presented launch drivers and challenges related to launch
process management elucidate how to manage the launch process but do not
actually help to form a comprehensive picture of the launch activities and how
they occur within the launch process. Therefore, a closer look at the studies that
discuss the activities constituting the launch process is needed next.
2.2

New product launch activities

Next, the two main research streams that are used in this study to describe new
product launch activities are discussed. They are launch activities as a part of the
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NPD process (e.g. Cooper 2011) and launch activities from the perspective of
tactical launch decisions and activities (e.g. Di Benedetto 1999). The studies
chosen for this review discuss the launch activities (not only decisions) and
represent one of these two approaches. One limitation of the review is that studies
that focus on the launch from an activity perspective are scarce (exception, e.g.
Nagle 2005). The launch process and its activities as a whole have not been of
primary interest in the recent empirical new product management or marketing
studies on launching, which have instead focused on specific areas of the launch
such as the content of the launch message (Talke & O’Connor 2011) or lean
launch (Calantone & Di Benedetto 2012). Thus, the understanding of new product
launch activities derived from the review might not be complete but preliminary,
and it will be later enriched by the empirical part of the study.
NPD literature has presented the launch as a stage or phase in the NPD
process, and perhaps the most frequently utilised NPD process framework is the
State-Gate mode by Cooper (2011). The State-Gate framework is often criticised
as a functional, rigid and a mere linear project management tool (Cooper 2009).
However, the framework is developed through repeated empirical studies on NPD
best practices and performance and thus has a strong research background. The
research originates from the NewProd project, which examined the differentiators
separating the best performing industrial firms from the failures (Cooper 1979a
and 1979b). The same ideas about the process and the best practices of NPD have
been developed over the years (e.g. Cooper et al. 2002, Cooper et al. 2004,
Cooper & Edgett 2012). The framework is widely utilised in practice and
organisations have adopted the presented ideas of the process and NPD success
factors in their idea-to-launch processes (Cooper 2008), modified to suit different
purposes, such as open innovation (Grönlund et al. 2010). At the same time, the
framework can also be misused and misunderstood. Cooper (2009) has noted that
State-Gate is not a linear process or a rigid system but represents a scalable,
cross-functional system for developing and bringing new products to market.
Hence, as an established framework, the model by Cooper (2011) is utilised
in this study to understand the launch activities as a part of the NPD process. The
State-Gate framework begins with discovery, which leads to the primary stages of
the model, which are scoping, building the business case, development, testing
and validation, launch, and ending with a post-launch review (Cooper 2008,
Cooper 2011). The launch is described as the beginning of the full operations for
production, marketing and selling (Cooper 2011). However, because several
authors also consider the testing activities to be a part of the launch (e.g. Langerak
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et al. 2004, Nagle 2005, Crawford & Di Benedetto 2008), the activities from the
testing and validation stage of Cooper’s model are also included in the review of
launch activities. As a rare example of a launch-focused study, Nagle (2005) is
added to the review because it provides a three-phased launch framework that
describes the launch activities. Crawford and Di Benedetto (2008) describe
launch activities as a part of NPD like Cooper, and their work in that area is
highly cited (Google Scholar shows 1100 citations to this reference) and is
therefore selected for this review as a complementary view. These studies
together give an overall picture of launch activities as a part of the NPD process.
In addition, the NPD process is an important perspective for this study because,
here, the launch process is defined in a similar format to how the NPD process is
defined in the abovementioned studies. That is, the process includes the activities
of planning, implementing the plans (execution), and reviewing. Overall, that type
of perspective aims at improving the operational level and the new product
project level understanding of the system (as Cooper (2009) described the StateGate framework) for the steps taken when launching a product.
Another perspective on launch activities in this study is adopted from the
studies regarding tactical launch decisions and the activities that realise them.
Namely, three studies are chosen. Langerak et al. (2004) describe launch activities
as a part of their launch proficiency related study and operationalise the tactical
launch decisions into activities. Guiltinan (1999), in turn, describes launch
activities in connection to launch tactics and summarises findings from several
empirical studies that discuss launch activities, at least to some degree (e.g.
Choffray & Lilien 1984, Beard & Easingwood 1996, Hultink et al. 1997).
Guiltinan (1999) discusses promotion activities (advertising, sampling, and
reference test sites), sales and distribution support (shows and demonstrations,
technical support, distribution structure, intensity of coverage, and distribution
incentives), pricing, product branding and assortment, and timing (product
deletion and pre-announcing) as the tactical side of launching. That listing
represents a common conceptualisation of tactical launch activities that follows
the traditional marketing mix elements of product, price, placement, and
promotion (McCarthy 1960) used in the studies on strategic and tactical launch
decisions. The marketing mix refers to the set of “controllable demand-impinging
instruments that can be combined into a marketing programme used by a firm (or
any other organisation) to achieve a certain level and type of response from its
target market” (van Waterschoot & Van den Bulte 1992: 88). Thus, even though
the marketing mix elements provide a simplistic and an incomplete view on
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launch activities, they are relevant to the perspective of this study because they
are within the influential sphere of the managers. Di Benedetto (1999) also
examines launch activities from the same strategic-tactical perspective, but he
builds the conceptualisation of the tactical launch activities using Crawford
(1997), mixing the tactical launch activity and the launch as a NPD activity
approach and also including information gathering and finalising manufacturing
and marketing plans into the tactical activities.
Based on the review of the selected six studies, over fifty different activities
were identified; to obtain a more concise picture of the nature of the launch
process, these activities next need to be grouped. Nagle (2005) defines the launch
through the phases of launch plan, preshipment and postshipment. These phases
do not well represent the variety of activities identified in this review. Beard and
Easingwood (1996), which is cited by Guiltinan (1999), divide the process of
launch tactics development into market preparation, targeting, positioning and
implementing the attack, of which only the last step actually refers to launching as
defined in this study. Therefore, launch activities are grouped for the purposes of
this study by grouping them according to their similar natures and with the goal of
putting the activity groups (with bold font) into an overall order of completion
(see Table 8). The activity groups are named with the aim of describing the nature
of the included, linked activities. The sub-activities (indentation) further define
the activity mentioned above them. When an activity did not fit into another
group, groups without sub-activities were formed. The activities marked with the
symbol * were identified in at least four of the six reviewed studies.
Table 8. Launch activity grouping based on the review.

Plan service availability

x

x

x

Plan sales and distribution support

x
x

x

Guiltinan (1999)

x

x

Di Benedetto
(1999)

x

x

Langerak et al.
(2004)

Nagle (2005)

x

Plan promotion strategy*

Cooper (2011)

Crawford & Di
Benedetto (2008)

Activity groups and their sub-activities

x

x

Launch planning
Create launch plan*

Plan branding
Plan field sales
Plan packaging

x

x
x

x

x
x
x
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Guiltinan (1999)

Langerak et al.
(2004)

Nagle (2005)

x

x

x

Launch budgeting

x

Plan timing
Finalise manufacturing plan

x

Plan testing

x

x

Approve launch plan
Create launch control or post-launch plans

Di Benedetto
(1999)

Plan pricing

Crawford & Di
Benedetto (2008)

Cooper (2011)

Activity groups and their sub-activities

x
x

x

x

Preparing tactical launch elements
Prepare marketing mix elements*

x

Develop distribution channel activities*

x

x

Develop product mix

x

x

x

x

x

Develop promotion activities (e.g. advertising, PR and

x
x
x

x

x

preannouncements, branding)
Design pricing

x

Prepare packaging

x

x

Market testing
Customer selection*
Test the product with customers*

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Test the delivery process with customers*
Test the aftermarket service with customers

x

Test the promotions with customers

x

Test the pricing with customers

x

Gather continuous customer feedback and other information

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

Analyse market testing findings
Organise trial sales

x

x

x

x

Preannouncements

x

x

x

Revising plans
Revise launch plan

x

Revise business and financial analysis

x

Revise marketing mix
Revise marketing programme

x
x

Training
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Sales force training*

x

x

Customer service training

x

x

Promotional training

x

Distributor training

x

Market support staff training

x

x

x

x

Di Benedetto
(1999)

Guiltinan (1999)

Langerak et al.
(2004)

Nagle (2005)

Crawford & Di
Benedetto (2008)

Cooper (2011)

Activity groups and their sub-activities

x

x

Assuring launch capability
Organise service and technical support for customers

x

Equip sales force

x

Stock distributors, bring suppliers on line

x

Major introduction
Implement marketing mix elements

x

x

First shipments and sales ramp up

x

x

Launch communications

x

x

Public announcements

x

Sales force begins introductions

x

Launch control
Manage distribution channel activities

x

x

Monitor and modify process as required

x

x

Collect and study feedback during launch

x

Continue launch communications, sales, etc.
Post-launch review

x
x

x
x

Thus, the launch activity groups that describe the nature of launching are launch
planning, preparing tactical launch elements, market testing, preannouncements,
revising plans, training, assuring launch capability, major introduction, launch
control and post-launch review. Because these activity groups were organised to
reflect the timing of the activities, they can be considered to be a preliminary
understanding of the phases of the launch process. Because launch processes are
tailored in every company to fit its culture, customers, industry and types of
products provided (e.g. Nagle 2005), this description of the launch process is
sufficient for the current purposes of this study, but the process is further
examined in the empirical part of the study. The activity groups are briefly
explained next.
Using the definition of launch in this study, the actual work starts with launch
planning (Guiltinan 1999, Langerak et al. 2004, Nagle 2005, Crawford & Di
Benedetto 2008). Often only the phase of executing an actual major market
introduction is treated as the launch (e.g. Cooper 2011), but here, the planning of
those activities is also included. Launch planning can start when the product
concept is sufficiently ready: the main features are fixed and it is decided that it is
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time to move forward and bring the product to market (Crawford & Di Benedetto
2008). If the concept is sufficiently ready, it means that the major technical
uncertainties have been solved so that there are not any expected determining
changes to the product or to the schedule and that launch planning can actually
start fixing the promotional contents and dates. Launch planning does not start
from scratch but has been preparing during the entire NPD process. By the time
the launch process begins, the business case has usually been documented and
agreed upon, and the target customers, product definition and differentiation and
much of the channel, operations and customer services issues have been defined
(Nagle 2005). Hence, the strategic launch decisions have been made, and because
it would be difficult or expensive to change them at that point, they are
considered to be strategic givens for launch planning (Crawford & Di Benedetto
2008: 373). The strategic launch decisions describe not only the product strategy
but also the market, competitive and firm strategies related to the launch at hand
(Hultink et al. 2000). Hence, these decisions are also considered to be strategic
givens for launch planning. Launch planning draws a roadmap for realising the
given launch strategy before executing it (Guiltinan 1999). For example, the
advertising plans are detailed (Di Benedetto 1999, Guiltinan 1999, Langerak et al.
2004, Crawford & Di Benedetto 2008), along with service availability and
branding (Guiltinan 1999, Crawford & Di Benedetto 2008), packaging (Crawford
& Di Benedetto 2008), budgeting (Langerak et al. 2004), and launch timing
(Guiltinan 1999).
The preparation of tactical launch elements refers to developing the
marketing mix elements for a major introduction (Di Benedetto 1999, Guiltinan
1999, Langerak et al. 2004, Nagle 2005, Crawford & Di Benedetto 2008). That
activity group includes, based on the review, preparing the planned distribution
channel activities, the product mix, promotion activities, pricing details, and
packaging. The preparation of the tactical launch elements, market testing, and
the revision of plans are related groups of activities because market testing helps
to prepare for a major introduction, to finalise the marketing mix elements and to
revise the plans. Market testing cannot be performed in-house but involves
customers and other stakeholders such as distributors, and the entire delivery
process is tested (Di Benedetto 1999, Langerak et al. 2004, Nagle 2005, Crawford
& Di Benedetto 2008). Trial sales can be organised in an early phase to gain
experience before the major introduction (Cooper 2011). In particular, Di
Benedetto (1999) highlights the importance of continuous customer feedback and
analysing this feedback when preparing for launch.
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Preannouncements are often used to create interest and anticipation among
customers (Guiltinan 1999, Nagle 2005, Schatzel & Calantone 2006, Crawford &
Di Benedetto 2008). The use of preannouncements to support product positioning,
product diffusion or adoption, and shareholder value has been of interest in the
previous research, and the primary audiences included in those studies are
customers, competitors, investors, and distributors (Su & Rao 2010). From the
firm’s perspective, preannouncing includes the risks giving information to
competitors (Su & Rao 2011) and failing to deliver what is promised (Jung 2011).
The appropriate timing needs to consider a variety of contexts (Lilly & Walters
1997), and the preannouncement message content depends on the entry strategy
(Homburg et al. 2009). Hence, the utilisation of preannouncements is quite
complex and not always suitable, but they can be made at any time after launch
planning and before the major introduction of the product to the market.
From the firm’s perspective, market testing provides crucial information for
revising plans before moving to the major introduction (Di Benedetto 1999,
Crawford & Di Benedetto 2008, Cooper 2011). The excessive training work of
the different groups taking part in the major introduction should also be
completed before the introduction; the sales force training is presented as one of
the most important of these (Di Benedetto 1999, Guiltinan 1999, Nagle 2005,
Crawford & Di Benedetto 2008), especially for an industrial new product launch,
for which the sales force plays an important role (Rochford & Wotruba 1993,
Micheal et al. 2003). Customer service, selected customers, distributors, and
market support staff are also trained (Crawford & Di Benedetto 2008). Trainings
could also be considered to be a part of assuring launch capability, but they were
discussed from several viewpoints across the reviewed studies and therefore are
considered to be an independent group here. Instead, assuring launch capability
here refers not only to equipping the sales force with the materials and tools they
need to initiate sales and promotions but also to organising service and technical
support for customers considering the experiences from market testing and
stocking distributors and bringing the suppliers on line (Crawford & Di Benedetto
2008). The purpose of this process is to assure the delivery, service and sales
capability by the time of the major external introduction after building it gradually
throughout the launch process.
The major introduction is when the public announcement is made. At this
point, the main introductory phase is ongoing, with intensive sales efforts and first
shipments, as the planned and prepared tactical launch elements are finally
executed (Crawford & Di Benedetto 2008). After the major introduction, the
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planned launch control activities continue to monitor the ongoing marketing
campaigns, sales, deliveries and feedback from stakeholders beyond customers
while also taking corrective measures (Di Benedetto 1999, Crawford & Di
Benedetto 2008). The timing of the post-launch review usually depends on the
determined monitoring period, after which the launch is evaluated in terms of
whether the targets have been met. The learning concerning the launch activities
is also evaluated at this time (Nagle 2005), and the process based evaluation
criteria such as staying within the budget and the schedule are reviewed (Tzokas
et al. 2004). The evaluation can be performed on a short-term and long-term basis
compared to the estimated lifetime of the product in the market (Tzokas et al.
2004). Typical short-term performance evaluation criteria such as customer
acceptance, customer satisfaction, and sales in units helps to control the launch,
whereas typical long-term criteria, such as margin, customer satisfaction, market
share, sales in units and sales growth (Hart et al. 2003), help to evaluate the
overall financial and market success of the product. Performing proper postlaunch reviews has been identified as improving the success ratio of new products
as much as from 30 to 50 per cent, as they allow the participants to analyse, share,
and learn from past projects (Hlavacek et al. 2009).
Subsequently, the product can be further developed and re-launched, which
signals a new phase in the product’s development and perhaps targets a different
market, though the re-launch may follow similar activities as the original launch
(e.g. Easingwood & Harrington 2002). For example, a product that fails at launch
can be successfully re-launched (e.g. Harrison & Waluszewski 2008). The launch
process is considered here to end at the post-launch review, and a possible relaunch would then repeat the process from the beginning but in a different manner.
As noted, this activity grouping is not exclusive. Some of the groups or
activities could be included in another group (e.g. training could be included in
assuring launch capability). The representation of variety was valued over
compactness in grouping. As presented here, the launch activity groups provide
an impression of the launch process as a clearly organised process including a
variety of activities, but it is acknowledged that in reality, not all of the activities
are performed for every launch and not in such a linear or controlled manner. The
activity groups represent an initial understanding of the possible launch process
phases and what types of activities these phases might include. The process
framework is developed further within the empirical part of the study.
However, the reviewed studies in Chapter 2.1 and here rely on the productbased firm context. As this study aims to examine the contextual nature of
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launching industrial new products, a different type of launch context needs to be
identified that will enable an examination through comparison. Therefore, the
contextual aspect of launching is discussed in more detail next.
2.3

Outlining two different industrial launch contexts

The contextual approach to the new product launch suggests that there is no
single pattern for the launch but that the launch depends on the context in
question (Hultink et al. 1998, Guiltinan 1999, Hultink & Robben 1999, Nagle
2005). This contextual approach is discussed next in more detail to lay the
foundation for planning the empirical part of this study. Two contexts, as different
as possible, are then selected to examine the contextual nature of launching
industrial new products.
In the preceding review, numerous context characteristics, both internal and
external to the firm, were identified that relate to various launch drivers and
challenges. The context characteristics identified in the review that are related to
more than one launch driver or challenge category are summarised in Table 9. For
example, the competitive situation in the market was mentioned in several studies,
but it is excluded here because it was primarily considered to affect launch timing
(Kalish et al. 1995, Oakely 1996, Hendricks & Singhal 1997, Lambert & Slater
1999, Harvey & Griffith 2007, Lee & Wong 2012). The context characteristics are
categorised into product, firm and market related characteristics, following the
discussions of context elements in Kalish et al. (1995), Su and Rao (2010) and
Jung (2011).
Table 9. Contextual characteristics influencing launching.
Context

Characteristic

Identified effects on

References

Innovativeness

Distribution, pricing, external More 1983, Olson et al. 1995, Atuahene-

element
Product

and internal promotion,

Gima 1997, Griffin 1997, Hendricks &

timing, launch process

Singhal 1997, Hultink et al. 1997, Lilly &

management

Walters 1997, Aggarwal et al. 1998,
Rackham 1998, Hultink et al. 2000,
Debruyne et al. 2002, Wu et al. 2004, Hsieh
& Tsai 2007, Wieseke et al. 2008, Song &
Swink 2009, Talke & O’Connor 2011,
Kuester et al. 2012
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Context

Characteristic

Identified effects on

References

element
Industrial product Distribution, pricing, external Hultink et al. 1997, Hultink et al. 2000,
Complexity

promotion

Kuester et al. 2012

External and internal

Talke & Hultink 2010b, Kuester et al. 2012

promotion

Firm

Life cycle

Timing, external promotion

Kalish et al. 1995, Mahajan & Muller 1998

Skills and

Distribution, external and

Di Benedetto 1999

proficiency

internal promotion, timing,
launch process
management

Organisational

Distribution, external and

Di Benedetto 1999, Calantone & Di

arrangements

internal promotion, launch

Benedetto 2012, Kuester et al. 2012

process management

Market

Mind-set and

Timing, launch process

orientation

management

Market

Distribution, external and

Bowersox et al. 1999, Talke & Hultink

uncertainty

internal promotion

2010b, Cui et al. 2011

Customer and

Pricing, external promotion, Kalish et al. 1995, Li et al. 2003, Langerak

segment

timing

change

et al. 2004. Chen et al. 2007, Su & Rao
2010, Jung 2011, Talke & O’Connor 2011

characteristics
Technological

Li et al. 2003, Talke & Hultink 2010a

Internal promotion, timing

Li et al. 2003, Talke & Hultink 2010b,
Kuester et al. 2012, Lee & Wong 2012

Overall, the product’s innovativeness, in particular, appears to have a multifaceted
influence on the launch as presented by divergent studies. Different product
characteristics, which are often discussed in new product launch research as being
influential elements, were found to have effects in all launch driver and challenge
categories (see also Hultink et al. 1998). Several of the product characteristics are
in the influential sphere of the NPD and the launch managers, whereas the firm
and market characteristics are not. From the perspective of a single launch, the
given product characteristics should be influenced by the firm and market
characteristics. Therefore, the product characteristics are chosen as the leading
context element when moving toward outlining the launch contexts that will be
examined in the empirical part of this study. In addition, as this study focuses on
industrial products, the types of industrial products to be examined must be
decided first.
A product can be seen as a single embodiment of a capability, designed for a
targeted segment, and a mediator for realising value from a technology, and
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technology refers to a capability that can have several applications across
products and even in different types of industries (Jolly 1997). It can be noted that
this product viewpoint resonates with the reviewed new product launch studies.
However, the industrial product business varies from simple market transactions
to complex relationship management (Freytag & Clarke 2001), and the offered
products vary substantially. If a singular design is one basic form of an industrial
product, what represents a remarkably different type of industrial product?
Applying the aforementioned definition by Jolly (1997), the divide between
technologies and singular design products is thought here as a continuum. An
industrial product that is remarkably different than a singular design but not
considered to be a technology can be found along the continuum at a point where
the characteristics of technologies and singular design products are mixed. When
moving from a technology towards a singular product design, the scale of the
potential application environments narrows, the target of external promotion
becomes clearer, the business logic is increasingly based on making and selling
products competitively, the limits of competition become clearer, and the time-tomarket grows shorter (Jolly 1997). These possible aspects come into effect along
the middle ground of the continuum where customisable designs and technology
applications can be found (Figure 3).
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The business

• Utilising the technology or

logic

offering it for utilisation

Marketing

• To utilise the changing

problem

potential of the technology

• Customised deliveries

• (Designin, manufacturing and)
selling products

• To clarify the potential of the
design for a particular customer

• To clarify the value of the the
particular product to the
targeted customers

Marketing
efforts start

Time to market

Target of
promotion

Demand

• When a potential technological • When a design is ideated based • When a product is ideated
concept is at hand
• 10-20 years

as technology evolves
• Derived from the potential
• Competing technologies for
the same use

Opportunity
related to

• 5-10 years

• Changing mix of stakeholders • The potential users or adopters

products
Threat

on a potential technology

• Customers (end users)

of the design
• Derived from the possible

• Based on the targeted segment

segments
• Competing designs for the same • Competing products for the
customer needs

• Competing inventors, adopters, • The identified market
resource providers

• 1-5 years

opportunity

same use and customers
• The end-user market
opportunity

Technology as

Customisable design,

Singular design

a capability

technology application

product

Fig. 3. Continuum from technologies to singular design products, and the proposed
middle ground (adapted and reprinted with permission from “Commercializing new
technologies” by Jolly (1997). Copyright © 1997 by the Harvard Business Publishing
Corporation; all rights reserved).

For example, customisable technology, which transfers new technology into
products (Eldred & McGrath 1997), might be designed and produced on a one-off
basis and redesigned for use in another industry. Industrial solutions or their
components can be thought of as an example of customisable technology, as they
solve complex and specific customer problems and are therefore customised
applications of the needed technology (e.g. Brady et al. 2005, Evanschitzky et al.
2011). Industrial organisations can be categorised based on whether they are
focused on custom production, mass production, or continuous processes
(Woodward 1965). Industrial solutions are then largely custom production, as
distinct from mass-produced singular design products. Hobday (1998) contrasts
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simpler products that are mass-produced by functionally based organisations with
complex products and systems (CoPS) and describes CoPS as high cost, complex,
customised and produced in small batches or for individual users in projects and
by project-based firms. CoPS are considered here to be comparable to industrial
solutions (see Brady et al. 2005, Evanschitzky et al. 2011 above). Hence, two
remarkably different industrial product categories are mass-produced singular
design products and customised and complex technology applications (referred to
here as solutions). These two industrial product categories are suggested for
further examination in the empirical part of this study.
Because firm and market characteristics were found to influence the launch, a
brief overview of the potential firm and market characteristic assumptions that the
presented industrial product categories might include is needed. Based on Table 9,
the contextual aspects relevant for launching could include the product’s
innovativeness, type, complexity and life cycle; the firm’s skills and proficiency,
organisational arrangements, mind-set and orientation; and the market’s
uncertainty, customer and customer segment characteristics and technological
change. Hence, these aspects, for example, can be used to distinguish the launch
contexts when selecting the cases for empirical examination. Because the product
innovativeness was found to have an especially multifaceted influence on the new
product launch drivers and challenges (see Table 9), it is suggested that the
selected launch contexts should at least represent remarkably different degrees of
product innovativeness. Furthermore, the industrial solution selected should be
innovative because the new product launch research has already covered
innovativeness aspects quite widely, so there is no need to explore that aspect
further in this study. It was also suggested that less innovative products might
confront more competitive markets than the innovative products (e.g. Debruyne et
al. 2002), which leads here to linking less competitive markets to the innovative
industrial solution. Finally, as was noted, singular design products are launched
by product-based firms and industrial solutions are delivered through projects and
by project-based firms; therefore, the business logic is defined here by these
product categories.
Accordingly, the two industrial launch contexts could be described at this
point to include a less innovative singular design industrial product launch by a
product-based firm to a competitive market and an innovative customised
industrial solution launch by a project-based firm to a less competitive market.
From this point forward, when referring to a launch by a product-based or a
project-based firm, the abovementioned characteristics of the launch context are
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implied. The firm-based context characterisation is chosen because this study uses
an activity approach to the launch and the firm is the actor.
Based on the preceding review of new product launch drivers and challenges,
typically the new product launch studies discuss industrial products without
further distinctions (e.g. Hultink et al. 1997, Talke & Hultink 2010b, Talke &
O’Connor 2011), and they primarily discuss the singular design product (see
Figure 3), i.e., the product-based firm context as defined here (see also Lehtimäki
et al. 2008b). Therefore, an understanding of the project-based launch context is
still missing from this study. To build a preliminary theoretical understanding of
the launch in the project-based firm context as defined here, industrial marketing
research, especially as related to industrial solutions and project marketing, is
next reviewed for the relevant implications for launch drivers and challenges as
well as launch activities. References are found to be vital to the customer to verify
the delivery capability of the firm and the value of the industrial solutions
(Storbacka 2011), and references can be considered to be essential for a
successful launch (e.g. Salminen & Möller 2006), especially if the solution is
innovative and adoption barriers are high. Therefore, reference marketing studies
are also briefly reviewed.
2.4

A new industrial solution launch in a project business

Industrial solutions solve complex customer problems, are characterised by
customised combinations of products and services, are designed interactively, and
provide a value greater than the sum of the components (Brady et al. 2005,
Evanschitzky et al. 2011). The concept of the industrial solution is considered
here to be similar to, and utilised similarly to, CoPS that are high cost, complex,
customised and produced in small batches or for individual users in projects and
project-based firms (Hobday 1998). Thus, CoPS studies are also reviewed here.
In general, it is acknowledged that collaborative and interactive seller-buyer
relationships are characteristic when developing new products in technologybased, industrial markets (Athaide & Zhang 2011), but the projects including
customised products particularly require considerable buyer-seller interactions
(Stump et al. 2002). Industrial solutions are usually tailored to suit the customer
(Davies & Brady 2000). Due to customisation, the customers as users have a
central role in solution projects and these customers often collaborate with the
supplier during the project to develop the solution, whereas in the ideal massproduced product situation, the products are designed internally to suit the needs
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of a broader customer base (Hobday 1998). The marketing efforts for these
solutions are first aimed at convincing the potential customer that the firm is
capable of delivering what the customer needs; only after that does the
development follow its secured order, and for mass produced products, the
development comes first, followed by production and marketing (Woodward 1958,
Hobday 1998).
The interactive relationship approach starts, then, from the first customer
project. First, the customer project must be won, and second, it must be
successfully implemented. The active involvement of potential customers can be
gained not only through product customisation but also through information
gathering for product performance, product education and training, on-going
product support, proactive political involvement to gain support for the
innovation, product demonstrations and trials, problem-solving assistance and
clarification of the product’s advantages, which can all support successful
implementation of the solution at the first customer site (Athaide et al. 1996).
Thus, considerable buyer-seller interaction and relationship marketing activities
are needed to support the adoption and the implementation of the solution as well
as its development (Athaide et al. 1996).
Hence, for solutions, the marketing follows the front-weighted logic of
project marketing, where the marketing efforts for a particular project start early,
when a potential project is identified, and continue as the tender is prepared until
the contract is signed (e.g. Cova et al. 2002). Accordingly, the specific marketing
issues for solutions are discussed under project marketing (e.g. Günter &
Bonaccorsi 1996, Cova & Salle 2007), which is, naturally, entwined with the
marketing of projects (Cova & Holstius 1993). A project refers here to the
delivery of industrial solutions, and a single project can include several of them
(e.g. Salminen & Möller 2006). From a marketing perspective, a project is a
complex transaction concerning a package of products, services, and works,
designed to realise in a certain period of time a specific asset for the customer
(Cova & Holstius 1993). Project marketing is typically distinguished on a firm
level through the discontinuity of demand for projects, the uniqueness of each
project (in technical, financial and socio-political terms), and the complexity of
each individual project in terms of the number of actors involved throughout the
supply process (Skaates et al. 2002). In addition, especially in the context of
systems selling (see e.g. Mattsson 1973), project marketing is commonly
characterised by its long-term nature, the high value of a single order, bidder and
supplier coalitions, an increasing share of service, the know-how differences
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between supplier and customer, the variability of the scope of supplies,
internationality and order financing (Backhaus 1995). Overall, the project
marketing and project-based firm context provides a quite different frame for
launching than the product marketing and product-based firm context.
In the industrial project business, the firm strategy is aligned with delivering
projects (Artto & Wikström 2005), but launching can also be a financially
relevant activity for a project-based firm. A successfully implemented unique
customer project can introduce an innovative solution that is further developed
and can bring in new business (Athaide et al. 1996, Storbacka 2011), thereby
taking the firm into a new business area (Davies & Brady 2000). Hence, the
launch is executed through the first customer project. Project-based firms can
increase their economies of repetition by aiming to deliver repeatable solutions,
and the first unique bid or project is the first step along that process (Davies &
Brady 2000). If the solutions themselves cannot be repeated for project customers,
the customised solution can comprise repeatable modules to gain the benefits of
scale economies while maintaining a customer orientation (Hellström &
Wikström 2005). However, solution-focused project-based firms are weaker than
functional matrix organisations at performing routine tasks, achieving economies
of scale, coordinating cross-project resources, facilitating companywide technical
development, and promoting organisation-wide learning, and therefore, project
tracking and guidance at the firm level are especially important so that individual
projects do not work against the corporate strategy (Hobday 2000). For launching
solutions, if the need for a novel solution is identified when analysing the
customer’s problem, a decision needs to be made early as to whether this solution
will be the object of a launch and included in the firm’s portfolio of solutions,
only a one-off project, or immediately declined.
The industrial markets are largely relationship based and the technological
choices of one firm may affect those of another (e.g. Håkansson & Waluszewski
2002). Therefore, gaining the buy-in of the relevant stakeholders such as
customers, dealers, other suppliers and competitors is key to facilitating product
adoption (Harrison & Waluszewski 2008). Industrial buyers are traditionally
considered to be conservative in uncertain buying situations (e.g. Wilson 1971)
because they aim to avoid risks that affect their own processes. Perceived risk is
the extent to which a customer is uncertain about the consequences of an action
(Bauer 1967), and it consists of the likelihood of a negative outcome from the
decision and the potential magnitude of that outcome (Choffray & Johnston 1979,
Hutt & Speh 1992). Factors that heighten customer uncertainty are technological
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novelty, high levels of required investment, lengthy commitment periods to adopt
a new solution, or a solution that is dependent on network effects (e.g. Salminen
& Möller 2006).
For complex innovations, the trialability, the demonstration of the relative
advantage, the observability of the benefits and the possibility of evaluating
compatibility with existing offerings can help to lower the perceived risk and
adoption barriers of the customers and thus support innovation diffusion (Rogers
1983). In turn, awareness building and customer education are found to be
important activities for innovation success because they encourage adoption
(Beard & Easingwood 1996, Easingwood & Koustelos 2000). Complexity,
uniqueness, and technological risks are inseparable from innovative customised
industrial solutions, but because the specific solution has not yet even been
developed at the point when the customer considers whether to commit to the new
project including the innovative solution, a pre-purchase trial and evaluation of
the relative advantage would be challenging, if not impossible, to organise.
However, in cases where the solution or its application context is not entirely new,
comparable enough references can be used to lower the adoption barriers.
A reference is the supplier’s relationship to an existing or former customer
who can evaluate the supplier’s product or service, management, and cooperation
performance (Salminen 1997). References are vital to verify the delivery
capability of the firm and the value of the solution to the customer (Storbacka
2011), and they are important for project marketing performance (Cova & Salle
2007). References are relevant in the sphere of a single project (how previous
references are used or if new ones are acquired) and are significant drivers when
considering a launch to industrial markets (e.g. Salminen & Möller 2006).
It has been suggested that utilising references speeds up the diffusion process
in the form of “launching customers”, who take part in the launching activities
and promote the new solution that they have bought (Salminen & Möller 2006).
The supplier can leverage references in the external promotion to signal potential
buyers and other stakeholders or to use internally as case studies or as a database
of realised projects (Salminen & Möller 2006). References are not only used to
promote the new complex solution itself but to increase the seller’s and the new
solution’s credibility in the eyes of industrial buyers (Jalkala & Salminen 2010).
Accordingly, credibility is defined here as the firm's perceived ability to perform
something that it claims it can do on request (Blomqvist 1997).
The supplier’s technical verification is a prerequisite for creating further sales
for a new product (Ruokolainen 2005 and 2008). Ideally, the technical
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verification should be conducted before the first customer project, and the first
customer project should be utilised to create the sales arguments (Ruokolainen
2005 and 2008). However, this sequence is not possible if the innovative solution
emerges during a customer project. Inevitably, the first customer project for an
innovative solution is a source of learning and a test of the technological side of
the solution, as well as a failure with the first customer project can be fatal for the
future sales of the new solution (Ruokolainen & Igel 2004, Gomez-Arias &
Montermoso 2007).
Uncertainties related to the market, the psychic distance between suppliers
and buyers and the supplier’s weak market position increase the risk perceived by
the potential buyers, thereby increasing the importance of references (Salminen &
Möller 2006). The supplier can only affect the psychic distance if the perspective
is on the limits of a single project. Hence, the first customer might be found
among existing customers; if the firm already has close or otherwise trustful
relationship with a customer (e.g. Ruokolainen 2005), the absence of a reference
would matter less because the customer will believe that the supplier can deliver
what is needed. When aiming for an effective use of references, the position that
the first reference customers hold in their field is also important. So-called superreferences are extremely influential customer relationships that have a remarkable
influence on acquiring new customers (Jalkala et al. 2010). Additionally, larger
reference customer firms who have longer relationship with the supplier have
greater reference value in the eyes of potential buyers (Kumar et al. 2013). The
social influence of references is remarkable. Sometimes, the creation of a user
network can even help to successfully re-launch a previously unwanted product
(Harrison & Waluszewski 2008). Hence, the position of the customer is a relevant
consideration when planning the first project for a novel solution because it can
provide remarkable support for the solution launch later in this context.
Based on this review, launch activities appear to occur throughout the first
customer project for the innovative customised industrial solution, and multiple
launch drivers and challenges can be identified. The review implies that the
nature of launching innovative customised solutions through customer projects is
rather different than the typical new product launch by a product-focused firm.
This process is characterised by the project business logic of the firm, interaction
with the customer, front-weighted project marketing, and the linkages between the
launch and the customer project. Furthermore, trust creation through personal
interaction and references plays an important role. Therefore, acquiring the first
customer and the first reference for an innovative solution is crucial for the
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successful launch of the solution due to its ability to lower the high uncertainties
perceived by prospective buyers, and it is important for future sales. If the first
customer project in which the new solution is implemented is successful, it can
provide a reference to be used when the solution is offered for future projects
(Ruokolainen & Igel 2004). Without a reference, it would be difficult to
effectively launch an innovative new solution. Therefore, the first project in
which the solution is applied has an important role in launching new industrial
solutions, and the launch activities are presumably conducted alongside the
customer project. These aspects are summarised in Table 10.
Table 10. Review on launch drivers and challenges for project-based firm context.
Drivers

Challenges

External promotion

External promotion

−

−

−

Use of references (Salminen & Möller

buying situations (e.g. Wilson 1971); customer

and super-references (Jalkala et al. 2010)

uncertainty is high due to technological novelty,

Acquiring the first customer reference from

the requirement for high levels of investment and

the first customer project (Ruokolainen &

lengthy commitment periods involved in adopting
a new solution (Salminen & Möller 2006)

Igel 2004); the first project customer is
drawn from existing customers with whom

−

Know-how differences between supplier and

−

A failure with the first customer project would be

the firm already has trustful relationships
(e.g. Ruokolainen 2005)
−

Industrial buyers are conservative in uncertain

2006, Cova & Salle 2007, Storbacka 2011)

customer (Backhaus 1995)

Gaining the buy-in of the relevant internal

difficult to overcome (Ruokolainen & Igel 2004,

and external stakeholders to facilitate the

Gomez-Arias & Montermoso 2007)

adoption (Harrison & Waluszewski 2008)
Launch process management

Launch process management

−

−

Buyer-seller interaction and relationship

Front-weighted logic of project marketing (Cova et

marketing activities supporting the adoption

al. 2002)

and implementation of the solution (Athaide −

Launch activities linked to the first customer

et al. 1996, Hobday 1998, Stump et al.
2002, Athaide & Zhang 2011)

project (Ruokolainen & Igel 2004)
−

Uniqueness and complexity of projects (Skaates
et al. 2002)

The review leaves several questions unanswered. If new innovative customised
industrial solutions are introduced through unique customer projects, what is the
launch process and what is the role of launch? How does the acquisition and
utilisation of the first reference occur as it is linked to the launch activities and the
customer project? Clearly, there is a need to examine launching in this context.
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2.5

Summarising the theoretical foundation

The theoretical foundation for understanding the contextual nature of launching
industrial new products was based on the review of the new product launch,
solution, CoPS, project marketing and reference marketing research, and it can be
summarised as a preliminary framework (see Figure 4).
Industrial launch context
Product
characteristics

Firm
characteristics

Market
characteristics

E.g. product
innovativeness,
complexity, product
life cycle,
customisation

E.g. skills and
proficiency,
organisational
arrangements, mind-set
and orientation,
business logic

E.g. uncertainty,
customer and customer
segment characteristics,
technological change,
importance of
relationships

Launch drivers and challenges

Launch process characteristics

Perceived launch drivers and
challenges inside the following
categories:

Which of the following launch activity
groups are relevant and what type of
activities do they include:

distribution, pricing, external
promotion, internal promotion,
timing, launch process
management

launch planning, preparing tactical launch
elements, market testing, preannouncements,
revising plans, training, assuring launch
capability, major introduction, launch
control, post-launch review

Contextual nature of launching industrial new products

Fig. 4. Preliminary framework for the contextual nature of launching industrial new
products.

Because launching has been identified as a context-dependent activity (Guiltinan
1999, Hultink & Robben 1999, Nagle 2005), in this study, the product, firm and
market characteristics are assumed to influence the perceived launch drivers and
challenges and the set of performed launch activities (launch process) in a context.
Here, the launch drivers and challenges and the launch process characteristics are
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used as viewpoints to examine the contextual nature of launching, which helps to
understand in what ways and why launching appears different across contexts.
This study aims to learn from the contextual nature of launching industrial
new products by examining two differing contexts for launching. Based on the
presented review, a product-based and a project-based firm were chosen to
characterise two remarkably different launch contexts for empirical examination.
To support learning, differences between the two possible launch contexts were
highlighted by linking the higher degree of innovativeness, complexity and
customisation in the project-based firm context, which overall is less frequently
examined as a launch context than a product-based firm context. The chosen
launch contexts can be described as a less innovative singular design industrial
product launch by a product-based firm to a competitive market (briefly, a
product-based firm context), and an innovative customised industrial solution
launch by a project-based firm to a less competitive market (briefly, a projectbased firm context).
Typically, new product launch studies discuss industrial products without
further distinctions (e.g. Hultink et al. 1997, Talke & Hultink 2010b, Talke &
O’Connor 2011), but when the context is of interest, the innovativeness of the
product is often explicitly mentioned. Perhaps, therefore, a varied set of
implications were found for the project-based firm context that includes an
innovative solution. The review did not provide as rich an insight into the contextual
launch process characteristics as into the contextual launch drivers and challenges.
Nonetheless, the findings concerning the two launch contexts appear to be
quite different. In the product-based firm context, launch timeliness and efficient
launch process management supported by cross-functional communication are
emphasised. In the project-based firm context, those issues appear to be less
critical, and the external adoption barriers are highlighted together with the launch
process management issues. The launch process in the project-based firm context
is linked to the customer projects in which the new solution is developed and
implemented because they can provide the first references. The interactive
communications between the seller and the buyer concerning the benefits of the
innovative and complex new solution have an important role in the project-based
firm context. The preliminary understanding concerning launching in the two
contexts (the findings of the reviewed studies that were explicitly presented as related
to the degree of innovativeness, the firm's business logic, the product type and the
market characteristics) is summarised in Table 11. The launch process issues are
presented under the launch process management category.
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Table 11. Launching in product-based and project-based firm contexts.
Less innovative singular design

Innovative customised industrial solution launch

product launch by a product-based

by a project-based firm to a less competitive

firm to a competitive market

market

External

Focus on communicating usability of

Use of references (e.g. Salminen & Möller 2006,

promotion

the product and related financial

Storbacka 2011)

Category

information (Talke & O’Connor 2011) Buyer-seller interaction important (Athaide et al.
1996, Hobday 1998, Stump et al. 2002 Athaide &
Zhang 2011)
Careful planning of the launch message and
addressing the adoption barriers of customers,
suppliers and dealers (e.g. Salminen & Möller
2006, Hsieh & Tsai 2007, Talke & Hultink 2010b,
Talke & O’Connor 2011)
Internal

−

promotion

Extra effort to overcome internal adoption
barriers (Atuahene-Gina 1997, Wieseke et al.
2008)

Timing

Early (Wilson & Norton 1989) and

Early preannouncements (Lilly & Walters 1997)

simultaneous global launch

Launch delays common (Chryssochoidis & Wong

suggested (Kalish et al. 1995)

2000) but less harmful (Hendricks & Singhal
1997)

Launch process Efficient launch process is important, Launch process managed in relation to the first
management

supported by cross-functional

customer project (Ruokolainen & Igel 2004)

communication (Song & Swink 2009), The speed to market less critical (Stanko et al.
bureaucratic organisation (Olson et

2012)

al. 1995), and geographically

Cross-functional teams (Griffin 1997) with

dispersed teams (Harvey & Griffith

participative and less bureaucratic organising

2007)

(Olson et al. 1995)

Local organisations performing their
launches as they see fit (Lee & Wong
2012)

These identified differences deserve more research attention. Although research on
the new product launch is broad, the contextual and activity-based approaches on
launching need further development. For example, understanding the occurrence of
the launch drivers and challenges or the characteristics of the launch process
across contexts is still limited, specifically in the project-based firm context.
These issues are next addressed in the empirical part of this study to better
understand the contextual nature of launching industrial new products.
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3

Methodology

3.1

Case study design

Research design describes the structure of an enquiry (De Vaus 2001: 16),
including a plan for how to answer the research questions, the propositions, units
of analysis, the logic linking the data to the propositions and the criteria for
interpreting the findings (Yin 2009: 26). A case study is generally suitable for
examining “a small number of social entities or situations about which data are
collected using multiple sources of data and developing a holistic description
through an iterative research process” (Easton 2010: 119). A critical realist case
study is particularly suited to rather clearly determined and complex phenomena,
where the interest is on what caused the events associated with the research
phenomenon to occur (Easton 2010). This study is suitable for a critical realist
case study because it discusses launching as a context-dependent activity from the
marketing function’s perspective; this study is then bounded, complex, focused on
events and sees the context as one element leading to particular events.
A case study is not as much a methodological choice or a data collection
technique as it is the choice of an object to be studied (Stake 1995). In this study,
the case refers to an empirical example of the research phenomenon, launching in
a particular industrial context, examined from an activity-perspective and from
the viewpoint of the marketing function. A particular launch, and a more general
understanding of launching in a particular context, form a case, and not the
particular launch alone. The understanding of a particular launch can be reflected
against the general understanding and vice versa. Within a case, the perceived
launch drivers and challenges and the launch process are examined.
This study has been developed through iterative phases, combining the
theoretical and empirical insights in a quite typical way for an abductive
qualitative study (e.g. Dubois & Gadde 2002). The research interest, empirical
inquiry, and theoretical understanding have developed in parallel. From the
beginning, the research interest was how to conduct an industrial launch, even
though the conceptualisation of the phenomenon and focus has developed along
the research process from bringing new products to markets to launch, to launch
drivers and challenges to covering the launch process. Thus, the research process
has led step by step to the more specific research questions of the papers and the
primary research question of the study (see Figure 5).
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Time
2006

2007

2008

Research interest
How to bring new
products to markets

Focus on new product
launch in an industrial
context

2011
2012

Data concerning how to bring
innovative products to
industrial markets through
customer projects
(data for case II)

Pre-understanding of bringing
industrial new products to
markets: focus on project
business, solution selling and
innovativeness

Data concerning an industrial
new product launch
(data for case I)

Understanding of new
product launch drivers and
challenges in an industrial
context (paper I)

Data concerning the process
and cross-functional
communication in an
industrial new product launch
(data for case I)

Communication issues
from the launch in an
industrial project
business context

Previously collected data
analysed again
(data for case II)

Focus on launching
new industrial
products: the process,
drivers and challenges
in product-based and in
project-based firms

2013

Theoretical understanding
Pre-understanding of bringing
new products to markets

Focus on new product
launch process and
communication issues
in an industrial context

2009

2010

Empirical inquiry
Initial understanding of the
phenomenon in an industrial
context

Data concerning new product
marketing in an industrial
project-based firm
(data for case II)

Understanding of new
product launch process and
cross-functional
communication in an
industrial context (paper III)
Understanding of utilising
knowledge management
approach when marketing
industrial innovative
customer projects (paper IV)
Understanding of launch
drivers and challenges in
industrial project-based firms
and of solution selling (paper
II)
Understanding of launching
industrial new products and
the related process, drivers
and challenges from an
activity perspective in
product-based and projectbased firms

Fig. 5. Empirical inquiry in relation to the development of the research interest and
theoretical understanding.

Drafting a research design for a case study led to the construction of a preliminary
theory related to the research topic (see Yin 2009: 35). The research process
started in fall 2006 with becoming familiar with the commercialisation and launch
studies from the new product management and marketing perspectives. The
purpose was to review the current understanding of how industrial products are
brought to market. Soon a possibility to gain an empirical understanding of this
process emerged, and the first case study (data for case II) focused on bringing
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new innovative industrial products to market through customer projects. An initial
analysis revealed that the case was interesting and rich in detail, and the case data
were analysed during several phases of the research process. The case was the
basis for building a preliminary research plan for this study, but the concept
launch was not used at that point.
After examining a new product introduction in a quite specific context,
research interest was aimed at a perhaps more common context for a new product
launch—the new product introduction as the last phase of an internal NPD project.
A respective case study (data for case I) was conducted, which led the focus to the
drivers and challenges of a new product launch in industrial context. Based on
that focus, paper I was written during fall 2007 and spring 2008.
In the analysis of the data for case I, internal communication issues were
identified as a major launch challenge, and a new case study was planned that
focused on cross-functional communication during the launch process and on the
launch process itself (data for case I). The initial analysis quickly followed the
data gathering, but intensive research interest was directed back on these issues
after a longer period, in spring 2010, when the long and demanding detailed
analysis process started. Paper III was written based on that focus from spring
2010 to spring 2012.
The research focus on communication issues during launch proved to be rich
and interesting and led the researcher to examine the communication issues in the
context of a project-based firm as well, utilising the already collected data for
case II. That expansion led to the examination of how to convince a potential
customer to commit to a project that includes an innovative new solution. As a
result, paper IV was written between the end of 2007 and early 2008. Due to the
knowledge-intensity of the examined business, the paper eventually utilised the
knowledge management approach to examine the project marketing issues of
interest and did not use the concept launch. Only later did the researcher realise
that the findings from the project-based firm context could be discussed as a
launch as well, even though they appeared to differ from the theoretical
understanding derived from the new product launch research. Therefore, more
data about new product marketing and launch issues in the project-based firm
context was collected, and the perspective on the earlier data for case II changed.
New data for case II helped to build an understanding of the launch drivers,
challenges and process in the industrial project-based firm context. Based on the
altered focus, the writing for paper II started in spring 2011, resulting in two
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conference papers (Lehtimäki 2011a and 2011b), which were the basis for writing
paper II during 2012 and 2013.
After these phases, the main data for this study were collected and analysed,
and the major findings were reported in the four research papers. Through an
elaboration of the gained empirical and theoretical understanding, the final focus
of the study emerged, which led to the refinement of the theoretical foundation
and a presentation of the results. To further justify the applied research process,
the details of the case study design and its implementation are presented next.
3.2

The choice of cases and their description

Already in the early phases of the research process, the researcher was aware of
the potential for using a multiple case study design to explore the phenomenon of
interest in diverse industrial contexts. The possibility of pursuing this potential
was provided by the partner firms of the research project in which the researcher
took part. In addition, other cases outside the project were considered, but four
partner firms from the research project filled the initial selection criteria. Firstly,
at least medium-sized industrial firms experienced in launching were of interest,
as distinct from small and novel firms, because the actors are likely to be more
knowledgeable of the phenomenon in its specific context, and practices can be
recognised more easily, supporting the research aim of the study. Secondly, the
firms were expected to have been successful in launching. Launch success would
allow both launch drivers and challenges to be examined in a single firm and
context. In addition, failed launches were not of interest because the elements
contributing to and hindering launch success were to be studied, rather than the
elements in total launch failures. Success was not objectively measured because it
was not essential to the study’s approach. The participants considered themselves
to be successful if they had performed well in launching related to the set targets
and considering the reactions in their market. It is common to rely on firms’
evaluations concerning their launch success relative to their objectives (Calantone
& Di Benedetto 2007) or to competing launches (e.g. Di Benedetto 1999,
Langerak et al. 2004).
After those initial criteria, the main purpose of the case selection was to
obtain access to a variety of the phenomenon to understand the nature of the
phenomenon across contexts. It was believed that more can be learned by
choosing cases as different from each other as possible than by examining only
one type of case or similar cases. As Easton (2002) suggests, the examination of a
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phenomenon in different contexts helps to gain a richer picture of its nature,
especially when attention is paid to the elements that stay the same and those that
change. A variety of contexts also make it possible to analyse the common core of
the phenomenon across contexts (see e.g., Lynn et al. 1996 for a similar
approach). The case selection, overall, can be described as theoretical because the
cases were chosen to be different given how theory suggests the phenomenon is
influenced. Hence, one case was selected to represent a typical new product
launch as presented in the extant new product launch research (e.g. Yin 2009).
The other case was selected to represent an atypical new product launch. This
second case was a launch in a context that was not discussed in the extant new
product launch research but which other research streams implied would be a
relevant context within which to examine a launch. The cases were selected to be
instrumental—to provide insights into the researched phenomenon rather than to
examine a case because of its special nature (e.g. Stake 1995).
Based on the initial theoretical understanding of the phenomenon, bringing
new technologies and new products to market were identified as two remarkably
different contexts within which to examine the launch (e.g. Jolly 1997).
Examining two contexts that were as different as possible was considered to be a
suitable strategy to gain insight into the contextual variety. As technology as a
multitude of capabilities (Jolly 1997) was considered to be too far from the
product focus of the study, customised industrial solutions were considered to be
a suitable choice for examination. Accordingly, among the four potential firms, a
product-based industrial equipment supplier and a project-based technology
supplier were chosen as candidates for empirical examination. The project-based
firm delivering customised industrial solutions was assumed to represent the
atypical, and therefore interesting, launch context, and the product-based firm was
assumed to represent a typical launch context as described in the new product
launch research. Furthermore, the firms were focusing on new product issues,
which provided good access to the firms and the phenomenon. The product-based
firm was developing its launch process management and marketing’s role in the
firm. The project-based firm was defining its products and clarifying their role in
the firm’s business. An analysis of the contexts was assumed to help to
understand why these were important launch-related issues for these firms.
The knowledge of the key informants in the firms was utilised to identify the
particular objects of examination. Data gathering began with the atypical launch
case concerning how to bring innovative new solutions to markets through
customer projects (case II). During that examination, the researcher evaluated
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whether the phenomenon of interest actually existed in the context and whether
the case would be suitable for the study. Based on the gained empirical
understanding, the case was chosen for the study. Next, data gathering for a case
of launching in a product-based firm context (case I) began, and after evaluation,
it was also chosen for the study. The suitability of the cases was reconsidered and
the theoretical justification for the case selection was refined at several phases of
the research process, but no need to change the case choices emerged.
Case I is an example of launching a less innovative singular design industrial
product by a product-based firm to a competitive market. The launching firm also
designs, manufactures, and delivers its industrial equipment globally via multiple
channels. The firm is focused on one core product used in several industries and
applications. The firm has been successful and is financially stable, with annual
sales of approximately 0.5 billion Euros. The firm has over 1000 employees
worldwide and a head office in Europe; those figures have stayed more or less the
same from the time of examination until today. The firm aims to be a leader in the
chosen special product group. Currently the firm is known best in Europe. The
potential customer base is broad. In the firm’s marketing, personal sales and
relationship marketing have important roles, but the typical product and brand
marketing is also in an important position. The product life cycles are
approximately 20 years, but new generations are introduced more often, and
customers are sometimes reluctant to adapt new products as the ones in use are
still working. Therefore, it is important to broaden the customer base of the firm.
Competition in the field is quite fierce. The primary competitors are bigger and
more diversified companies. The firm has nearly twenty years of experience in
launching products globally. At the time of examination, the firm was launching a
new product generation into the global markets. The firm had both reasonable
experience and fresh views on launching because the firm’s fine-tuning of its
launch process coincided with the study timescale.
The first object of examination for case I concerned the launch of a previous
product generation. The examination of that launch provided insights into the
launch drivers and challenges in an industrial context. When the previous product
generation had been launched, the firm had been rather young, growing, and
engineering-driven, while already operating globally. After some initial
challenges, the launch became a success, and the firm had supposedly learned
essential lessons from conducting the global launch. At the time of the empirical
inquiry, the firm had gained even more experience on launching, which provided
them with a broad perspective from which to analyse the examined launch.
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Inspired by the examination of the previous product generation launch, the
examination of case I focused on cross-functional information exchange during
launch, deepening the insight into launch drivers, challenges and the launch
process in that context. In the firm, the launch was managed as part of a NPD
project, where marketing managers were responsible for coordinating the
subproject launch. The NPD process included some descriptions of the launch
tasks of the marketing function, but the marketing personnel saw the launch as an
independent, marketing-led group of activities and wanted to define the launch
process phases and the needed cross-functional information exchange from their
own perspective to enhance the conditions for launch management.
Case II is an example of launching an innovative customised industrial
solution by a project-based firm to a less competitive market. Case II represents a
remarkably different launch context than case I. The launching firm is EU-based
and offers complex, customised, integrated process technology solutions for
global industrial customers. The firm delivers a variety of solutions, from standalone equipment to broad customised process solutions. The firm has been
successful and is financially stable. At the time of examination, the firm had
annual sales of approximately 1 billion Euros and approximately 3000 employees
worldwide; since then, the firm has continued its growth. The firm aims to be the
global innovative leader in its field, and it has a strong market position, a
reputation as a knowledgeable technology provider, and well-known proprietary
technologies and solutions. The business field is dependent on long-term
relationships, and the customer base is well known and perceived to be
conservative. In the firm’s marketing, in general, the relationship approach has a
crucial role. Solutions include the cumulative know-how of decades. Bringing
innovative new products to the market is a difficult and long process and usually
only the task of specialised technology providers. The developments in the field
are rather slow-paced and cyclical.
The first object of examination for case II included the events during and
after a customer project through which an innovative new solution was launched
(Figure 6). The customer project was challenging for the selling firm due to the
innovative solution concept, and it was perceived to have provided valuable
lessons on how to convince and keep the first potential customer committed
during demanding negotiations, assuring that the new innovative solution will be
eventually introduced to the market. The innovative solution concept was part of
a broad process solution designed and delivered for an industrial customer. The
innovativeness of the concept meant that the sales function had to work hard to
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convince the customer of its feasibility. The first public mention of the developed
product was in the press release announcing the signing of the contract. The
selling firm again publicised the solution after implementation. The market
responded favourably to the successful project and solution implementation, and
the solution was evaluated to have business potential and was patented. The
selling firm acquired the first reference from the first customer project to support
external promotion. The solution was further developed as part of a solution
family and announced again in press releases, brochures, magazine articles, white
papers, and conference presentations.

Events in
the
examined
customer
project

Events
concerning
the launch
of the
innovative
solution

Creation, preliminary
testing, and
feasibility studies for
the original solution
idea with another
firm
(1996-2002)

Announcement
of the solution,
linked to the
project

2006

Major work on
developing and
testing the
innovative
solution
(2002-2004)

The project implementation
target was sold to the case
customer firm
Technical improvements,
tight negotiations, project
contract signed
(2005-2006)

Implementation
of the customer
project and
solution
(running 2009)

Announcements
related, e.g. to
the innovation
award the
project received

Application
occasionally
presented in
public, e.g. in
presentations
in business
field events

Announcements of new
projects utilising the
solution, the first project
serving as a reference,
introduction of the
enhanced solution as part
of a new solution family

2007

2008

2009

Fig. 6. The examined launching events through a customer project (Lehtimäki 2013).

After analysing the collected data for case II, it appeared that more data on the
new product marketing practices in this context was needed to better understand
the phenomenon in this context, and more data covering the topic were collected.
Next, the data collection for the cases is detailed.
3.3

Data collection

The phenomenon is studied through the perceptions of the actors who are or have
been involved in launching new industrial products, and personal interviews are
the primary source of data used to build the understanding of the local truth (see
Easton 2010) of launching in a context. The perceptions of the actors presumably
elucidate the local truth and, eventually, the reality, which is difficult to apprehend
and beyond perception (Healy & Perry 2000). Direct observation of launch
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activities would have been a challenge as the activities are performed
simultaneously by numerous individuals across the globe and over several months
or years. Even if the actual launch activities could be directly observed, it would
offer only a partial truth without the actor’s reflection because, here, the
subjective and retrospective perceptions of the actors are considered to reflect the
social reality, or the local truth, of launching.
The primary data for the study consist of 30 personal interviews, supported
by 15 complementary interviews. The complementary data provide opportunities
for data triangulation (Denzin 1978, Yin 2009), as does archival data from
internal and public sources concerning the cases and the firms, and researcher’s
memos from observations in meetings and workshops. The primary data were
gathered during two two-year research projects funded by the Finnish Funding
Agency for Technology and Innovation. These research projects were conducted
in close cooperation with the projects’ partner firms and also produced firm
specific reports, but the researcher was in the role of an observer and facilitator
rather than an active participant solving firms’ problems and implementing
proposed solutions.
The initial interviewee selection was supported by the key contact persons for
the cases in the firms. After the initial selection, the snowball method was used to
find more interviewees (e.g. Biernacki & Waldorf 1981) who were key informants
(Kumar et al. 1993) for the research topic. The interviews were semi-structured
(see Arksey & Knight 1999), and the interview guides for the four datasets (see
Appendix 2) utilised the existing literature and the gained empirical
understanding. The interview guides had several themes and some questions
under each of them, but depending on the interviewee’s expertise, different
themes were emphasised. This study aimed to develop an understanding of the
phenomenon through the interplay of theory and empirical data. Therefore, the
attention of the interviewees was directed toward topical issues by the prepared
themes, but the possibility was actively utilised so that the interviewees might
direct the interview toward relevant issues not predicted by the researcher.
Afterwards, further questions were asked via email or phone as needed.
The data for each case consist of two datasets. One dataset covers the
activities of a specific launch and the other the general launch-related practices of
the firm. The datasets together cover the launch drivers, challenges and the
process in a context. The cases, the datasets, and their utilisation in papers are
illustrated in Table 12.
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Table 12. Cases, datasets, and their use in the papers.
Cases

Datasets

Primary data

Focus

Primary data
for paper

12 interviews Launch drivers

I Launching a less

a: Launching the previous

innovative industrial

product generation (a particular

singular design

launch)

product by a product-

b: The firm’s launch process

based firm to a

and the communication issues

competitive market

in the process (general

II Launching an

a: Launching an innovative

innovative new

industrial new solution through

challenges, and

solution through a

a unique customer project

process

I

and challenges

11 interviews Launch process

III

Communication

practices)
Launch drivers,

II and IV

Communication

unique customer
project by a project-

b: The firm’s new product

based firm to a less

marketing (general practices)

competitive market

7 interviews

15 interviews Launch drivers,
challenges, and

(Supporting
data for II)

process

All of the datasets, except b for case II, were gathered during the first research
project. Some of the data were gathered by three collegial project researchers (see
Appendix 1 for details). However, the researcher planned all of the interview
guides and the interviews either alone or, on some occasions, together with her
colleagues. If she could not attend an interview or a meeting, the researcher
prepared the attending colleagues, especially the less experienced colleagues.
When the researcher was not present at a meeting or an interview, she received
the memos and transcriptions made by the colleagues. All interviews were
audiotaped and transcribed by the researcher except the interviews conducted and
transcribed by the two less experienced colleagues.
Table 13 details the data for case I, launching a less innovative industrial new
singular design product by a product-based firm. The first round of interviews
concerned launch drivers and challenges experienced during the launch of a
successful previous product generation (dataset a). Twelve personal semistructured interviews form the primary data. Nine interviewees were from
marketing, two were from R&D, and one was from sales. The interviewees
represented different organisational levels varying from managers to vice
presidents. The second round of interviews concerned the launch process with a
focus on communication issues (dataset b). Eleven interviews from different
functions focused on the firm’s launch process and its cross-functional
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communication issues. The complementary data for case I included documents
such as the researcher’s notes from meetings with firm personnel; internal
documents such as presentations, brochures, and project documents; and public
materials such as news, annual reports and information on the firm’s homepage.
Table 13. Data for case I.
Dataset a: interviews spring 2007

Dataset b: interviews fall 2007

Complementary data

Launching the previous product

The firm’s launch process and

Concerns the firm, the

generation (a particular launch), 19 h of

communication issues in the

particular launch and the

interviews:

process (general practices), 14.5 h firm’s launch process, for
of interviews:

Brand & Communications Director 1.5 h Brand and Communications

papers I and III:
Firm meeting and

Fairs and Events Manager 1.5 h

Director 1 h

workshop observation

Product Marketing Director 1.5 h

Marketing Director 1.5 h

memos (9)

Product Marketing Director 2 h

Product Marketing Director 1.5 h

Internal documents, e.g.

Product Marketing Director 1.5 h

Process Developer 1.5 h

project task tables,

VP, R&D 2 h

Sales Director 1 h

presentations, project

EVP, Products and Markets 1 h

Product Marketing Director 1.5 h

documents, launch and

Sales Director 1.5 h

Product Manager 1 h

marketing plans (9)

Product Manager 2 h

Technology Director 1.5 h

Public documents, e.g.

Product Manager 1 h

Product Manager 1.5 h

annual reports, news,

Marketing Director 2 h

R&D Director 1 h

brochures, firm’s

Product Development Manager 1.5 h

Product Marketing Director 1.5 h

homepages and other firm
related material

An important part of the complementary data for case I was produced in the four
launch process workshops organised in the firm, which resulted in a preliminary
model for the launch process phases of the firm to be used in the second interview
round. Between and after the workshops, the process model was circulated
through the firm for feedback, on the basis of which the model was refined. In
dataset b, the interviewees based their answers on their entire experience of the
practice of launching new products in the firm. This broad perspective was
thought to provide a comprehensive understanding of the nature of launching in
the context, complementing dataset a, which focused on a particular launch.
Table 14 presents the data for case II, launching an innovative new industrial
solution through a unique customer project by a project-based firm. For case II,
the first interview round was in-depth and rather explorative in nature, covering
the launch drivers, challenges and process in a project-based firm context (dataset
a). Dataset a comprises seven interviews with the key informants involved in the
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examined customer project. The interviewees held senior positions in the firm,
which improved their ability to compare their insights about the specific customer
project and launching to their previous experiences in the firm. The second
interview round deepened the understanding of launching in the context by
examining the new product marketing practices of the firm (dataset b), and 15
interviews were conducted with marketing, communications and sales managers.
Although dataset a for case II, in particular, can be considered to be rich, the
researcher supported the somewhat limited number of interviews by the careful
collection of documentary data, which was readily available through the
interviewees and the Internet.
Table 14. Data for case II.
Dataset a: interviews fall 2006

Dataset b: interviews spring 2009

Complementary data

Launching an innovative new

The firm’s new product marketing (general

Concerns the firm, the

solution through a unique

practices), 9 h of interviews:

particular launch and

customer project (a particular

the project, for papers

launch), 13.5 h of interviews:

II and IV:

Technology Director with VP R&D VP Sales I 0.5 h

Firm meeting,

2h

Corporate Communications Director 0.5 h

workshop, discussion

Senior Technology Specialist 2 h

VP Sales and Marketing 1 h

and observation

VP New Business Solutions 2 h

General Manager 0.5 h

memos (10)

VP Sales I 2 h

Sales Director 0.5 h

Internal documents,

Technology Specialist 1.5 h

Sales and Marketing Director 0.5 h

e.g. presentations,

Project Manager 2.5 h

VP Business Division I 0.5 h

memos, project

VP Sales II 1.5 h

Sales Manager 0.5 h

documents, database

VP Business Division II 0.5 h

snapshots and emails

Communications Manager 0.5 h

(11)

VP Sales III 0.5 h

Materials from public

Marketing Communications Coordinator 1 h

sources, e.g. press

Corporate Communications Coordinator 1 h

releases, industry

Marketing & Communications Manager 0.5 h

reports, annual

Managing Director 0.5 h

reports, news, product
brochures and web
pages

The complementary data for case II included case-related presentations and
emails; the researcher’s observation memos from company workshops and
meetings; and publicly available data such as news, the firm’s internet pages,
articles, press releases, and brochures concerning the examined customer project,
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the related solution and the firm and the context. The complementary data added
to the understanding of the particular launch and launch practices of the firm.
3.4

Data analysis

All of the gathered data were transcribed soon after data collection, and the
researcher read the data carefully several times before the actual analysis. For
each paper, the relevant data were combined from the relevant datasets, and the
analysis used a content analysis of the text-based data. Content refers here to the
latent content and meanings embodied in the texts, which are interpreted through
analysis (e.g. Duriau et al. 2007). The approach includes features from both
directed and conventional content analysis (see Hsieh & Shannon 2005) because
the existing theoretical knowledge helped to form the categories for data, even
though inductive categorisation was also used to make the initial categories and to
better to match the data and the research problem. The analysis followed the data
reduction, data display, and drawing conclusion phases (Miles & Huberman 1994).
Each individual paper is a qualitative single-case study, and the analysis process
followed the same principles for each paper. The complementary data were
analysed in the same way as the interviews.
The initial data analysis quite inductively highlighted all text from the data
that, on first impression, was considered to be relevant to the research problem at
hand. The initial analysis was conducted parallel to data collection, and it was
based on structural categorisation, which roughly categorised the data across its
topical issues (see Saldaña 2009). The initial analysis utilised word processing
and QSR NVivo software to reduce the data by forming general categories and
outlining the content as appeared to be relevant for the research problem. It was
easy to select specific topics from the categorised data later as the research
interest developed.
The initially categorised data were categorised again in more detail based on
the contemporary theoretical understanding and the research interest. New
categories were created for data that did not fit the theory based categories, and
the theory-based categories were refined to better fit the data when needed (the
categorisation for the papers is presented in Appendix 3). Thus, the theoretical
understanding directed the analysis at most times but was not allowed to limit it.
Several iterative categorisations were made for the data with the help of QSR
NVivo and word processing software to clarify the categorisation and to ensure
that it covered all matters relevant to answering the research question. The further
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analysis for the carefully categorised content was performed in MS Word or Excel,
which helped to display and organise the core content of the data and to write the
research papers. The categorisation aimed to support the analysis of three units:
the launch drivers, the challenges and the process in a particular context. These
units were analysed in both the product and project-based firm contexts (cases I
and II) separately in the research papers (Table 15).
Table 15. How analysis was performed through the individual papers.
Units of

Analysis in

Analysed datasets for the papers

analysis
Launch

Paper I

Dataset a case I: Experiences from launching the previous

Paper III

product generation (a particular launch)

drivers and
challenges

Supporting
analysis in

Paper II

Datasets a and b case II: Launching an innovative new

Paper IV

solution through a unique customer project (a particular

(dataset a

launch); The firm’s new product marketing (general practices) case II)
Launch

Paper III

process

Datasets a and b case I: The new product launch process of

Paper I

the firm and communication issues (general practices)
Paper II

Datasets a and b case II (see above)

Paper IV

Launch drivers and challenges were the primary units of analysis in papers I and
II. The analysis in paper II also focuses on the launch process in the context of the
project-based firm. In paper III, the launch process phases, the information types,
information exchanges and the information exchange parties were analysed to
map the patterns of the marketing function’s cross-functional communication
during launch. The analysis of those issues supports the analysis of the launch
drivers and challenges in the product-based firm context. In paper IV, the analysis
is focused on the communication issues of a launch in the project-based firm
context, supporting the analysis of the launch drivers, challenges and process in
the same context. In particular, in papers II and III, the launch process analysis
followed the suggestions by Pettigrew (1997), and the processes were analysed
across multiple levels of analysis (individual perception, marketing function, firm)
and studied in terms of the past and future while paying attention to the role of
context and activities and searching for holistic explanations. The process
examination helped to develop an understanding of the nature of launching in a
particular context.
After these data reduction and display phases, the findings were summarised
and compared with the theoretical understanding to interpret the findings in light
of the existing knowledge on the topic, so that it was possible to draw conclusions.
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These conclusions were linked back to the existing knowledge base. The main
research question of the study is answered based on a combination of the findings
from the individual papers. The review of the results in this dissertation presents
the common and unique findings for the two industrial contexts for launching.
Next, an overview of the individual papers is presented.
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4

Overview of the papers

The purpose of this study, to understand the contextual nature of launching
industrial new products, is addressed through four papers. The papers are
summarised in Table 16.
Table 16. Summary of the papers.
Aspect

Paper I

Paper II

Paper III

Paper IV

Reference

Lehtimäki et al.

Lehtimäki 2013

Lehtimäki 2012

Lehtimäki et al. 2009

To develop an

To develop an

To develop an

2008a
Objective

To develop an

understanding of understanding of

understanding of launch understanding of how

contextual launch launching in an

process management

industrial firms can use
their knowledge base to

management

industrial customer from the marketing

(RQ1)

project context

function’s perspective

convince customers to

(RQ1, RQ2)

(RQ2)

commit to innovative

What kinds of

What kind of information How the utilisation of

projects (RQ1, RQ2)
Specific

What are the

research

main drivers and launch drivers and

question of

challenges for

challenges can be

marketing exchanges in

could support project

the paper

launch

identified in

different phases of a

marketing activities in an

management in

launching

launch process

innovative customer

the context of a

innovative industrial

young and

solutions through

growing global

customer projects

and with which functions knowledge management

project

industrial
equipment
supplier
Main

Identifies context- Identifies industrial

Framework for a cross-

Framework for

contribution

specific drivers

launch drivers and

functional information

communicating and

and challenges

challenges and

exchange during new

concretising the firm’s

within industrial

describes the

product launch, defining knowledge base through

new product

launch process in a the launch process

launch in a

less researched

phases, the information

activities to convince the

product-based

project-based firm

categories, and the

first customer to commit

firm context

context

parties

to a project including an

project marketing

innovative solution

Together, the four papers answer the research questions, clarifying the launch
drivers and challenges (RQ1), as well as the characteristics of the launch process
(RQ2), in two remarkably different industrial contexts. Based on these works, the
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primary research problem is answered. These papers and their findings are
presented next.
4.1

Launch drivers and challenges in a product-based firm context
(paper I)

Paper I (Lehtimäki et al. 2008a) examines the primary drivers and challenges that
occur when launching in the context of a young and growing global industrial
equipment supplier. The purpose of the paper is to contribute to the literature on
launch management by developing a context-dependent understanding of launch
management. The empirical part of the study is conducted as a qualitative singlecase study concerning the past launch of a product generation. The primary data
consist of twelve interviews with the key informants (dataset a for case I).
It is important to understand both the drivers and the challenges when aiming
to build a holistic understanding of launch management, and especially given that
a context-based understanding on the launch is still developing. The literature
review presents the key drivers and challenges of the launch as presented in the
NPD and the new product launch research. The study summarises and categorises
the launch drivers and challenges according to the basic questions of what, where,
when, why and how to launch, following the logic of strategic and tactical launch
decisions. Although several drivers and challenges were identified from the
literature, they provide little guidance for a single firm launching in a specific
contextual setting.
Thus, the launch drivers and challenges are examined in a specific empirical
context, and they are organised according to the categories presented in the
literature review. The findings centred on what (the product), when (timing) and
how to launch (launch execution) and less on market selection (where to launch)
and strategy (why to launch). The examined launch was perceived to be
successful. A closer analysis revealed that the success was not the result of a
skilled and considered integration of strategic and tactical launch decisions but a
result of the advantages the new products provided for customers, efficient
distribution and sales, and the enthusiastic and motivated sales force and
marketing personnel performing the launch activities. Hence, the success was a
sum of many actors, activities, and know-how, including many factors outside of
the marketing function, such as product development. Therefore, one of the
primary launch drivers from the marketing function perspective was determined
to be the enforcement of internal marketing, which can be used to coordinate the
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different actors and to support the motivation and attitude of the personnel taking
part in the launch.
A major launch challenge in the case was related to technical problems in the
product development that caused unreliable schedules and delays. Because of
these problems, it was difficult to plan and implement the launch activities in an
organised manner. Other relevant problem areas, partly affected by and partly
causing these delays, were internal communications between marketing and R&D,
internal communications of launch message, customer communications during
the launch, and a disorganised launch process. In addition to the delays, these
challenges linked to lack of marketing professionalism in the firm. The internal
communication problems between R&D and marketing complicated the launch
activities in general; for example, marketing did not receive enough information
and did not receive information early enough about the new products to allow
them to plan the launch activities and materials. Accordingly, the sales
organisation did not receive information about the new products in time,
complicating the sales effort.
Compared to the literature review, the findings highlight a specific set of
launch drivers and challenges. In addition, some of the drivers and challenges
appear to be linked. For example, problems in the schedules lead to other
problems, such as unclear customer communications. Some launch issues also
appear to be both drivers and challenges, such as having cross-functional launch
teams. Links were found between the context characteristics and the experienced
launch challenges, as well. The firm’s growth had partly led to a lack of product
development resources (which led to the delays), to a lack of marketing
professionalism or established processes and to communication problems.
The findings contribute to the new product launch literature by describing the
context-specific drivers and challenges of the launch. According to the findings,
cross-functional communication during the launch process is an important
challenge related to timing and internal communication, thereby complicating the
launch process management (examined in paper III). The study concludes that the
launch process needs to be managed as an independent process and defined by the
marketing function.
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4.2

Launch drivers, challenges and the process in a project-based
firm context (paper II)

In the industrial solution business, solutions developed for particular customer
projects are often launched to a broader market, as well. The purpose of paper II
(Lehtimäki 2013) is to develop the contextual understanding of the launch,
especially in the less researched project business context, by examining what
types of launch drivers and challenges are identified when launching innovative
industrial solutions through customer projects. The research is a qualitative single
case study. The primary data consist of seven interviews with managers from
different functions concerning a specific customer project and a related launch
(dataset a for case II) and 15 supporting interviews discussing the new product
marketing practices of the firm (dataset b for case II).
It is argued here, as well, that to develop a more organised approach to
launching, it is important to examine both the drivers and the challenges and to
understand them in different launch contexts. A literature review presents a
categorisation of launch drivers and challenges based on the findings from the
new product launch research and solution, project and reference marketing studies.
The launch drivers and challenges are categorised into launch strategy, product,
external promotion, distribution, pricing, timing, launch process management,
and internal promotion. However, the review did not reveal any major issues
related to timing in the context of interest.
The categories are utilised to analyse the empirical data. In the examined case,
the relevant launch driver and challenge categories, as well as the specific drivers
and challenges within the categories, are generally different than those identified
from the literature review. No drivers or challenges were identified related to
distribution or timing. For the launch of innovative solutions by project-based
firms with a strong market position and operating in a slow-paced industry with
conservative customers, it appears that the timing of the launch does not play a
remarkable role. Distribution was not a major concern because the solutions are
delivered as a part of broader project deliveries.
New solutions are briefly introduced to the market and then integrated into
the firm’s other offerings. The approach to the launch cannot be described as
being strategic. Instead, the primary driver of the launch in the examined context
appears to be the successful implementation of the first customer project, which
provides the technical test bench for the solution, introduces the solution to the
market, and possibly offers the first reference for the solution. Other drivers are
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an accelerated launch process supported by acquiring the first reference directly
from the first customer project; efficient and illustrative external promotion
supported by technological expertise and the strong market position of the
supplier; and promising pricing opportunities for the innovative solution.
One of the primary challenges is the difficulty of managing the launch
systematically as it is tied to the progress, long timeframe and success of the
related customer projects. Therefore, another primary challenge for the launch
path is winning over the first potential customer for a new innovative solution.
Challenges also emerge when the sales force is geared to promote unique
solutions over existing ones, extra effort is required to promote the innovative
solution to customers and the price for the few first sales of the innovative
solution is compromised. A minimal emphasis on traditional external marketing
communications during the launch can be explained through the relationship
marketing approach, and the significance of personal sales and reference
marketing in promoting new solutions in the industry.
The launch process in this type of context proceeds as follows: winning over
the first customer for the innovative solution, preannouncements in relation to the
respective customer project, and after succeeding in the first customer project,
externally introducing the solution, typically supported by the first reference for
the solution. After this point, the solution can be further developed to fit the needs
of a broader customer base and to improve its manufacturability, and it might be
re-launched.
The contribution of this paper lies in the identification of the launch drivers
and challenges and of the characteristics of the launch process in a specific
context characterised by a firm with a strong market position, project business,
conservative industrial market, and customised and innovative solutions. In
addition, the linkages between the findings and the context characteristics are
discussed. The paper concludes that the launch of innovative new industrial
solutions through customer projects is not a straightforward but a multiphase and
longitudinal process. This type of launch brings out different drivers and
challenges and a different process than the typical new product launch for an
internal product development project.
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4.3

A communication approach to the launch process in a productbased firm context (paper III)

Paper III (Lehtimäki 2012) focuses on the cross-functional nature of the new
product launch process in a product-based industrial firm by examining the types
of information that marketing exchanges in different phases of a launch process
and the functions with which they exchange this information. This examination
necessitates defining the information categories, the involved parties, and the
launch process phases. All of these three aspects of launching have been
previously only partially covered in a single study at a time. Hence, the study
builds a comprehensive picture of the internal communication aspects of
launching from the marketing function’s perspective.
The primary data for this qualitative single-case study consist of 11
interviews among several functions (dataset b for case I) that detail what type of
information the marketing function delivers to other parties and what type of
information it receives from them. The primary data are complemented by 12
preliminary interviews (dataset a for case I) and documentary data.
The study argues that a launch is a cross-functional process complicated by
varied communications among several parties, and not only by the proximity of
launch to the finish line of the NPD process. By identifying those
communications, the study provides theoretical and managerial implications.
Research on cross-functional integration and information flows during NPD
is combined to build an a priori categorisation for the exchanged information
during launch and to identify the involved parties. The a priori launch process
phases are defined based on studies that comprehensively describe the launch
activities. The identified information categories, the launch process phases, and
the involved parties are the building blocks of the developed theoretical
framework, which is used for analysing the empirical data.
In light of the case, the information exchanged between marketing and other
functions during the launch can be categorised as tactical, project management,
technical, financial, customer, competitive, strategic and market information. The
parties involved in addition to marketing are sales, R&D, manufacturing,
maintenance, aftermarket services (AMS), and top management. The launch
process phases are launch planning, launch preparation and tests, internal
introduction, external introduction and launch evaluation. In addition, the nature
of information exchange is described for each launch process phase based on the
involved parties and the types of information exchanged, and information
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exchange profiles for each launch process phase are described from the
marketing function's perspective. Accordingly, the roles of the information
exchange parties are described from the marketing function’s perspective. To sum
up, the primary contribution of the paper lies in the organised framework for the
complex cross-functional information exchange in the launch process from the
marketing function’s perspective in a product-based firm context.
4.4

A communication approach to launch drivers, challenges and
process in a project-based firm context (paper IV)

Paper IV (Lehtimäki et al. 2009) examines how a knowledgeable supplier can
convince the first potential customer to commit to a project that includes an
innovative new solution. As stated in paper II, launching is performed through the
first successful customer project in that type of situation; thereby, one of the
primary challenges of launching is to win over the first potential customer for an
innovative solution. Paper IV examines, from a communication perspective, the
activities needed to make that first sale and helps develop an understanding of the
launch drivers and challenges, as well as the launch process, in the project-based
firm context.
The examined business is highly knowledge intensive, and therefore the
knowledge management approach to project marketing was the chosen theoretical
approach. The purpose of the qualitative single-case study is to examine how the
utilisation of the firm’s existing knowledge base could support project-marketing
activities to convince the first potential customer to commit to a project including
an innovative solution. The primary data for the paper consist of seven in-depth
interviews (dataset a for case II), which describe an innovative new industrial
solution development and launch as part of a customer project. The study presents
the different project marketing activities, what type of knowledge they might use,
how they use that knowledge and for which project marketing phases.
The findings indicate that the potential first customer commits to an
innovative project when they trust the seller's ability to successfully deliver what
they have promised, even if there are no functioning references. The primary
findings describe how a firm operating in a conservative market could
communicate and concretise its customer and technology knowledge through
different project marketing activities to convince the less knowledgeable customer
to commit to a project including an innovative new product. Hence, through this
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process, the seller firm can support the chances of obtaining the first customer for
its innovative solution and progressing with launching.
To summarise, the study’s contribution lies in its presentation of a framework
that proposes project marketing activities to communicate and concretise the
capability of the supplier to the potential first customer at different project
marketing phases in a challenging situation such as that described above. In
addition, the related knowledge categories (core and project specific, technical
and customer knowledge) are conceptualised.
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5

Discussion

5.1

Review of the results

The purpose of this study was to understand the contextual nature of launching
industrial new products. This exploration was addressed through two research
questions. The first research question examined industrial new product launch
drivers and challenges, and the second examined the industrial launch process. An
activity approach on launch was selected, and the context was understood to be a
unique combination of product, firm, and market characteristics that influence
launching and make it inseparable from its context (e.g. Pettigrew 1997). The
critical realist research approach and a qualitative case study were applied to
answer the research questions. Two remarkably different industrial launch
contexts were chosen for the empirical examination to provide an understanding
of the contextual variety as well as the common core of the phenomenon. Because
the detailed results are discussed in the papers, the following review focuses on
bringing the results together. The results need to be understood in relation to their
context. Every time a product-based or a project-based firm context is mentioned,
it refers to the combination of the context characteristics as presented in Table 17.
Table 17. Characteristics of the two examined industrial launch contexts.
Context

Product-based firm context

Project-based firm context

Rather rapidly developing industry, quick

Quite slow-paced development

changes possible

Knowledge-intensive business

element
Market

Several competitors with similar products Limited number of competitors
Broad global customer base

Customer base global but limited and known
Conservative market, high adoption barriers

Firm

Growing industrial firm

Established firm with strong position

Own sales force important, other sales

Own sales force is the most important sales

channels also in use

channel, interaction with customers is important

Relationship and sales force driven

Relationship and sales force driven marketing,

marketing, but product marketing broadly promotional efforts limited to a solution level
Product

utilised

compared to a project or corporate level

Rather standardised products and quite

Unique, customised solutions developed within

high volumes, even when customised to

customer projects

particular customers

Innovative new solutions developed further to suit

Less innovative new products

the needs of the broader market
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5.1.1 Launch drivers and challenges in an industrial context
The first research question, what types of drivers and challenges can be identified
for launching industrial new products, was primarily answered through papers I
and II, and the answer was supported by papers III and IV. The answers to this
research question includes the identification of the particular launch drivers and
challenges in two industrial contexts, which helps to answer the main research
question concerning the contextual nature of launching industrial new products.
Based on the literature review on extant new product launch research, this
study developed a categorisation of launch drivers and challenges. The categories
are distribution, pricing, external promotion, internal promotion, timing, and
launch process management. The categorisation was used to examine the launch
drivers and challenges in a product-based and in a project-based industrial firm
context. The empirical findings of this study support the launch driver and
challenge categorisation in that no totally new categories were added nor were
existing categories ruled out based on the findings. In effect, the empirical
findings helped to develop the categorisation to better reflect the perceptions of
the launch actors. Each category was found to include a variety of both launch
drivers and challenges. It is proposed that the categories can be used to capture
the relevant aspects of launching industrial new products.
However, not all categories appear to be relevant across all contexts, which
can be seen in Table 18 and Table 19. These tables present the particular launch
drivers and challenges in the two examined contexts. Due to the abductive
research process, some of the drivers and challenges are newly categorised here,
compared to the research papers, because the categorisation developed as the
research progressed. For example, the issues that are more related to what can be
done to keep the targeted launch schedule are now under launch process
management instead of timing.
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Organised launch process linked to other processes of the firm

the head office and local organisations

−

Cross-functional communication and communication between

in that context

Realistic schedules and timing that reflects what is happening

support external promotion and sales with enthusiasm

launch plans: motivating personnel and sales channels to

Communicating about the new product, its positioning and

first customer project creating market interest in the solution
Promoting the further-developed solution by re-launch

−

market

and to obtain the first customer reference, accelerating the time to

to successfully implement the first project, including the solution,

Cooperative and trusting relationship with the first customer helps

(No identified drivers)

(No identified drivers)

−

Preannouncements linked to the external promotion of the related

−

marketing, 3) Strong market position and corporate brand
Own sales force an important channel for external promotion

−

the solution’s functioning to the potential customer through project

promotion

Communicating and concretising the firm’s knowledge base and

Own efficient sales force an important channel for external

management

−

−

−

solution, supported by 1) Use of customer references, 2)

previous products

Trust lowers the customers' adoption barriers to an innovative

segments and clarifying the product position compared to the

Designing the message content, customising it to the customer −

Launch process −

Timing

promotion

Internal

promotion

−

External

Innovativeness of a solution improves future pricing opportunities

(No identified drivers)

(No identified drivers)

Pricing

−

Project-based firm context

Distribution

Efficient distribution

Product-based firm context

−

Category

Table 18. The identified industrial launch drivers in two contexts.
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marketing professionalism and market knowledge

a growing firm: lack of planning, unreliable schedules

Organised launch process important but challenging to implement, especially in

organisations important but challenging, especially in a growing firm

−

Communication between functions and between the head office and local

lead customers to doubt the product

experience 1) cripple timing, 2) complicate the launch process management, 3)

Unreliable NPD schedules due to growth and the lack of resources and

sales force and leading them to prefer the old products

Technical difficulties with the product increasing the adoption barriers of the

management

−

−

Communicating about the new product and its launch plans: tailoring the
message to different audiences, timing, and organising communication

Too technical a message: not enough attention to the customers’ needs

−

barriers

Technical problems with the product strengthens the customers’ adoption

−

−

Launch process −

Timing

promotion

Internal

promotion

Designing a clear launch message customised to customer segments: requires

heavy warranties for the first project(s)

undermining the effort put into launching

and to sell unique solutions, thereby

Sales force willing to solve customers’ problems

(conservative market)

solutions, difficult to obtain the first customer(s)

Strong adoption barriers for innovative

−

−

vague launch process

Launch activities linked to customer projects: a

project due to its reference value

High pressure to succeed with the first customer

(No identified challenges)

−

−

−

External

discounts (sold to wrong customers)

Innovativeness lowers prices and requires

−

Pricing

Sales force misunderstanding of the positioning leading to unnecessary price

−

Distribution

Project-based firm context
(No identified challenges)

Product-based firm context

(No identified challenges)

Category

Table 19. The identified industrial launch challenges in two contexts.

When summarising the findings on a category level, it is not surprising that the
launch driver and challenge categories that were derived from the new product
launch research were all relevant in the product-based firm context. The context
was purposefully chosen for this study to represent a typical context for an
industrial new product launch as presented in the extant literature. Similarly, it
was assumed that the findings for the project-based firm context might differ, but
it was unclear how. Not all of the categories were relevant in both contexts.
Furthermore, not all of the categories included both drivers and challenges in a
particular context, and the identified drivers and challenges within the categories
differ remarkably between the two contexts.
In the product-based firm context, the price needs to be competitive because
there are similar products on the market. However, in the project-based firm
context, the price is not the primary concern for a customer considering adopting
an innovative solution as part of a broader project offering. In the project-based
firm context, the major launch timing challenges were not identified because the
developments in the business are slow-paced, the business is knowledge-intensive
and thus a quick competitor response is less likely for an innovative solution.
Furthermore, the firm had a strong position in the trust-based market. In the
project-based firm context, distribution was not a major issue because it was
managed as a part of the project deliveries, whereas well-organised and
functioning distribution is a prerequisite for launching in a product-based firm
context. Hence, these differences concerning pricing, timing and distribution can
be understood through the characteristics of the market, the firm, and the product.
Some particular issues are identified both as drivers and challenges. For
example, in the product-based firm context, cross-functional communication
helps to prepare a timely global launch and manage the launch process, but if
there are no established and working practices for communication and the firm is
growing and changing, organising cross-functional communication becomes a
challenge. Other two-sided issues in the product-based firm context include
communication between the head office and local organisations, organising the
launch process, internal promotion, and designing the message for external
promotion. In the project-based firm context, success with the first customer
project was identified as a driver but also a challenge. Hence, it is challenging to
implement these types of issues, but if they are successfully managed, they can
also act as launch drivers. Whether the launch eventually culminates in a success
or not might be partly due to these two-sided issues. The unclear division between
drivers and challenges was already implied by the literature review. Based on the
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results, it appears that the two-sided issues are not the same across contexts. In
addition, the mechanisms through which they can both drive and challenge the
launch in a specific context, and often within the same launch process phase (see
Appendix 4), can be understood only through the context characteristics and the
other launch drivers and challenges in the context. There appears to be context
specific launch activities that need special attention so that they do not turn into
challenges, thereby hindering launch success. It should be recalled that the actors’
perceptions are the basis for identifying these drivers and challenges. Hence, the
results tell more about what type of launch activities the actors’ perceive
important based on their experience than about the measurable impact of diverse
activities on launch success.
Some of the launch drivers and challenges are linked. For example, in the
product-based firm context, cross-functional communication during launch links
to the challenges in timing, preparing internal and external promotion, and
coordinating launch activities. Challenges in internal promotion can lead to
difficulties in external promotion. The identified launch challenges and drivers are
also clearly linked to the context characteristics. If the firm is young and growing,
it appears to lead to launch process management challenges, for instance, but an
enthusiastic attitude in the firm together with a product that answers customers’
needs can help overcome the challenges. In addition, the adoption barriers raised
by an innovative solution can lead to challenges in external promotion. The firm’s
business logic appears to have a major influence on the launch process
characteristics, which in turn leads to particular set of launch drivers or challenges.
The project-based logic of the firm, in particular, can lead to challenges in launch
process management and internal promotion. These links would need a focused
analysis, which was not intended in this paper, to draw further conclusions about
the possible root launch drivers and challenges or the effect of the context on
particular drivers or challenges. It can be said that one driver or challenge is not
enough to drive or challenge launching or to explain why a launch target is or is
not achieved. The combined effect matters.
Although the particular launch drivers and challenges appear to be different
in the examined contexts, the logic behind the launch drivers is similar.
Regardless of the context, the aim of launching is to introduce a new product to a
market for initial sale and to support its sales. Activities that help to create
awareness and interest, lower adoption barriers, support product availability, and
prepare the organisation for launch, for instance, are general launch drivers, but
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the particular driving activities (how that can be done) are context-dependent. The
launch context limits how the aim can be achieved, and the launch challenges can
appear very different when taking the activity perspective. Thus, these limitations
set by the context form the basis for the differing findings from the contexts.
Common to the examined contexts is that the emphasis of external promotion
is on communications through personal sales or any other direct contact with
customers. This finding is not surprising for an industrial marketing context,
where the relationship marketing approach is common and the firm’s own sales
force is an important sales channel. Diverse communication, external promotion
and launch process management aspects appeared in both contexts. Because the
aim of launching is to introduce a new product to markets, it is natural that
external promotion issues are relevant across contexts. Launch process
management, and the communication that occurs within it, enables launching and
achieving the launch targets. Therefore, it is understandable that launch process
management carries relevant issues across contexts. Pricing or distribution did not
include major drivers or challenges in the contexts.
As an answer to the first research question, this study identified specific
drivers and challenges for two differing industrial contexts for launching (Table
18 and Table 19) and six categories for launch drivers and challenges, which are
distribution, pricing, external promotion, internal promotion, timing, and launch
process management. The first two categories appeared to be less central in the
examined contexts. The common aspects across contexts include pricing, external
promotion, internal promotion, and launch process management. Based on this
study, the categories appear to represent the relevant aspects of launching, and
depending on the context, their combined influence on launching can be driving,
challenging or both. In Table 20 the aspects that include a multitude of launch
drivers and challenges in a context are in bold face.
Table 20. Aspects of launching and their influence in two examined industrial contexts.
Aspect

Product-based firm context

Distribution

Driver

Project-based firm context
-

Pricing

Challenge

Driver/Challenge

External promotion

Driver/Challenge

Driver/Challenge

Internal promotion

Driver/Challenge

Challenge

Timing

Driver/Challenge

-

Launch process management

Driver/Challenge

Driver/Challenge
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Overall, the findings support the assumption that launch drivers and challenges
are context-dependent. It is proposed that product, firm, and market
characteristics influence the relevance of the aspects of launching in a context,
whether an aspect primarily drives or challenges launching (or both), and the set
of perceived launch drivers and/or challenges within an aspect. Hence, the
examination of the context specific launch drivers and challenges is important,
but more importantly, their comparison helps elucidate how and why the
perceived launch drivers and challenges may vary across contexts.
5.1.2 Industrial new product launch process
The second research question, what type of process is the launching of industrial
new products, was primarily answered through papers II and III, and the answer
was supported by papers I and IV. The answer to this research question includes
the differing and similar characteristics of an industrial launch process in two
particular contexts, which helps to answer the main research question concerning
the contextual nature of launching industrial new products.
Based on the literature review, the possible launch activity groups forming
the basis for the launch process are launch planning, preparing tactical launch
elements, market testing, preannouncements, revising plans, training, assuring
launch capability, major introduction, launch control and post-launch review.
This understanding was developed through the empirical examination of the
launch processes in the product-based and project-based firm contexts.
This study identifies the launch process phases in a product-based firm
context as launch planning, launch preparations and tests, internal introduction,
external introduction and launch evaluation. In practice, each completed launch
process might include different activities, skip some phases, or include loops to
previous phases. Nonetheless, the empirically derived launch process phases
divide the process into phases that are bound together from the perspective of the
launch actors. Not surprisingly, the launch process phases largely match the
activity groups described in the theoretical part of this study (Table 8), which
were presented to provide a rich description of the possible launch activities.
Launch planning includes activities similar to the respective theoretically
formed activity group. The strategic launch decisions, already formulated in the
beginning of the NPD process, guide the launch planning, which can start when
the product features are specified, so that the preparations can be based on solid
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product descriptions. Launch preparations and tests include the launch activity
groups focused on preparing tactical launch elements and market testing. The
planned arrangements for internal and external introduction are realised, which
includes the preparation of the sales materials, customer support, internal and
external promotion, training, local sales organisations support, and launch
activities. Pilot programmes with customers are organised, and the delivery chain
can be tested. The marketing function collects customer feedback about the
product and the marketing materials. The internal introduction includes internal
promotion activities, as described in the launch activity grouping, but also
possible preannouncements, the revision of plans, training, and assuring launch
capability. Typically, preannouncements follow the internal introduction, the
product is released for production, and plans for local launch activities are
detailed. The external introduction includes the major introduction activities as
defined in the launch activity grouping. The external introduction presents the
product to the market through varied external promotion efforts. The product is
released for sale. International launch activities are coordinated between the head
office and the local organisations. The launch evaluation includes the post-launch
review as presented in the launch activity grouping. Launch activities and their
financial effects are evaluated, and lessons learned are collected for future
launches. Based on the findings, launch control was perceived as an on-going
activity related to sales and product management and not as an individual phase in
the launch process.
Hence, the launch process in the product-based firm context appears to be
rather straightforward and organised. Launching is seen as being an important
activity supporting sales, and an efficient launch process management is the goal.
Based on the findings, cross-functional communication was perceived to support
launch process efficiency. Therefore, cross-functional communication was
examined as an additional perspective through which to understand the launch
process in that context (paper III). As a result, information exchange profiles for
the marketing function at each launch process phase were identified (Table 21).
They capture the variety of information exchanges through the involved
information types and parties.
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Table 21. Communication approach on launching in a product-based firm context from
the marketing function’s perspective (Lehtimäki 2012, published by permission of
IJAME).
Internal

Information Launch planning

Launch

exchange

preparations and introduction

External

Launch

introduction

evaluation

Coordinating

Feedback and

tests
Profile

Gathering planning

Interactive

Informing and

information

preparations

collecting

reporting

feedback
Variety

High

High

Moderate

Low

High

Main

To marketing

Both

Both

Both

To marketing

Relevant

All the identified

All the identified

Several

Few

All the identified

parties

(sales, R&D,

(sales, R&D,

(sales,

(sales)

(sales, R&D,

involved

manufacturing,

manufacturing,

manufacturing,

manufacturing,

maintenance,

AMS,

direction

AMS, maintenance, AMS,
top management)

maintenance, top AMS, the entire

maintenance, top

management)

firm)

Information Several

Several

Several

Few

Several

management)

types

(tactical, project

(tactical, project

(tactical,

(tactical,

(management,

management,

management,

technical,

project

technical,

technical, financial,

technical,

strategic)

management) financial,

customer, market)

financial)

customer)

For the marketing function, launch planning is a phase of information gathering,
involving several parties and information types, but directing the information to
flow primarily towards marketing eases the coordination. Customer information
from sales to marketing has an important role at this phase. The interactive phase
of preparations and tests includes several parties, and marketing both distributes
and receives many types of information. Marketing, especially, provides sales
with project-management and tactical launch information. The internal
introduction requires a marketing function to actively inform other parties of
launch matters and to collect feedback. This role requires intensive
communication, for instance concerning tactical launch information, but the
limited number of parties and information types make the information exchange
less varied. During the external introduction, coordination is needed to conduct
the global activities. Primarily, marketing exchanges tactical and projectmanagement information with sales. For launch evaluation, marketing exchanges
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several types of information with diverse parties concerning feedback and reports.
In particular, marketing receives tactical launch information from sales.
Based on the findings of this study, in the project-based firm context, the
common understanding of the launch process appeared to be less detailed and
organised than in the product-based firm context. Launching is not necessarily
seen as an important activity for a new solutions’ success, and the role and the
emphasis put on launching an individual solution are not as strong as in the
product-based firm context. Innovative solutions can result from discussing a
prospective customer’s challenging issues, when the progress of the respective
customer project influences solution development activities, which in turn set the
outline for the progress of the launch process. The launch process was embedded
into the activities of the related customer project because launch activities were
performed alongside the customer project as they became relevant. Efficient
launch process management was not a major aim; the goal was the successful
completion of the first customer project including the innovative solution.
Preannouncements and the external (major) introduction are identified in the
project-based firm context as well as in the theoretical launch activity grouping,
but they do not entirely capture the embedded nature of the launch process in the
project-based firm context. Therefore, the launch process phases are better
described as they are related to the respective customer project, namely,
convincing the first potential customer, making preannouncements alongside of
the first customer project, and performing the external introduction (see Figure 7).
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Cycle of re-launches in a
project business context

Launch through a unique customer project
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process
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is part of a solution
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Project
implementation

Success in
the first
customer
project
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implementing
new projects

Preannouncements

Success in
obtaining the
first customer
project

Time
An activity

A milestone

Influence

Fig. 7. Launch process and a re-launch in the project-based firm context embedded
into solution development and the related customer project (Lehtimäki 2013).

Preannouncements are typically conducted through press releases. The external
introduction is made when the first customer project has been successfully
implemented, the solution released for sale in other projects, and the first
customer reference acquired; this reference is needed to successfully launch a
new innovative solution to a conservative industrial market. However, only when
the customer experience and performance data become available can the
solution’s business potential be reliably evaluated, enabling decisions to be taken
on further development. Customised new solutions create new solutions for the
firm’s solution families and portfolio, which are continuously further developed
in customer projects as well as through internal R&D projects. The solution can
be later re-launched, which presents refined solutions that are marketable to a
broader customer base. The re-launch can be repeated several times during the
solution’s life cycle. It is not a phase in the launch process as defined here but is
an altered repetition of the process with an emphasis on external introduction.
During the re-launch, the product organisation already exists and, in terms of
preannouncements, the set of conducted promotional activities might be limited
compared to the major external introduction.
There can be years between the preannouncements and the external
introduction in a project-based environment, so the time scale is longer and the
process is more scattered and disorganised than in the product-based firm context.
Presumably launch activities, such as those related to launch planning, launch
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preparations and tests, and internal introductions are also conducted, but in a
different manner and with different emphasis. These activities were not brought
forward in the findings from the context. Therefore, they are not considered to be
phases in the launch process in the project-based firm context.
Hence, the launch process appears to be embedded into the first customer
project and the first phase relates to convincing the first potential customer to
commit to the innovative and risky project, which then provides the first sale. The
external promotion efforts in this type of situation become crucial when the
solution is not yet developed or externally introduced to the market, contrary to
the product-based firm context. In addition, the successful completion of the first
project can lead to the acquisition of the first, crucial customer reference utilised
for external introduction, but only if the customer is willing to act as a reference
and the necessary performance data have been gathered. Therefore, the project
marketing activities directed toward convincing the first potential customer before
and during tender preparation and supporting the acquisition and subsequent
utilisation of the first customer reference after the contract has been signed were
examined (paper IV). These project-marketing activities are presented in Table 22.
Table 22. Communication approach for convincing the first potential customer of an
innovative solution through project marketing (Lehtimäki et al. 2009, published by
permission of Elsevier Limited).
Project marketing phases Pre-tender

Tender preparation

After the contract

Concretising the

Technical reports

Product demonstration

Information generation

knowledge base of the

Laboratory visits

and trial

on product

supplier

Product demonstration and

Reference visits

performance

trial

Laboratory visits and

Product support

tests

Problem solving

Developing a solution for assistance
the customer need
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Project marketing phases Pre-tender

Tender preparation

After the contract

Communicating the

Lists of references,

Articulation of the

Information generation

knowledge base of the

reference visits

problem and the

on product

supplier

Getting to know the specific proposed solution

performance

customer needs and

Clarification of product

Product support

characteristics

advantage

Problem solving

Articulation of the customer Product education and

assistance

needs

training

Other interaction with

Clarification of product

Influencing the buying

the customer

advantages

centre

Customer education

Other interaction with the

Firm reputation

potential customer

Getting to know the buying
centre
Marketing materials
Other interaction with the
potential customer

Thus, external promotion can be enhanced by efficiently concretising and
communicating the technical and customer knowledge of the seller firm through
diverse project marketing activities, which utilise both the core and the projectspecific knowledge of the firm. During the pre-tender phase and tender
preparation, the focus of the project marketing activities moves from raising the
interest of the potential customer, to building trust in the firm’s capabilities, to
committing the customer, to signing a contract. Then, even after project
completion, trust and commitment are supported to maintain a good business
relationship, which supports the acquisition and utilisation of the reference.
When the findings from the two contexts are compared, it can be concluded
that the phases of the launch processes in the product-based firm context can be
found from the launch activity grouping derived from NPD and new product
launch research. However, the phases of the launch process identified in the
project-based firm context do not fit as well into the launch activity grouping. It
appears that the launch process phases in the project-based firm context reflect
and synthesise the findings derived from the solution, project marketing, and
reference marketing research streams and thus provide a novel insight into this
type of launch process (see Figure 8).
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Fig. 8. A comparison of the identified launch processes.

This study described the industrial launch process through its phases and the
related communication aspects in two differing contexts and compared the
differences and similarities between them. The answer to the second research is
three-fold. Firstly, the launch process in the product-based firm context can be
described as an organised five-phased process linked to the internal NPD process,
including complex internal and external communication tasks for the marketing
function. Secondly, in the project-based firm context, the launch process can be
described as a longitudinal and scattered process, loosely following three phases
that are embedded in the respective first customer project and requiring heavy and
early external promotional efforts because the first sale occurs before external
introduction. Thirdly, the external introduction is the only clearly common launch
process phase across the examined contexts. Table 23 summarises these identified
characteristics.
Table 23. Characteristics of the launch process in product-based and project-based
industrial firm contexts.
Description of

Product-based firm context

Project-based firm context

The launch

Cross-functional process developed and

A process linked to the first respective

process

managed by the marketing function,

customer project, wherein a new solution

involves varied internal information

is developed; involves complex

exchanges

communication with the first customer

A process with many links to other firm

Not a central process for the firm but used

processes such as NPD

to introduce new solutions

Apply a generally predetermined and

Unpredictable progress, long time frame;

known process, aim to manage the

aim is to conduct launch activities as they

process efficiently to support the best

become necessary along the product’s

possible launch timing and use of

development and the customer project.

resources. Duration in months.

Duration in years.
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Description of

Product-based firm context

Project-based firm context

Identified key

Cross-functional communication:

Convincing the first potential customer(s)

communication

therefore it is important to define the

to commit to a project including an

issues

launch process and its interface to other

innovative solution: necessary for a

processes of the firm. Marketing

successful launch and for acquiring the

exchanges a variety of information with

crucial first reference. Requires

several internal parties, of which sales

communication and concretisation of the

and R&D are the most relevant.

technical and customer knowledge of the

The nature of the information exchange

firm through diverse project marketing

varies across the launch process phases.

activities.

Hence, the findings support the presented assumption about the contextdependency of the launch process. It is proposed that the perceived launch
process phases and how they are conducted depend on the product, firm, and
market characteristics. It is also proposed that the external introduction is the
only clearly common launch process phase across industrial contexts, although
more similarities might be found on an activity level. Finally, it is proposed that
product, firm, and market characteristics influence the constellation of the
performed launch activities and their relevance, time-scale, and degree of
organisation when managing the launch process in a context. To conclude, the
most important results concerning RQ2 are linked to revealing the remarkable
variance of the launch process across contexts and, particularly, the description of
the launch process in the less-researched project-based firm context.
5.1.3 The contextual nature of launching industrial new products
The primary research question for the study was what is the contextual nature of
launching industrial new products. For that purpose, the drivers and challenges
faced in launching industrial new products and the characteristics of the launch
process were examined in two remarkably different industrial contexts, the
product-based and project-based firm contexts. The contextual nature of
launching industrial new products has been examined by comparing the
similarities and differences between the findings from the examined contexts and
between the empirical findings and the theoretical foundation of this study.
Overall, the results of the study support the assumed influence of the context
characteristics of launching. Given the results of this study, it is proposed that the
contextual nature of launching becomes apparent through the influence of product,
firm, and market characteristics on the perceived launch drivers and challenges
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and on the launch process characteristics. As a result, launching appears to be
different in diverse contexts. In addition, the perceived launch drivers and
challenges help to understand and are influenced by, the characteristics of the
launch process in a context; in turn, the characteristics of the launch process in a
context help to understand and are influenced by, the perceived launch drivers
and challenges. In a particular type of a launch process, particular launch drivers
and challenges may be perceived, and because the context establishes specific
launch drivers and challenges, they influence the launch process characteristics.
The context characteristics are also related. The product characteristics can be
considered to reflect the characteristics of the firm and the market when the scope
of interest is a single new product launch, but in general, the influence can also be
the other way round. For example, innovative products or a new type of business
logic for a firm can eventually influence markets. Moreover, it is difficult to
conclude which context characteristic would lead to a particular launch process
characteristic or to the occurrence of a particular launch driver or challenge and
whether that influence would occur if different context characteristic were
changed. Thus, it is proposed that the context characteristics are best understood
as an entity.
These findings are presented as an empirically grounded framework
describing how the contextual nature of launching industrial new products comes
into effect (see Figure 9).
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Product
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E.g. degree of
innovativeness,
complexity,
customisation
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Perceived phases of the launch process
Time scale
Degree of organisation
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groups are relevant:

distribution, pricing, external
promotion, internal promotion,
timing, launch process
management

launch planning, preparing tactical launch
elements, market testing, preannouncements,
revising plans, training, assuring launch
capability, major introduction, launch
control, post-launch review

Contextual nature of launching industrial new products
- Specific launch drivers and challenges
- Specific launch process characteristics

Fig. 9. The influence of the context characteristics resulting in the contextual nature of
launching industrial new products.

Based on this study, the characteristics of the market, which appear to matter in
terms of the perceived launch drivers and challenges and launch process
characteristics, are linked to the importance of relationships, the nature of
adoption barriers, competition, and the pace of change. These factors, for example,
influence the emphasis on specific launch drivers and challenges, such as launch
timing, within a context. The highlighted characteristics of the firm are, first and
foremost, linked to the business logic of the firm (product- or project-based) but
also to the firm’s market position, the broadness of the operational scope, and the
market position of the firm. These features can influence the characteristics of the
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launch process and the perceived launch drivers and challenges. For example, the
challenges of launch process management appear to be different when launching
through customer projects than when launching internally developed new
products by product-based firms. The characteristics of the product that appear to
matter, especially in terms of the perceived launch drivers and challenges, are
related to the degree of innovativeness, complexity, and customisation. For
example, efforts towards internal and external promotion are emphasised for
innovative industrial products.
This study did not focus on examining the causal relationships between
individual context characteristics and the particular launch drivers and challenges
or the characteristics of the launch process. Although the context characteristics
are considered to be an entity, and the identified influence of the context
characteristics can be broadly and reliably considered to apply only in the
contexts as examined here, the leading influential context characteristics may be
proposed based on the comparisons performed between the examined contexts.
The findings imply that the business logic of the firm appears to influence the
characteristics of the launch process, and the degree of innovativeness of the new
product appears to influence the perceived launch drivers and challenges.
5.2

Theoretical contribution

This study resulted in altogether five theoretical contributions. Considering the
newness of the contributions compared to the extant new product launch research
and other research streams used in this study, novel views are provided especially
concerning the mechanism through which the contextual nature of launching
comes into effect and the characteristics of launching in a project-based firm
context.
Firstly, this study contributes to the contextual new product launch research
by presenting one possible mechanism through which the contextual nature of
launching industrial new products comes into effect. The launch drivers and
challenges and the launch process are influenced by the characteristics of the
context, affecting the nature of launching in a context (Figure 9). Through a
review of new product launch studies, the researcher chose to conceptualise the
launch context through market, firm and product related characteristics and to
discuss the context as a combination of its characteristics rather than making
simpler distinctions, such as based on product innovativeness (Lee & O’Connor
2003a, Hsieh & Tsai 2007). Context-dependency is often discussed in launch
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studies in relation to choosing a suitable launch strategy and tactics (Guiltinan
1999, Hultink & Robben 1999) and the specifics of a launch process (Nagle 2005)
to a particular context. However, further examination of the context-dependency
of launching from an activity perspective has been lacking. Hence, this
contribution presents a new view on the relationships between the context
characteristics and the launch (see e.g. Whetten 1989).
Secondly, this study contributes to the new product launch research by
presenting six empirically grounded aspects of launching that can capture the
launch drivers and challenges in a context, and ten possible launch activity groups
for a launch process in an industrial context. The six aspects of launching and the
launch activity grouping can be used to comprehensively analyse launching in its
context, rather than discussing a limited set of launch aspects at a time or
discussing the launch as a one, indeterminate phase of NPD (Cooper 2011) or
combined with some other NPD phase (Olson et al. 2001, Brettel et al. 2011,
Zahay et al. 2011). To the best of the author’s knowledge, a comparable
categorisation for launch drivers and challenges or as rich and organised
presentation of the launch activities has not been presented earlier. Thus, this
contribution is based on developing and reorganising the understanding of the
launch as a phenomenon (see Whetten 1989).
Thirdly, this study contributes to new product launch research in an industrial
context by identifying the specific launch drivers and challenges and the
characteristics of the launch process in two remarkably different industrial
contexts and by analysing the similarities and differences between them. The
findings particularly concern the product-based and project-based firm contexts.
The business logic of the firm appears to have a multifaceted influence on the
launch drivers and challenges and on the launch process. The influence of the
particular context characteristics on the launch drivers and challenges and the
launch process were considered. The empirical findings from the product-based
firm context largely agree with the findings from the previous new product launch
literature regarding the main activities within the launch process (Di Benedetto
1999, Nagle 2005), implying that the process model may apply in a broader set of
product-based firm contexts than that examined here. In particular, the findings
from the project-based firm context do not fit well with the extant new product
launch research. This type of launch context has not, to the best of the author’s
knowledge, been examined in the new product launch research. Thus, the findings
from this context bring concepts and a context from the solution business,
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reference marketing, and project marketing studies to new product launch
research, broadening its contextual scope. Although a launch in this type of
context appeared to be a less central activity than in product-based firms, it was
identified as a relevant practice. Thus, the launch of customisable industrial
solutions should not be excluded from launch research, especially if an
understanding of the contextual nature of launching is to be developed. The
contribution then relates to combining findings from diverse research fields to
understand the phenomenon in a less researched context (see Whetten 1989).
Fourthly, this study contributes to industrial solutions and reference
marketing research by presenting the launch process for new innovative industrial
solutions in relation to the progress of the first respective customer project, within
which the solution has been developed, and which leads to the acquisition of the
first reference. Previous reference research has identified the acquisition of the
first reference as an important cornerstone for novel firms to build credibility for
the firm and their product (Ruokolainen 2005, Ruokolainen 2008, Rehme &
Svensson 2011), and the solution research has suggested that the first customer
project including the novel solution can be used to move into new business areas
(e.g. Davies & Brady 2000), but the use of the first project to launch new
industrial solutions is not discussed. In reference studies, Salminen and Möller
(2006: 29) mention “launching customers” as a one way to use references for
supporting the launch of new products and technologies, but they do not discuss
how that is done. Hence, this study has brought together and reorganised the
understanding of launching in an industrial project-based solution business
context (see Whetten 1989), which has been bypassed in the solution and
reference marketing research.
Fifthly, this study contributes to new product launch research by elaborating
on communication as a central aspect of launching and detailing the key
communication issues in two industrial launch contexts. The complexity of crossfunctional information exchange during the launch in the product-based firm
context has been previously implied by cross-functional integration studies (Song
et al. 1998, Brettel et al. 2011) and in studies addressing information exchange
during NPD (Zahay et al. 2004, Zahay et al. 2011). The findings of this study
concerning the communication aspect of launching help to understand the
identified difficulties in managing the launch successfully (Hultink et al. 2000) or
in an organised manner (Greenley & Bayus 1994, Calantone & Di Benedetto
2007) in the product-based firm context. The findings contribute also to the NPD
stage-specific and function-specific understanding invited by Brettel et al. (2011)
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and Song et al. (1998). In the project-based firm context, the particular
communication aspect of convincing the first potential project customer to buy an
innovative industrial solution has not been focused on in the previous research,
even though interaction with the customer during the commercialisation of new
solutions has been studied (e.g. Athaide et al. 1996, Storbacka 2011). Thus, the
contribution is based on emphasising the communication aspect of launching as a
way to understand the complexities of launching from a new perspective (see
Whetten 1989).
5.3

Managerial contribution

Even though the aim of launching industrial new products may be simple, that is,
to introduce new products and support their sales, based on the results of this
study, launch is a complex, communication-intensive, context-dependent and
therefore a challenging process to manage. The multifaceted and embedded
launch activities form an intricate entity. The active coordination of the marketing
function with multiple internal and external stakeholders is required, but also the
nature of the coordination and communication is different across contexts. In
addition, the marketing function’s control over the launch context is potentially
quite limited. Therefore, the influence of the context characteristics on launching
is important to acknowledge and understand. With this issue in mind, this study
provides managerial contributions on the contextual aspects of launching
industrial new products.
Firstly, the study provides the managers responsible for launching with tools
that can be used to analyse the launch drivers and challenges in a particular
context. The six aspects of launching (distribution, pricing, external promotion,
internal promotion, timing and launch process management) can be used to
identify and evaluate the possible launch drivers and challenges. In addition, a
summary of the identified context characteristics that may affect launching (Table
17) and the particular identified launch drivers and challenges in the two
examined contexts (Table 18 and Table 19) can be reflected against the launch
context in question.
Secondly, the study presents a comprehensive launch activity grouping (Table
8) and launch process descriptions in the industrial product-based and projectbased firm contexts. These groupings and descriptions can be reflected against the
particular launch context and used to analyse the launch process and to form an
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organised understanding of it in a firm, supporting a planned and systematic
approach to launch management. Because these two contributions resonate with
the previous launch research from a variety of contexts (see Chapter 5.4 and the
analytic generalisation), firms operating in consumer markets might also consider
using them as an analysis tool.
The study also provides three contributions for managers in product-based
industrial firms launching new products developed in internal NPD projects.
Firstly, it appears that all of the six aspects of launching must be addressed to
succeed in launching new singular design industrial products to competitive
markets. However, the weight of the diverse aspects and the particular launch
drivers and challenges depend on the specific launch context characteristics, and
it cannot be said that there is one best way to launch.
Secondly, this study suggests that the first step in developing launch practices
in a young and growing firm is to draft a general launch plan template defining
the primary tasks and responsibilities and connections to other major processes in
the firm. An efficient and timely launch plays an important role in supporting
product sales in a product-based firm, and therefore an organised approach to
launching is emphasised. The marketing function coordinates the launch, and for
that reason, it can best draft the process, what is needed and when, and the
necessary connections to other processes.
Thirdly, connected to the previous point, the study implies that it is hard to
excel in launching if the launch process is not managed and developed by the
marketing function as a holistic cross-functional process. The launch process
consists of tightly linked cross-functional activities and communication. Some
aspects, such as timing, are not solely under marketing’s control. Delays in
product development are common and harm the launch process management and
the ability to achieve the launch targets. In addition, market knowledge
development requires special attention to support launch planning and
cooperation with the sales force and local organisations. Hence, launch success is
also the sum of many actors and activities outside of the marketing function.
Therefore, launch management should pay attention to cross-functional
information exchange, especially during launch planning, preparations and tests,
and launch evaluation, due to the intensive nature of information exchange during
those phases. Mapping out and understanding the necessary cross-functional
communication helps to plan the launch and manage its activities.
Accordingly, the following three contributions are provided for the managers
responsible for new solutions and their launches in project-based industrial firms,
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and especially in a situation when a new innovative solution is developed,
implemented, and launched within a customer project. Firstly, the study suggests
adopting a long time frame for launch management and acknowledging the links
between the launch process and the first and subsequent customer projects in
which the solution is implemented (Figure 7). The adoption of this type of an
approach would support the constructive planning and management of launching
in that type of a context and would focus on the pivotal points of launching.
Secondly, this study points the manager’s attention to the challenge of finding
the right time to conduct launch activities in connection with the often long-term
customer projects, which requires the continuous monitoring of the project
situation. In particular, the technical risks for the new solution and knowledge of
the market potential for the solution being developed need to be considered before
rushing into launch activities. Preannouncements linked to communication about
the progress of the related customer project should only be undertaken when the
supplier is certain solution’s viability. A subsequent failure could jeopardise the
future business potential of the solution and even the reputation of the firm,
especially because typically these markets are conservative and have high
adoption barriers. Similarly, a possible re-launch necessitates obtaining a
convincing reference portfolio for the solution. The external introduction after the
first customer project offers the opportunity to probe how the market reacts to the
new solution before deciding whether to develop the solution further.
Thirdly, the study indicates that the launching of individual solutions is a
potential marketing asset. Although an individual solution launch might not
appear to be relevant for a project-based firm delivering broad and customised
integrated solutions, innovative solutions can be seen as the core that the
integrated solutions are built around, supporting project sales and the corporate
brand. Conversely, a strong corporate brand was identified as supporting the
launching of innovative new solutions. Thus, different levels of marketing can
support each other, and promoting the individual innovative products through the
launch is also relevant in that type of business.
5.4

Evaluation of the study

The evaluation for this qualitative study bound to critical realism follows the
quality criteria for case study research within the realism paradigm because
critical realism is a form of realism and shares important assumptions with it
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(Easton 2002). The six criteria are ontological appropriateness, contingent validity,
the use of multiple perceptions, methodological trustworthiness, analytic
generalisation, and construct validity (Healy & Perry 2000). Healy and Perry
(2000) presented the criteria to clarify the often-implicit ontological and
epistemological assumptions underlying evaluation criteria, rather than to build
new criteria, and they also refer to other known quality criteria for case research,
such as that presented by Yin (2009).
Ontological appropriateness means that the research actually addresses
phenomena that are appropriate to the reality view entwined with realism (Healy
& Perry 2000: 122). The reality view utilised in this study and how the launch and
launching is understood by this view are explained in Chapter 1.3. This study
discusses launching as a complex social science phenomenon, for which the
existing reality is not fully accessible, but which can be studied through the
participants’ perceptions (Healy & Perry 2000: 119). This approach has meant
that the previous new product launch research, which has commonly adopted a
positivist stance, had to be carefully interpreted for the purpose of this study. A
critical realist approach directs the focus on the nature of the phenomenon rather
than on the performance (Easton 2002). Thus, this study examined launch drivers
and challenges, referring to their influence on the targeted outcome of launching,
and used the examination of the launch drivers and challenges as a way to study
the nature of the phenomenon across contexts, not to focus on the performance.
Contingent validity refers to ontological issues and asks for the examination
of open systems that involve “generative mechanisms rather than direct causeand-effect”, which leads to an emphasis on why questions and a description of the
context of the cases (Healy & Perry 2000: 122). In realism research, validity
considers the conclusions resulting from the use of specific procedures in a
particular context and not solely on the use of procedures (Maxwell 2012: 132).
Healy and Perry (2000) present contingent validity as being somewhat
comparable to internal validity. Internal validity is used in case studies to evaluate
how carefully the rival possibilities are discussed and the logic of reasoning,
which can be improved through different forms of pattern matching (Yin 2009);
for example. Healy and Perry (2000) suggest theoretical and literal replication and
in-depth questions for improving contingent validity.
Pattern matching was iteratively performed between the examined contexts to
address the contextual nature of launching by revealing the common core and the
differences between the contexts. This process elucidated the necessary and
context-based relationships, that is, which findings are unique to the context and
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which could contribute towards generalisations (Easton 2010). The emphasis was
on answering the “what type of” research questions because these answers were
largely unknown and are the starting point to advance the future understanding of
“how” and "why". However, the findings of the study already help to understand
how launching happens in a context and why, relying on the context
characteristics. The cause-and-effect between the findings and the context
characteristics was discussed, but primarily the context characteristics were
considered to be an entity.
Pattern matching was also performed between the theory used and the
empirical data. The researcher aimed first to integrate and then to develop the
theoretical understanding through the empirical study. The data collection and
analysis were informed but not limited by the theoretical understanding because it
was believed that the previous, mostly positivist, research on the topic would not
capture all of the aspects relevant to this study. For example, the first round of
empirical analysis was based on rather inductive categorisation, and the iterative
analysis process aimed to refine the categorisation so that it would faithfully
represent the data. Theory triangulation was constantly used to consider rival
possibilities and the logic of reasoning (Yin 2009). New product research
provided a point of comparison for what is typically considered to be a launch,
and the applied industrial marketing research streams helped to understand the
issues related to launching in the project-based firm context. The relevancy of a
finding, the possible explanations for it in a context, its generalisability across
contexts, and the convergence of evidence considering the finding were
constantly reconsidered.
The use of multiple perceptions for a single reality can be used to build a
picture of reality by triangulating several data sources and peer researchers’
interpretations of these triangulations (Healy & Perry 2000). Multiple interviews,
supporting evidence, broad questions, triangulation, the researcher’s awareness of
her values, and peer review for published reports are suggested to improve the
quality of the research (Healy & Perry 2000). All of these measures have been
applied here. Only the researcher’s personal values have not been explicated, but
a value-neutral tone has been aimed at and the possible influence of the
researcher’s assumptions concerning the phenomenon has been considered
throughout the research process. The possible values underlying the interviewees’
responses and the firm-related documents have been considered, and any major
influences were not identified.
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Perspectives from the two examined contexts were sought from several data
types and from different levels and organisational units. Using the snowball
method to select interviewees on the basis of recommendations from the firm’s
contact people (e.g. Biernacki & Waldorf 1981) can affect the nature of the
acquired perceptions because it is possible that some valuable perspectives were
missed. For example, for paper III, most of the product-based firm’s marketing
managers and directors were interviewed, but only a limited number of those
from other functions were interviewed. This selection might have resulted in a
limited perception of the information expected from the marketing function.
However, the perceptions for this matter were consistent with the data from
functions other than marketing, which suggests that the selection has not
significantly affected the findings.
Because the interviews were primarily retrospective, it is possible that the
perceptions of the events and activities were affected by what the interviewees
remember or what they want to emphasise in light of their current experience.
That possible challenge is addressed by cross-comparing the interviews and
triangulating the interviews with the complementary data (Healy & Perry 2000).
Some datasets concerned the firm’s activities in general, and they do not help to
capture how a particular launch actually occurred. However, based on the
research philosophy adopted here, the reality concerning launching would not be
fully accessible through any data collection choice. Instead, the acquired view for
the common understanding of launching in the context represents a socially
constructed local truth, which makes the perception of "how we usually do this in
this firm" a window to the underlying truth.
Methodological trustworthiness means “the extent to which the research can
be audited by developing a case study database and by the use of quotations in the
written report” (Healy & Perry 2000: 123). This definition is close to the
commonly used case study reliability criteria (Yin 2009). The use of data
summaries and descriptions of procedures (i.e. case selection) are encouraged
(Healy & Perry 2000). Transparency and replication can be supported by careful
documenting and reporting on the case as well as on the entire research process,
and using the real names of organisations instead (Gibbert et al. 2008). These
principles have been followed here. The applied steps are somewhat unique for
each qualitative study, even though general guidelines can be presented (Miles &
Huberman 1994), and therefore attention was paid to describing the research
process, the utilised data (Appendix 1), and the analysis process. Unfortunately,
the real names could not be used due to the examined firms’ wishes, but the cases
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were described carefully, and interview quotations were used in the papers.
Anonymity was promised for the interviewees and the firms because it was
believed to support a trusting interview atmosphere and better access. Specific
case study protocol has not been applied in as strict sense as that meant by Yin
(2009), but the research plan for the study, updated continuously, has included the
corresponding information, that is, an overview of the case study project, field
procedures, case study questions and a guide for the case study report. The case
study database has been maintained by the researcher and contains organised
electronic files of all of the data and analysis documentation. The purpose of this
documentation and reporting is to support the replication logic; if the same
theoretical background, the same cases, and the same analysis process were used,
it is likely that the primary findings would correspond to those presented here.
Analytic generalisation refers to the theory-building nature of realism-bound
research, when theory is gradually built by identifying research issues before data
collection and formulating the interview protocol so that it will help either
confirm or disconfirm the theory (Healy & Perry 2000). The possibilities for
analytic generalisation could then be improved through research design decisions
(Gibbert et al. 2008). Although this study as a whole is a two-case study, the
papers are single-case studies. The choice of a single case is often considered to
influence the ability to generalise findings (Eisenhardt 1989), especially in terms
of considering the applicability of the findings across diverse contexts. However,
the findings are generalised here, as they are often in case studies, by linking the
findings back to the extant theories (Yin 2009).
Here the existing launch literature formed the basis for the research design.
The cases were selected based on the current theoretical understanding to
represent different industrial launch contexts that were expected to bring differing
results. More interviews or cases could have provided more data to back up the
findings of this study. More interviews or cases might also have uncovered more
drivers and challenges or a more versatile understanding of launching across
contexts. However, instead of capturing a high number of drivers and challenges
or divergent process descriptions, the aim in this study was to examine the
contextual nature of launching through two remarkably different contexts; for this
purpose, these issues are less critical.
The findings of the study were linked back to the theoretical base. The
findings are consistent with the presented extant theoretical understanding of
launching, but they add new insights on the phenomenon within a less researched
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context, gradually advancing the understanding of launching. The findings of the
study at large can be considered to be applicable in similar contexts to those
examined here (Table 17). The context-specific findings of the study would be
applicable to launches of industrial, standardised, and internally developed
products by firms operating in a competitive product business and to launches of
innovative solutions by firms operating in a strong position in the industrial
project business field. However, the launch driver and challenge categories and
the launch activity groupings presented here are supported by the theoretical basis
of this study, only a minor part of which relies on research conducted in an
industrial context. In addition, in paper III, the launch process phases and the
information types find support from the previous topical research mentioning
launch activities in various contexts (Di Benedetto 1999, Zahay et al. 2004, Nagle
2005). Therefore, these findings can be applied to launching, for example, in
consumer market contexts as well, but that would presumably bring different
results on a detailed level.
Construct validity refers to “how well information about the constructs in the
theory being built are "measured" in the research” and the use of prior theory to
define constructs, the case study database, and triangulation are suggested for
improving construct validity (Healy & Perry 2000: 125). Hence, the quality of the
central conceptualisations is evaluated, so that “the study investigates what it
claims to investigate,” and these considerations become especially relevant in the
data collection phase (Gibbert et al. 2008: 1466).
In this study, the initial conceptualisations of the launch relied on the previous
launch and new product studies such as those by Hultink et al. (1997), Cooper
(2011), Tzokas et al. (2004), and Crawford and Di Benedetto (2008). These
studies were used in planning and executing the data collection and analysis, so
that the data would represent the actual phenomenon of interest. However, this
study utilised the activity approach for the launch, which is different from the
decision-making and NPD management approaches from the abovementioned
studies, and therefore this study chose the concept launching. In addition, the
launch was examined in an unconventional context, project-based firms. In the
beginning, it was unclear whether the launch concept was relevant or existed in
these firms in a form similar to that defined by the new product launch research.
However, the data from that context supported the existence and relevance of the
phenomenon in that context, even though the process view on launching in that
context, in particular, differed from the initial theoretical understanding. Hence, in
the project-based firm context, launching was used to refer to a chain of launch
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activities, which would not necessarily be understood as a launch by the current
new product launch research. These developments have been a part of the
abductive research approach, and it may be that individual papers written at
different phases of the research process represent differing conceptualisations. For
example, when paper IV was written, it was still unclear whether the topic of that
paper, how to convince the first customer to commit to a project including an
innovative solution, was a crucial launch supporting activity in that context. The
connection of that issue to launching became clear to the researcher years after
writing paper IV, and therefore the concept launch is not used in it. Similarly, the
concept of launching became important during the late phases of the research
process, and it is not used as such in the research papers.
Another conceptualisation issue concerns drivers and challenges. The
examined cases were considered to be successful, so the ability to study
challenges through such cases could be questioned. It is acknowledged that in the
future, it would be interesting to examine both successful and failed launches, but
here the aim was not to identify differences between successful and failed
launches but to examine the perceived launch drivers and challenges along the
launch process, providing an aspect to the contextual nature of launching.
Furthermore, the successful launches also included challenging periods, and the
case data concern not only particular launches but reflect the entire experience of
the interviewees and the launch practices in the firm in general, bringing forward
the previously experienced launch challenges as well as the drivers as seen by the
interviewees.
The constructs derived from the previous research have been applied to
collecting and analysing the data, and the findings have been linked back to the
existing constructs. To secure a common understanding of the conceptualisations
during data collection, the researcher was actively present in the interviews and
meetings, when possible. However, not all interviews were conducted by the
researcher (see Appendix 1), which might have affected how the data represent
the conceptualisations. In those situations, the researcher planned the interview
guides with the interviewers and instructed them.
To improve construct validity, the researcher used multiple sources of
evidence for data triangulation (see Appendix 1) (Denzin 1978). For example, the
launch process of a product-based firm was examined through interviews, the
internal documents of the firm, workshops, and public documents such as press
releases. Supporting not only construct validity but also the use of multiple
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perceptions, the papers and the entire study has been reviewed by peer researchers
(Healy & Perry 2000) and firm representatives (Yin 2009). The comments from
the firms have been interested and approving, and part of the findings from paper
III have been put into use in the examined firm. However, the results of the
implementation have not been systematically collected within the firm. During
data collection, the clarification of conflicting data was requested from the
interviewees by e-mail. Clarifications were needed mostly on details, such as the
exact dates of events, and are not considered to have a major effect on the
findings.
5.5

Limitations and further research

As with all research, this study has its limitations, which have to be taken into
account when considering its implications. Firstly, focusing on two specific
contexts is a source of rich contextual understanding but also of limitations. In
general, the findings of the study are considered to be contingent on their
environment, which makes the contexts very important (Sobh & Perry 2006).
However, replication logic across contexts and with more cases from diverse
contexts is suggested to better understand and develop the results of this study
(e.g. Yin 2009). Secondly, the chosen research approach and the "what type of"
research questions may keep the findings preliminary in terms of answering why
the particular results have been found, which would be important for a critical
realist researcher (Easton 2010 and 2002). However, the how question is
implicitly answered by examining the influence of the context characteristics on
launching. It is difficult to dissect the effects of any particular context
characteristic from the combined effect of the context, but possible influential
context characteristics were discussed.
Overall, the findings of this study and the recent launch research encourage
versatile approaches to examining the antecedents of launching. First, more
research is needed to understand the relationships between the context
characteristics and the experienced launch drivers and challenges and the
characteristics of the launch process. Based on the findings of this study, the
mechanisms through which the diverse context characteristics actually affect
launching could be addressed in future studies. This study can be considered to be
an opening into a holistic understanding of the contextual nature of launching.
Because the categorisation of launch drivers and challenges and the launch
activity groups presented in this study are largely based on launch research in
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both consumer and industrial contexts, presumably they can be utilised to analyse
launch drivers and challenges and the launch process in industrial as well as
consumer market contexts. Instead of focusing on the cause-effect relationships
between individual context characteristics and launch success, a typology for
launch contexts could eventually be developed that would describe the context
characteristics with the related launch drivers and challenges and the launch
process.
Second, the re-launch was identified as a relevant activity, especially within
the project-based firm context. Although the re-launch has been occasionally
noted by previous research (e.g. Easingwood & Harrington 2002, Harrison &
Waluszewski 2008), the NPD originated new product launch literature is often
limited to examining the launch as the last phase of a NPD process (e.g. Greenley
& Bayus 1994, Schatzel et al. 2001). Crawford and Di Benedetto (2008) and Hart
and Tzokas (2000) use the launch cycle concept, bringing the launching issues to
the product-life cycle management level (e.g. Ausura et al. 2005). These
perspectives could be combined, and the re-launch as well as the
preannouncements could be examined as a part of the launch cycle from the longterm product management and product marketing perspectives. Additionally, the
findings of this study suggest that the integration of preannouncements and the relaunch with customer projects, thereby accelerating the launch, would be a
relevant issue in the project-based firm context.
Third, this study calls for more research on how to conduct the internal
introduction phase of the launch process. The purpose of the internal introduction
is not solely to inform the staff about the new product internally, although that is
an important component (Lenfle & Midler 2009). In addition, the mind-set
prevalent in the firm can influence launching (Talke & Hultink 2010b), and this
study identified the prevailing attitudes among the sales force as a launch driver,
implying that internal promotion activities performed during the internal
introduction are highly relevant for launching. Internal marketing has touched
upon these issues, especially in the service industry context (e.g. Rafiq & Ahmed
2000), but an understanding of the influence of internal promotion on launching
could be developed.
Fourth, a broader stakeholder viewpoint could be applied to study launching.
Winning over the internal and external stakeholders of the firm plays an
important role in overcoming adoption barriers (see Talke & Hultink 2010a); this
role was also identified in this study. In general, the positive attitude of the early
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adopters toward a new product and the support from the adoption network are
important launch drivers (Chiesa & Frattini 2011). The stakeholder approach
could be relevant in industrial business-to-business launch contexts, where
relationship marketing has an important role, even though transactional
approaches are also followed (Iyer et al. 2006). The technological and
organisational interdependencies of the linked firms affect the choices of other
firms on the market through path dependency (e.g. Håkansson & Waluszewski
2002). Additionally, if the product carries network effects (e.g. Lee & O’Connor
2003b) or provides implications for society (for example clean-technology
products), a stakeholder approach could be relevant. The potential roles of the
stakeholders and how they contribute to the launch could be identified (see e.g.
Aarikka-Stenroos & Sandberg 2011), providing a deeper understanding of the
mechanisms through which the adoption of new innovative products could be
facilitated in a network of firms.
Fifth, this study supports the need for research on conceptualising launch
activities, which is also acknowledged by Talke and Hultink (2010b). A
systematic approach on the NPD process has provided greater new product
performance when the process succeeds in incorporating the NPD success factors
(Cooper & Kleinschmidt 1995, Cooper 1996, Cooper 1998). The current
understanding of the launch activities and the launch drivers does not yet enable a
similar systematic approach to the launch process. Therefore, a contextual
understanding of the activities and drivers still needs to be developed, especially
in contexts where the goal of efficient launch process management is relevant and
possible.
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Appendix 1 Details of the empirical data
The details of the empirical data for this study are presented (from Table 24 to
Table 30). The symbol * with the text in italic font means that the researcher was
not present at the meeting or interview. The key for the alphabet used in the tables
is given below. The titles of the people and their role in the two Tekes funded
research projects are presented as they were at the time of examination.
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

A, Henri Simula, Aalto University, doctoral student, researcher
B, Nora Mustonen, University of Oulu, a master’s thesis worker
C, Hanna Selmgren, University of Oulu, a master’s thesis worker
D, Pekka Malinen, Aalto University, a director
E, Heikki Karjaluoto, University of Oulu, professor, a director
F, Jari Salo, University of Oulu, assistant professor, later a director
G, Henrikki Tikkanen, Aalto University, professor
H, Joel Hietanen, Aalto University, a master’s thesis worker
TL, Tuula Lehtimäki, a master’s thesis worker and later a researcher

Table 24. Detailed list of the interviews for case I.
Main theme

Interviewee

Date and location

Interviewer

Duration

Studies

(min)

where
utilised

Experiences from

Product Manager 1*

13.3.2007

A

73

Firm’s head office

the launch of the
previous product

Fairs and Events

13.3.2007

generation

Manager*

Firm’s head office

(interview guide 1) Director, Product

16.3.2007

Marketing 1*

Firm’s head office

Director, Product

21.3.2007

Marketing 2

Firm’s head office

Director, Product

21.3.2007

Marketing 3

Firm’s head office

Vice President, R&D

21.3.2007

A

81

21.3.2007

I
III

A

104

I
III

TL

121

TL

104

I
I

TL

111

I

A

70

III
III

Firm’s head office
Executive Vice

I
III

III

President Products and Firm’s head office

I
III

Market*
Director, Sales*

28.3.2007
Firm’s head office

A

80

I
III
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Main theme

Interviewee

Date and location

Interviewer

Duration

Studies

(min)

where
utilised

Product Manager 2

30.3.2007

TL, A

113

I

TL, A

99

I

Firm’s head office
Director, Brand

30.3.2007

Management and

Firm’s head office

III
III

Communications
Product Development

30.3.2007

Manager

Firm’s head office

Director, Marketing

16.4.2007

TL, A

89

I

TL, A

212

I

B

64

III

B

86

III

B

87

III

B

92

III

B

64

III

B

88

III

B

73

III

B

78

III

B

95

III

B

76

III

B

85

III

III

Firm’s head office
The launch

Brand and

14.12.2007

process of the

Communications

Phone

firm,

Director*

communications in Marketing Director*

17.12.2007

the launch

Phone

process, and the

Product Marketing

17.12.2007

related challenges Director 1*

Firm’s head office

(interview guide 2) Process Developer*

18.12.2007

III

Firm’s branch office
Sales Director*

18.12.2007
Firm’s branch office

Product Marketing

19.12.2007

Director 2*

Firm’s branch office

Product Manager 1*

19.12.2007
Firm’s branch office

Technology Director*

19.12.2007
Firm’s branch office

Product Manager 2*

20.12.2007
Firm’s branch office

R&D Director*

20.12.2007
Firm’s branch office
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Product Marketing

21.12.2007

Director 4*

Firm’s branch office

Table 25. Complementary data for case I: memos from the meetings with firm.
Date and

Duration

location

(about)

1.12.2006

2h

Participants

Type of meeting Agenda and results

Firm participant

Planning

Clarifying the aim of the research

A, E

meeting

project to draft the project plan.

Nine firm participants

Discussion

Research project kick-off.

Firm’s head

primarily from

workshop

Discussing the themes included in

office

marketing and sales

Firm’s head
office*
3.1.2007

Discussing the firm.
4h

the research project, the schedule,
and the themes.

TL, E, A, D
25.1.2007

5h

All key persons from

Giving

Team afternoon for the marketing

Firm’s branch

marketing

presentation

staff, E was asked to give a

office

E, TL

presentation on marketing topics.
Getting to know the marketing
personnel.

(Next, the first round of interviews on the experiences from the launch of the previous product generation)
1.6.2007

2h

Three firm participants (workshop)

Presentation of the interview results

Firm’s head

from marketing

Results

and discussion.

office

TL, A, F

presentation

Continuing the work with the project

meeting

in the next autumn.

Results

Productisation workshop for all

28.9. 2007

6h

Four firm participants

Other

from different functions presentation

research

Two participants from

and discussion

project firm’s

the other research

workshop

head office

project firm

participants of the research project.

TL, A, D, expert
presenting in the
meeting
Presenting a literature review on

Two firm participants

Planning

Firm’s head

from marketing

meeting, launch the launch. Sketching the firm’s

office

TL, A, B

process

launch process. Planning the

workshop 1

research on the launch process.

26.10.2007

4,5 h

Decided to have more workshops
to develop and illustrate the launch
process of the firm. Results of the
research will be tested in the next
launch.
5.11.2007

4h

Four firm participants

Launch process Developing the launch process

Firm’s head

(three from marketing) workshop 2

description. Four main phases and

office

TL, A, B

their activities.
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Date and

Duration

location

(about)

20.11.2007

6h

Participants

Type of meeting Agenda and results

Four firm participants

Launch process Developing the launch process

Firm’s head

(three from marketing) workshop 3

description. Activities and targets

office*

A, B

for all phases defined. After this
meeting, the description was sent
for all personnel taking part in the
launch process to obtain feedback.

(Next, the second round of interviews on the launch process of the firm, communications in the launch
process, and the related challenges)
28.4.2008

3h

Five firm participants

Presenting the results from the

Results

Firm’s head

(three from marketing) presentation

office

TL, A, B, F

interviews. Discussion on the

and discussion

presented launch process.

workshop

Some changes made to the launch
process description.

Two firm participants

Planning

Plan for the next autumn, planning

Firm’s head

from marketing

meeting

the workshops, updates.

office*

A, B, E

2.7.2008

2h

Table 26. Complementary data for case I: archival data.
Types of internal documents

Types of public documents

Project task tables

News related to the examined case (from Internet

Marketing communications plans

search)

Marketing presentations

Annual reports

Brochures

Brochures

Project documents

Firm’s homepage

Launch plans

Table 27. Detailed list of the interviews for case II.
Main theme

Interviewee

Date and

Interviewer

location

Duration

Studies

(min)

where

124

II

utilised
Overall description of the

Technology Director, 28.9.2006

project, agreeing on the next (also attended by VP Firm’s head
interviewees (interview guide of Research and
3)

Technology
Development)

152

office

TL, A

IV

Main theme

Interviewee

Date and

Interviewer

location

Duration

Studies

(min)

where
utilised

The development of the new Senior Technology
industrial product and the

Specialist

9.10.2006

TL, A

110

II
IV

Firm’s head
office

related project (interview
guide 3)
How projects get started in

VP, New Business

10.10.2006

general in this business, how Solutions

Firm’s head

this project got started and its

office

TL, A

111

II
IV

special characteristics
(interview guide 3)
Sales perspective on the

VP, Sales I

10.10.2006

project and in general on the

Firm’s head

business of the firm

office

TL

101

II
IV

(interview guide 3)
Project manager’s

Project Manager

11.10.2006

perspective on the project,

Firm’s head

overview of the project

office

TL

148

II
IV

events (interview guide 3)
Engineer’s perspective,

Technology

11.10.2006

technological development of Specialist

Firm’s head

the new industrial product

office

TL

93

II
IV

(interview guide 3)
Sales perspective on the

VP, Sales II*

24.10.2006

project, especially on the

Firm’s head

later phases (interview guide

office

A

93

II
IV

3)
Organising marketing

VP Sales I*

C

36

II

C

37

II

C

48

II

C

51

II

C

48

II

office

markets, head office
perspective (interview guide

9.3.2009
Firm’s head

communications across
VP Sales III*

11.3.2009
Firm’s head

4)

office
Marketing

11.3.2009

Communications

Firm’s head

Coordinator*

office

VP Sales and

11.3.2009

Marketing*

Firm’s head
office

Corporate

11.3.2009

Communications

Firm’s head

Coordinator*

office
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Main theme

Interviewee

Date and

Interviewer

location

Duration

Studies

(min)

where
utilised

Sales Director*

17.3.2009

C

30

II

C

35

II

C

30

II

C

30

II

C

30

II

C

25

II

C

40

II

C

30

II

C

32

II

C

30

II

Phone
VP Business

18.3.2009

Division I*

Phone

Corporate

20.3.2009

Communications

Phone

Director*
Organising marketing

Sales and marketing 13.3.2009

communications across

Director*

Phone

markets, subsidiary

General Manager*

18.3.2009

perspective (interview guide
4)

Phone
Sales Manager*

19.3.2009
Phone

Communications

20.3.2009

Manager*

Phone

Managing Director*

20.3.2009
Phone

Marketing and

24.3.2009

Communications

Phone

Manager*
VP Business

6.4.2009

Division II*

Phone

Table 28. Complementary data for case II: memos from meetings with the firm.
Date and

Duration

location

(about)

9.8.2006

2h

Participants

Type of meeting Agenda and results

Four firm participants

Planning

Planning the research project,

Firm’s head

from different functions

meeting

discussing possible cases for the

office

TL, A, D, E, F, professor

research project.

of marketing and a

Several possible problems and

master’s thesis worker

cases, no selections made

from University of Aalto
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Date and

Duration

location

(about)

28.8.2006

2h

Participants

Type of meeting Agenda and results

Five firm participants

Planning

Planning the case, discussing

Firm’s head

from different functions

meeting

emerging issues. Several

office

TL, A, C, F

possible themes for the research
project, discussing the firm and
the industry. Afterwards, the
researchers prepared a
description of the possible case
and the research problem for the
firm.

Three firm participants

Planning

Checking the case description,

Firm’s head

from different functions

meeting

researchers present the plan on

office

TL, A, E

18.9.2006

2h

how to proceed with the project.
Determining the project schedule
and tasks. The case was
selected, the key persons for the
case named, the date for the first
interview agreed upon.

(Next, the first interviews on the specific project including the development and launch of an innovative
new industrial product)
27.11.2006

4h

Firm’s head

One firm participant

Results

Presentation of preliminary

TL, A

presentation

results and the plan for the rest of

and project

the research project

office

review
Ten firm participants

Results

Presentation of the final research

Firm’s head

from different functions

presentation

project results to date: the report

office

TL, A, E, F

workshop

and the master’s thesis,

26.2.2007

4h

discussion. Further research
topics discussed.
Four firm participants

Planning

Discussing and choosing a new

Firm’s head

from different functions

meeting

research problem: how customer

office

TL, A, D, F

19.4.2007

2h

solutions can be implemented
cost-efficiently through product
documentation, modularisation,
and customer orientation.
Researchers draft a project plan.

11.6.2007
Firm’s head
office*

2h

One firm participant

Planning

Project plan check. Discussion on

A

meeting

productisation, product
documentation management, and
the topics of the intended
literature review on
productisation.
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Date and

Duration

location

(about)

28.9.2007

6h

Participants

Type of meeting Agenda and results

Four firm participants

Results

Productisation workshop for all

Firm’s head

from diverse functions

presentation

firms in the research project.

office

Two participants from

and discussion

Afterwards a firm-specific section

firm

to discuss productisation and

TL, A, D, expert

other topical issues. Next step

presenting in the

decided: a benchmark on this

workshop
19.12.2007

2h

Firm’s head

Literature review presented.

another research project workshop

topic.

Two firm participants A,

Planning

Planning the project for the next

F

meeting

spring. Tasks: benchmarking and
a literature review on product

office*

data management.
21.1.2008

0,5 h

Phone

One firm participant

Update and

Discussing the state of the

TL

planning

productisation project in the firm,

meeting

planning the next research
project seminar.

Several firm participants Benchmark

Benchmark firm has worked with

Firm’s head

and researchers and

same issues on productisation

office*

participants from the

and product data management.

April 2008

2h

benchmark company

Five firm participants

Discussion

Presentations on product data

Firm’s head

from diverse functions

workshop

management. Discussing the

office

TL, A, D, F, an expert

difficulties in coordinating product

presenting in the

data management between

workshop

different parts of the organisation.

29.4.2008

28.8.2008

3h

3h

Firm’s head

Several firm participants Planning

Planning a marketing

B, E

communications workshop and a

meeting

survey

office*
20.10.2008

6h

15 firm participants from Marketing

Group work. Analysing the

Congress

different functions

communications strengths and weaknesses of the

centre

TL, A, B, D, E, F

workshop

firm’s marketing communications,
presenting a proposal for the
survey.

(Next, the second interviews on the marketing communications of the firm)
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Table 29. Complementary data for case II: archival data.
Types of internal documents

Types of public documents

Description of the technology development process

Press releases

Presentation of new business solutions unit

News related to the examined case

Evaluation criteria for new deposits

(from Internet search)

Project presentations

Annual reports

Internal memos

Product and other firm brochures

Database snapshots

Industry reports

E-mail concerning the project

Firm’s web pages

E-mail and presentation concerning the technology development

Discussions related to the examined

Description of the marketing and sales process

case (from Internet search)

Table 30. Summary of the researcher’s presence in interviews and meetings.
Researcher

Number of

Number of

Number of

Number of

Number of

present

primary

meetings,

primary

supportive

meetings,

interviews,

case I

interviews,

interviews,

case II

case II

case II

case I

10

Sum

Yes

7

7

6

No

26

4

1

15

4

30
50

Sum

33

11

7

15

14

80
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Appendix 2 The interview guides
This study used four interview guides for data gathering. One interview with
guide 1, one with guide 2, and seven interviews with guide 4 were conducted in
English, but guide 3 was originally only in Finnish. For each interview, the
specific questions in the guide were tailored according to the expertise of the
interviewee. In addition, the guides were refined after each interview. This
tailoring applies especially for guide 3 because three versions of the common
interview guide were prepared for the interviewees knowledgeable in either the
R&D, information and communications, or marketing and sales issues of the
examined project. The common themes for each interview guide are listed here.
Themes of interview guide 1 for case I: Experiences from the launch of the
previous product generation
Background questions about the firm and the interviewee
–
–
–
–
–
–

–

Interviewee’s background and current position
Interviewee’s perception of concept commercialisation and launch (personal
and the firm perspectives)
Interviewee’s perception of the launch process and its most critical activities
and common difficulties in the firm
How product’s profitability is monitored and evaluated in the firm
What can be done for an unsuccessful product after launch
Description of the product management organisation, e.g. who owns the
product and makes the most important product decisions, at which point new
products are assigned to particular product managers, how product rampdown is determined and organised
Perception of internal competition between products for resources or markets

Interviewee’s perception of the launch of the previous product generation
–
–
–
–
–

Interviewee’s role in the launch
Description of the targeted market and customer segments
Interviewee’s perception of the meaning of the new product generation
launch for the firm’s business at that time
Description of the financial investments in the launch and their sufficiency
Description of the related product technology and its life cycle
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–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–

–

–

Main theme: critical activities, primary events and primary actors related to
the launch
Description of the launch team; how many people were closely working with
the launch and what their roles were
Description of the technical development activities for the product
How ready the new product was technically when it was first published
Description of the cooperation between R&D and marketing during the
launch
How the potential customers were taken into account in developing the
product generation, at which point the product variations were made and on
what bases
How standards and/or regulations affected the use of the product at the
customers site and/or the launch
Problems identified in bringing the product to market
What went well in bringing the product to market
How success was monitored and measured
Interviewee’s perception of the most important activities contributing to the
success of the product
Interviewee’s perception of the elements contributing to the success of the
launch
Interviewee’s perceptions on how easy it was to assure the customers about
the superiority of the new product generation; what the arguments for the
product were and how they were communicated
The primary relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, trialability and
observability of the new products for the customer compared to previous or
competitors’ products, and how these issues were considered in launch
activities
Description of the branding activities for the new products, e.g. the naming
and the timing of these activities, how different customer groups were taken
into account
Description of the different distribution channels and what type of launch
activities were aimed at each channel

Concluding questions
–
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Interviewee’s perception of what is currently working in the firm’s launch
practices and what could be improved

Themes of the interview guide 2 for case I: The launch process of the firm,
communications during the launch process, and the related challenges
Background questions about the firm and the interviewee
–

Interviewee’s background and current position

Questions about the launch process of the firm
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–

Interviewee’s role in the launch process
Interviewee’s perception of the other key roles in the launch process
Main theme 1: Interviewee’s description of the information that (s)he needs at
different phases of the launch process
Main theme 2: Interviewee’s description of the information that other parties
need from her/him at different phases of the launch process
Interviewee’s description of the nature of information exchange during the
launch process (e.g. formality, quality, amount)
Interviewee’s perception of the business intelligence personnel’s role in
collecting and delivering information for launch
How the updated information concerning the market or competitors received
during the launch process affects the launch and who decides on the possible
changes to the launch activities
Who is involved in launch planning
Interviewee’s justified perception of the critical moments of the launch
process (important to succeed in these)
Interviewee’s perception of the bottlenecks and challenges of the launch
process and how they could be overcome
Interviewee’s perception of the common reasons for launch delays, how they
are acted upon and how they could be prevented
How launch success is measured and could be measured, who collects the
required data, how the data should be forwarded in the firm
How the launch review is conducted and which items are particularly
evaluated

Questions about the launch activities aimed at the firm’s personnel
–

Interviewee’s description of the launch activities aimed at the firm’s
personnel, e.g. the actors and the activities, the primary aim, significance to
the new product’s success
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–
–
–

–

Interviewee’s perception of the current state and professionalism concerning
internal launch activities
When these activities take place in the course of the launch process and who
decides on them
What type of feedback is received from inside the firm concerning the launch
and the product, who provides it, and how it is taken into account in launch
activities
Interviewee’s perception of the main challenges and improvement ideas
related to these internal launch activities

Questions about global aspects launch
–
–
–

–
–

–
–

How the global market is segmented and on which basis; at which level the
launch activities are customised and targeted
Who is responsible for introducing the new product to the subsidiaries and
how it is done in practice
Interviewee’s perception of the nature of communication between the head
office and the subsidiaries concerning launch activities and the actors
involved
How the launch responsibilities are divided between the head office and the
subsidiaries
Interviewee’s perception of how the local market knowledge of the
subsidiaries is utilised in planning and implementing the launch, e.g. in
planning marketing communications
Interviewee’s perception of the sufficiency, characteristics, storing and
sharing of market information collected globally
What type of issues affect the timing decisions of the global launch, e.g. is it
performed simultaneously or sequentially

Themes of the interview guide 3 for case II: The customer project through
which a new industrial product was developed and launched
Primary focus: interviewee’s perception of the events of the project and the
context
–
–
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Interviewee’s background and current position
Characteristics of the firm and the business

–

–
–

–

The innovative solution developed. For example, describing its
innovativeness from the perspective of the firm or for a specific market or the
global market
The beginning of the project. For example, who initiated it, when, and what
were the motives of the actors?
The main events of the project. For example, the most important milestones,
who was involved and how, the development phases of the solution, the
major challenges, their causes and consequences, what went well and why
The special characteristics of the project compared to other projects of the
firm and how those characteristics affected the project

Themes of interview guide 4 for case II: The marketing communications of
the examined firm
Primary focus: interviewee’s perceptions of the marketing communication
practices of the firm and any special characteristics
–
–
–
–
–

–
–

Interviewee’s background and current position
Characteristics of the firm and the business
Organisation of the marketing function. For example, the division of tasks
between head office and subsidiaries
The subsidiaries and their role, and the management mechanisms used to
coordinate marketing communications at the subsidiaries
Marketing communications within the firm. For example, the objectives at
different levels of the firm, the form of brand strategy, how it is implemented
and at which levels, the primary marketing communications channels
Primary challenges to the marketing communications of the firm
Perception of the future developments of marketing communications at the
firm and in the market
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Appendix 3 Categorisation of data
Categories based on the data used in the initial analysis for paper I
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Brand and branding
Commercialisation and timing
Launch and distribution channels
Launch and product families
Segmenting
New product adaptation
Product life cycle
Previous product generation launch: organisation
Previous product generation launch: customer orientation
Previous product generation launch: events
Previous product generation: success factors
Previous product generation launch: improvement targets and what went well

Categories used in the detailed analysis for paper I
–

What to launch (product, skills)
–
–

–

Where to launch (market)
–
–

–

Drivers
Challenges

Why to launch (strategy)
–
–

–

Drivers
Challenges

When to launch (timing)
–
–

–

Drivers
Challenges

Drivers
Challenges

How to launch (distribution, pricing, promotion, execution of launch)
–
–

Drivers
Challenges
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Table 31. Categories, partly theory and partly data based, used in the analysis in QSR
NVivo for paper II.
Name, main category

Name, sub-category

Sources
0

0

Timing – announced launch date

0

0

Timing - competitors

0

0

Timing - local vs. global

0

0

Timing

References

Timing – technical readiness

0

0

Timing – other launches of the firm

0

0

25

71

How (tactics, execution)
How - pricing

4

7

How - distribution

0

0

How – launch process

3

3

How - promotion

24

60

How – sales force management

0

0

How – the product
Strategy
Competition strategy

1

1

15

46

4

9

Market strategy

1

1

Product strategy

11

21

Firm strategy

7

15

Context - innovativeness

12

45

Innovativeness - customer adoption barriers

7

12

Innovativeness - sales adoption barriers

2

3

Innovativeness - technical uncertainty

10

30

32

185

Project business - customisation

16

44

Project business – unclear launch and its process

4

6

Project business - references

13

33

Project business – relationship marketing

16

30

Project business – the role of individual products

19

72

Name

Sources

References

Need for systematic interaction

9

26

Linkedness of activities

9

22

Reacting to market and competitor information

7

22

Task descriptions

7

18

Context - project business

Table 32. Data-based categories in the initial analysis for paper III.
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Name

Sources

References

Re-launch

7

10

Concurrent situation in the firm

6

19

Market requirement specification

6

16

Practices vary according to area

6

15

Importance of defining launch process phases

5

12

Product Manager as a interface between marketing and R&D

5

12

Product arguments, importance and difficulties

5

6

Project management

4

15

Launch activities

4

7

Ramp down

4

7

Informal communication is the best

4

6

History as a small company

3

4

Roadmaps

3

4

Engineers, way of thinking and working

3

3

Describing sales force

3

3

Readiness of the product

3

3

Productisation

2

10

New product ideas are not collected

2

6

Practices are person dependent

2

4

Communication – physical distance

2

3

Product process

2

3

Delays can be good considering the product life cycle phases

2

2

Gut feeling and experience

2

2

Selling something that does not exist

1

3

Marketing coordinates launch

1

2

Sales directors’ meetings

1

2

Learning from launches

1

2

Selling product to top management

1

2

Separate launch for big customers

1

1

Launch is simple

1

1

Lucky loser

1

1

Is every release a new launch?

1

1

Product group

1

1

Regional managers

1

1

Piloting with customers

1

1

Creating commitment to new products

1

1

Multilevel process descriptions needed

1

1

Product manager and product marketing director

1

1

New division of market areas

1

1

Difficulty of getting support for new ideas

1

1

Discussing negative issues with caution

1

1

Cooperation better than bureaucratic interaction

1

1
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Table 33. Theory based categories used in the initial analysis in QSR NVivo before the
tabulation of data for paper III.
Name, main

Name, sub-category

Name, sub-sub-category

Sources

References

2

3

Internal launch

9

110

Full launch

10

49

category
Launch process
phases

Launch planning

10

47

Post-launch review

9

38

Pre-launch

8

35

(Average, sum)

8

282

Information flows,

5

8

1

1

Aftermarket
Services
Information flows,
marketing function
Info FROM marketing

1

1

Tech info FROM mark

11

35

Market info FROM mark

10

35

Project mgmt info FROM mark 7

25

Customer info FROM mark

8

23

Financial info FROM mark

5

7

0

0

Market info TO mark

10

54

Tech info TO mark

8

53

Customer info TO mark

8

34

Project mgmt info TO mark

6

21

Financial info TO mark

8

11

(Average, sum)

6.4

300

Information flows,

1

1

2

2

Tech info TO subs

6

18

Project mgmt info TO subs

5

17

Market info TO subs

5

14

Info TO marketing

subsidiaries
Info TO subs
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Name, main

Name, sub-category

Name, sub-sub-category

Sources

References

Customer info TO subs

5

9

category

Financial info TO subs

2

2

1

1

Market info FROM subs

10

24

Customer info FROM subs

7

17

Tech info FROM subs

6

9

Financial info FROM subs

5

6

Project mgmt info FROM subs 1

1

Info FROM subs

(Average, sum)

4.3

121

1

1

8

44

Tasks – sales

6

20

Tasks – higher mgmt

9

19

Tasks – R&D

7

18

Organising launch
Tasks - market
communication

Tasks - marketing

2

11

Tasks – Product Manager

11

97

Tasks – Product Marketing

9

77

Tasks - subsidiaries

8

27

Tasks – business intelligence

6

8

Tasks - other

6

10

Tasks - product dev & tech

5

7

Tasks - AMS

4

5

Tasks – Project steering

1

3

(Average, sum)

5.9

347

Information flows,

0

0

0

0

3

15

Director

personnel

board

group

R&D
Info TO R&D
Tech info TO R&D
Customer info TO R&D

3

11

Market info TO R&D

2

8
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Name, main

Name, sub-category

Name, sub-sub-category

Sources

References

category
Project mgmt info TO R&D

0

0

Financial info TO R&D

0

0

0

0

9

17

Info FROM R&D
Tech info FROM R&D

Project mgmt info FROM R&D 6

12

Market info FROM R&D

1

1

Financial info FROM R&D

1

1

Customer info FROM R&D

0

0

(Average, sum)

1.9

65

Information flows,

0

0

0

0

Tech info TO sales

7

24

Market info TO sales

7

23

sales
Info TO sales

Customer info TO sales

7

18

Project mgmt info TO sales

4

15

Financial info TO sales

3

3

0

0

Info FROM sales
Market info FROM sales

7

13

Tech info FROM sales

4

11

Customer info FROM sales

6

7

Project mgmt info FROM sales 1

2

2

2

(Average, sum)

Financial info FROM sales

3.7

118

Information flows,

0

0

1

1

2

2

head office
Info FROM head office
Market info FROM HQ

Info TO head office
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Tech info FROM HQ

2

2

Customer info FROM HQ

2

2

Project mgmt info FROM HQ

1

2

Financial info FROM HQ

1

1

0

0

Name, main

Name, sub-category

Name, sub-sub-category

Sources

References

Market info TO HQ

2

3

Customer info TO HQ

2

2

Tech info TO HQ

0

0

Project mgmt info TO HQ

0

0

Financial info TO HQ

0

0

(Average, sum)

1.0

15

Launch challenges

0

0

Launch process

10

92

Schedules

11

88

Global-local interface

10

58

Measuring launch

10

22

Marketing R&D interaction

6

14

Marketing materials and

6

9

Lacking launch team

2

5
3

category

support

Launch failure

2

Launch and segmentation

3

3

Information leaks to

3

3

Marketing function’s view

1

1

R&D function’s view

1

1

Resources

1

1

competitors

0

0

(Average, sum)

Sales function’s view

4.4

300

Other challenges

0

0

Interaction

10

57

Sales support

8

27

Availability and utilisation of

6

23

Sales interface

6

19

Unclear roles

3

10

Prioritising R&D projects

4

9

R&D emphasis

7

7

market information
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Name, main

Name, sub-category

Name, sub-sub-category

Sources

References

3

7

2

3

2

3

Product data management

1

2

Specifications for product

1

1

1

1

3.9
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category
Interaction between
marketing and R&D during
the front end
Turning into a process
management organisation
Adoption barriers for new
products

families
Collecting feedback
(Average, sum)

Categories used in the initial analysis for paper IV
The firm and its business:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Interviewee’s background and current position
Characteristics of the firm and the business
General project phases
Firm’s knowledgebase (existence, its development, its utilisation)
Customer’s knowledgebase
Information gathering, processing, sharing
Transforming the knowledgebase into a profit making position
Context characteristics
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–

Firm specific: strategy, organisation, history
Product specific: innovativeness
Market specific
Firm’s relationships
Personal relationships
Technology specific
Other

Challenges
Drivers

Specific to the examined customer case:
–
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Project phases

–
–
–
–
–

Customer’s knowledgebase
Firm’s knowledgebase (current base, its development, its utilisation)
Information gathering, processing, sharing
Innovation process (pre-phases, front end, development, commercialisation;
the actors)
Context characteristics
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–

Firm specific: strategy, organisation, history
Product specific: innovativeness
Market specific
Firm’s relationships
Personal relationships
Technology specific
Other

Challenges
Drivers, what went well, lessons learned

Categories used in the detailed analysis for paper IV
–
–

Inductive categorisation related to project phases, project marketing activities,
supplier’s knowledge, customer’s knowledge
Next phase of analysis:
–
–

–
–
–

Mapping of project events: timeline of events, related actors
Project phases: project negotiations before the acquisition, negotiations
on the project scope and the innovative technical solution, contract
negotiations
Project marketing activities: before acquisition, negotiations on the
project scope and technical solution, contract negotiations.
Knowledge: technical knowledge, customer knowledge, core knowledge,
project specific knowledge

Next phase of analysis:
–
–
–
–

Project marketing phases: no identified project, pre-tender, tender
preparation, after the contract
Then, for each phase:
Project marketing activities and their aim
Knowledge management approach: convincing through concretisation,
convincing through interaction, and what type of knowledge is utilized
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Appendix 4 Identified launch drivers and
challenges combined with the launch process
phases
Table 34. Launch drivers and challenges in the launch process of the product-based
firm context.
Phase when

Drivers

Challenges

−

−

experienced
Launch
planning
Launch

−

Realistic schedules and

Unreliable NPD schedules due to growth and

timing that considers what is

lack of resources and experience can cripple

happening in the context

timing

Designing the message

preparations

content, customising it to

and tests

customer segments and
clarifying the product

−

Tailoring the internal promotion message to
diverse audiences, timing and organising the
communication

−

positioning compared to the

Designing a customised, clear launch message
to customer segments; requires marketing

previous products

professionalism and market knowledge
−

Too technical a message: not enough attention

−

Technical difficulties with the product increasing

to customers’ needs
Internal

−

introduction

Communicating about the
new product, its positioning

the adoption barriers of the sales force and

and launch plans; motivating

leading them to prefer the old products

personnel and sales
channels to support external
promotion and sales with an
enthusiastic attitude
External

−

Efficient distribution

introduction

−

Own efficient sales force an

−

unreliable NPD schedules strengthen
customers’ adoption barriers

important channel for
external promotion

Technical problems with the product and

−

Sales force misunderstanding the positioning
leading to unnecessary price discounts (sold to
wrong customers)

All phases

−

Cross-functional

−

communication and

between the head office and local organisations

communication between the
head office and local
−

Communication between functions and
challenging, especially in a growing firm

−

Unreliable NPD schedules due to growth and

organisations

lack of resources and experience complicate

Organised launch process

launch process management

linked to other processes of
the firm

−

Organised launch process challenging,
especially in a growing firm
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Table 35. Launch drivers and challenges in the launch process of the project-based
firm context.
Phase when

Drivers

Challenges

experienced
Convincing the first

−

potential customer

Trust lowering the customers' adoption −

Strong adoption barriers for

barriers for an innovative solution,

innovative solutions, difficult to

supported by 1) Use of customer

obtain the first customer(s)

references, 2) Communicating and

(conservative market)

concretising the firm’s knowledge base −

Innovativeness lowers prices

and the solution’s functioning to the

and requires heavy warranties

potential customer through project

for the first project(s)

marketing, 3) Strong market position
and corporate brand
Preannouncements

−

Preannouncements linked to external

−

Technical risks with the solution

promotion of the related first customer

need to be considered when

project creating market interest in the

preannouncing

solution
External introduction −
−

Innovativeness of a solution improves

−

Sales force willing to solve

future pricing opportunities

customers’ problems and to sell

Own sales force an important channel

unique solutions, undermining

for external promotion

the launch effort

−

Promoting the further developed

−

Cooperative and trusting relationship

solution by re-launch
All phases

−

High pressure to succeed with

with the first customer helps to

the first challenging customer

successfully implement the project

project due to its reference

including an innovative solution and to
obtain the first customer reference,
accelerating time to market

value
−

Launch activities linked to
customer projects: a vague
launch process
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